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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the potential

for a "pl_ain English" move-

ment in the WinnipeS juvenile court in the Province of Manitoba,

Canada. The \.^/riter perceives that there is a f ailure of communication between the juvenile and the court which has resulted from
the use of legal Ianguage or legalese.

The degree of understand-

ing of the language used in juvenile court proceedings, from the
juvenilers

perspective, needs to be assessed.

The juvenilets

understand.ing of the legal process is evalu-

ated through the administration

of an interview schedule.

tion to inLerviewing juveniles,

probation officers,

In addi-

defense counsel

and juvenile court judges are also ínterviewed to determine their
role in the explanation process of the legal language to which the
juvenile is exposed and subjected.
Five hypotheses are set forth.

Thus this study has four parts.

Specifically,

a juvenilets

understanding of Iegal Ianguage is depend.ent on his,/her contact
with (1) probation services,

(2) defense counsel, and (3)

Èhe

judge's explanation of the language, process and procedure of the
court.

In addition,

affect understanding.
(fairness)

(4) Èime spent in custody is believed to
Finai-ly,

(5) a juvenilers

sense of justice

is thought to be affected by his,/her understanding of

legal language.
In general, the data support the hypotheses. It is concl_uded
that there is indeed the potential for a "Plain English" movement
in the blinnipeg juvenile court.

Certain recommend.ations are

which are believed to contribute to the juvenile's
of Iegal Ianguage

made

understanding
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CHAPTER

1

AN INTRODUCTION AND

OVERVTEIÂ]

Introduction
rt is the purpose of this thesis to examine the potentiar_ for
a "Plain English" movement within the Inlinnipeg juvenire court in
the Province of Manitoba, canada. The impetus for such an investigation comes not only from academic commentaries on the use and
misuse of language in the spheres of social, politicar,
economic
and legal life

but also from a growing concern over these i-ssues
among the general public as wel_I.
use and misuse of language is not a nev/ topic of social ín_
quiry which has come to the fore in the 1970's and lg8O's. As
early as the 1930ts harsh cri-ticisms of language use in the public
forum were expressed. H.L. Mencken, author of The American Language (first

published in r936) voiced concern over such matters
as "euphemisms and jargon in politics,
bureaucracy and the professions" (gp. cit.

in Danet, I9g0: 450) .

SimiJ-arly, as other

authors acknowledge, George orwelL (L957: r53) commented that pol-itical- language "consists rargely of euphemism, question-begging
and sheer cloudy vagueness,'.
The dawn of worl-d war rr and proliferation

of propaganda re-

opened the debate on l-anguage. Hayakawa published the book
Language in Action which he admits r^¡as ',a response to the d.angers

of propaganda especially as exemplified in Adolf Hitl-er,s success
in persuading mi-tl-ions t.o share his maniacal- and destructive views

(ibid , L964 Preface)
During the 1950's and 1960's the use and misuse of language
was not a topic of widespread pubì-ic debate.

rt was in the 1970's

however, that the subject seemed to gain its greatest strength and
popularity.
rts sal-iency was largery a response to the controversy over Watergate. For the Amerícan public,

this affair

became

a matter of determining the meaning of certain government acts
conveyed through the use of specific

as

words and sentences. During

the period of the Watergate hearings held before the Senate fnvestigation Committee, a number of top government of ficiats r,,¡ere seen
to manipulate language in such a way as to provide excuses and
justifications
to exculpate them from that scandaL. Such behavior
not only created widespread public frustration
sti-mul-ated a rarge number of articles

and confusion but

in newspapers and magazines

condemning the apparent misuse of language by government officials

as we]l as academic debate and criticism

of ranguage use in the

publ-ic forum in learned journals and books.
In response to the overwhetming concern raised by the American
pubric over the use and misuse of ranguage at the bureaucratic
l-ever,

former President Jimmy carter issued an executj-ve order

"requiring

'crear and simple English' as a means of improving

government regulations".

This was a significant

first

step in the

long process of language-use reform - a process which when combj_ned
with the creation of the DocumenÈ Design centre in washington, D.c.
has come to be termed the "plain English Movement".
The upper echel-ons of government bureaucracy have not been
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the onty institutions

to be affected by president Carterrs executive order - The spirit of the prain Engrish r"lovement has inf luenced such economj-c institutions

as banks and insurance companies.

According to one author 'state and federal government agencies
have hetd and are ho]ding conferences on language reform, hiring
consurLants and producing revised versions of legal and bureau_
cratic documents" (Danet, tggo: 45r). There has been the
proliferation

of "simplified"

insurance policies

and bank l-oans to

provide two substantive exampres of the impact in this sector. rn
the broader perspective, Brenda Danet (r9Bo: 487) cites authority
which suggests that as of 19go "22 American states had laws
specifying standards for the readibility

of insurance policies

and

other types of consumer contracts,

g had bílr_s pending and l0 had

regulations or directives

to this issue,,,

relating

Another area which has indirectry,
of this trend towards a more'clear
the law and its constitutive
most individuals

to date, felt

the effects

and simpre Englishf has been

elements.

rt is not surprising since

who work within the 1ega1 profession as welr_ as

those externar to it regard the law "as a profession of words,,
(Mellinkoff, 1963: vii).
As Carifornia attorney David Mel_rinkoff
(ibid, 1963:24r 27) points out, "the language of the law has a
tendency to be wordy, uncJ-ear, pompous and dutr-.

rt is fulr- of

long sentences, awkward constructions and fuzzy words. The resul_t
is often nothing less than a faiLure of communication,,In addressing the issue of "Ianguag,e and the law,rprofessor
Brenda Danet, a key proponenÈ of the emerging sociat science field

4

of the same name, suggests that trad.i-tionarry taw and language
have been studied in isolation

from one another.

I^lith the growing

interesÈ in "law and language" as a separate area of investigation
one sees "sociar scientists,
hurdre interdisciplinary

rawyers and ringuists

attempting to

barri-ers in order to study how language

rerates to the function of law in society"

(Danet,

rgBO

z 447,

emphasis added).

The need to examine l-aw and J-anguage together as a single

area of research is

summed

up in the fol-rowing words expressed

by

wirriam Probert at the conference, ,,Deveropments in Law and social
science Research" hel-d in the early 1970rs. He commented that,
there needs to be greater concern in the law of
aII places, with language behavior, not just
language, but language behavior... I am concern_
ed not with written language but with '1aw talk,.
(op. cit. in Ðanetr lgBO: 448)
Basicarly two concerns to date have emerged from the prain
English Movement. rn particular, the primary focus has been an
emphasis on the language of written documents and materials ranging

from insurance poticies and contracts to abortj.on consent forms.
The Movementls more peripheral and indirect concern has been ranguage in the communication process - "taÌk",

an area which accord-

ing to Probert is of utmost importance and demands the furl
attention

of researchers who concentrate their

efforts

in the

emerging area of "law and Ìanguage". The task which presents it-

self to interested researchers is one that extends well beyond the
original goals and. ambitions of the plain English Movement. probert's

concern draws attention

to Èhe need. for investigators

to

5

not only address themselves to the stabl-e and structured language
represented by the written word, but the ever-changing and spontaneous ranguage observed in t,al-k in dif f erent sociaL mil_ieu.
This thesÍs takes as its point of departure the ptain English
Movementrs concern with talk and. not with the written

statutes.

specifically

language of

the focus of this thesis is upon ta1k, in-

cluding ranguage used to explain the regal process, criminar code
provisions, case law and dispositions, as it occurs in the pretrial

hearings herd in the juvenile court.

This represents

an

attempt t.o combine law and language as components of the "tark
process" as it occurs within the courtroom setting, an area whj-ch
untir recently social scientists

have had only a peripherar invol_v-

ment. There is no doubt that the rack of investigation
and language does not stem from a lack of interest
the rel-ative newness of the subject matter.

into taw

but rather from

As Danet (l9go | 463)

points out "legar language as a sociar probrem has onl_y become
major issue in the last five years".

Furthermore Atkinson

a

and

Dre\¡, (1979: 5) who are concerned with the organization of "courtroom conversation" provide keen insight

into this issue:

.,.in so far as this multi-disciplinary
convergence is a recent phenomenon the products
of which are only just becoming available, it
is hardly surprisíng that the organisaLion of
verbal exchanges in courts has yet to be subjected to much in the way of detailed scrutiny

This study attempts to elaborate how the goals and philosophy
of the PIain English Movement might

be

extended and expanded to
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the hearj-ngs and trÍal-s in the juvenile court setting.

This thesjs

is based on the premise that. "canadars juvenite courts are essentially

criminal courts calibrated to the age of its clients

and

carrying with them the ingredients of a 'fair' hearing through
recognLzed and. practiced procedures of due process, but, at the
same time bearing the burd.en and disadvantages attached to crimínal-

court type procedure" (stewart, L97B: l5B).

The juvenile court in

seeking to provide a standard structured regal proceeding which
combines and ensures the critical

and "impartiality"

elemenËs of "fairness",

"justice,'

is faced with a fundamentar diremma. The

juvenile court and its key actors, judges, prosecutors, rawyers,
probaÈion officers

and child care workers are bound to act not.

only within the legal parameters of the governing regisl-ation,

the

Juvenire Derinquents Act (JDA), (R.s.c. L9jo, chap. J-3, Lg2g) but
arso to act in the spirit

of the law as werl.

legar personnel act in the spirit

To elaborate

how

of the juvenile legisration,

two

sections of the JDA, section 3(2) and section 3g, may be cited.
First,

section 38, of the Act which deals with how the legisration

may be construed:

Section 38. This Act shall be liberally construed in ord.er that its purpose may be
carried out, nameÌy, that the care and. custody
and d.iscipline of a j uvenile d.elinquent shall
approximate as nearly as may be that which
should be given by his parents, and that as
far as practicable every juvenile delinquent
shal-l be treated, not as a criminal, but as a
misdirected and misguided chiId, one needing
aid, encouragement, help and assistance. R.S. ,
c. 160, s. 38.
Secondly, Section

3 (2

) states

:

Section 3(2). Where a chitd is adjudged to
have commítted a deLinquency he shaLl be dealt
with, not as an offender but as one in a condition of delinquency and therefore requiring
help and guidance and proper supervision.
R.S., c. 160, s. 3.
À careful reading of the two cÍted passages reveals both
ì-mpl-icit and explicit

assumptions. For exampl-e, section

refers to a "condition of derinquency".

3 (2)

The use of the word

in the context of the phrase "condition of del-inquency"

"condition"

seems to be used in almost a corloquiar

il-lness or ailment.
need to "treat"

sense imptying either

This medical- connotation seems to suggest the

the juvenile in a less severe manner than an adult

offender who has possibly committed the same criminal act.

The

section furthermore makes use of the words ',hel_p", "guidance,,
"proper

supervision".

To achieve these ends, that is to provide

guidance, herp and supervision one wourd anticipate
informality

and

a certain

in the juvenile court proceedings evidenced by a rack

of legal- technicarity

and an open rapport between the derinquent

and his/her family and the court.

An informal hearing would

seem

to be mosL conducive to appreciate the nature of the juvenire
delinquent condition and provide informed opinion as to how this
cond'ition might best be al-Ieviated.

Informality

in juvenile court

proceedings proves not to be the case however. Rather one finds
the highry formalized legat proceeding that is characteristic
adurt criminal- hearings.

As Emerson (1969:

L7

of

4) suggests, the

juvenile court "maintains a formal and. soremn atmosphere in its
proceedings ".

ln preserving the due process proced.ure, the juvenile court

B

not only maintains a highry forma]ized method of dealing with
juveniles, i-e. of determiníng theÍr guirt or innocence, but promotes and encourages an environmenL whereby lawyers become the key
actors.

Despite Judge R. stubbsrastute

remark that "...the

juve-

nile court is a speciar kind of court and need.s a special kind of
lawyer" (op. cit. in Ba.l-a and clarke, lggl z 206) with the presence
of lawyers one discovers a situation
"1ega1 acrobatics".

which might be described

as

Legal ranguage becomes the dominant mode of

communication -

Ilihile such discourse can be argued by its def end_
ers to be more precise than "ordinary" ranguage by ',promoting the
efficiency

and reinforcing

sion" (Danet, rg8o:

467

the cohesiveness of the regar profes-

) and perhaps furthering

the juvenile and protecting his,/her interests

due process for

as key court actorrs

behavior is regulated by this speech; more skepticar individuats
argue that the use of J-egar language can read to nothing but disaster (¡¿ettinkoff,

I963: 2g5) in terms of effectively

communicat-

ing to the accused the ideas and meanings inherent in )-egar
proceedings

As Matza writes,

The little
that he hears and understands in
court is enough to maintain and refuel the
delinquentls sense of injustice.
Because of
the structure of the court, its mysteries and
its rhetoric, the accused cannot see the
actual consistency implicit in t.he emergent
amalgam that guides disposition.
(Matza, Lg64l.
r33)
To recapitur-ate two porar positions,

criticizes

one supports and one

the nature of regat ranguage and its effectiveness in
the courtroom. The more central issue to be addressed is one that
considers whether or not regar ranguage is in fact understood by

9

the accused juvenile or whet.her for the most part legal language
remains incomprehensible to the juvenile .
a passage from Atkinson and Drew (L979
individuafs

To dramatize this issue

1I) shows how some adult

z

feef about such specialized legal language and their

understanding of their hearings:
Generally speaking defendents are described. as
being variously bullied, thwarted, misunderstood,
coerced, oppressed, manipulated, etc., aII of
which can be readily contrasted adversely with
alternative cl_aims about the propriety of Iegal
procedures and the idea of justice.
rf most adurts voice this sentiment then consider the pright of
the accused juvenile.
The employment of legal language, then, is said by some to
accomprish high level-s of specificity
ceedings -

and precision in legar pro-

Legar ranguage from the legar proponentsr perspective

is said to contribute to the general and overall efficiency
legal process.

of the

For example, many lawyers would argue adamantly

that "t.o change the language of the l-aw is to make it ress precise
because lawyers and judges know what the words mean; these words

have stood the test of time.

To change the language is to create

new legarissues,

the comforts of precedent" (Danet,

to sacrifice

1980: 54L; cf. Merlinkoff,

1963: 29o).

From the accused's per-

spective regar J-anguage contributes to a general lack of understanding as to what has been said and what has actuatly transpired
(Atkinson and Drew, L979i tr; Ericson and Baranek, L9g2: 93).
These problems are seen to be partícurarly

serious for the juven-

il-e offender who despite his,/her alleged criminal behavior remains
a juvenile who lacks famil-iarity

and a thorough understanding with

IO

legal terminology as a result of lirnited schooling
sentative of D.A.R.E. in the cBC television
3, L982) "sharp and Terrible

As the repre-

d.ocumentary (January

Eyes" commented, "there can be

justice without understanding".

no

rf this is accepted as true then

the need to assess the degree of und.erstanding of the language of
juvenile court proceedings from the juvenile's perspective becomes
a critical

consideration and a primary research probrem. what the

juvenile understands about his,/her hearing is the central issue in
this thesis.

To elaborate, some key questions to be considered

are, Does the juvenile understand the charges? Does s,/he under_
stand. what it means to make

difference between guilty

a

and

plea? Does s,/he even understand. the
not guilty?

Does s,/he understand

Èhe reason for an adjournment, the nature of the disposition

or

for the termination of the proceedings - a stay of proceedings,
the withdrawal of a charge, adjournment sJ-ne die, finaL disposiÈions? rf the juvenire's

understanding of the formal_ J-egal process

proves to be l-ess than adequate (i.e.

the juvenile doesn't under-

stand why he is in court, what he is charged with, what the
seriousness of the offence is, what the possible dispositions
might be) then two related issues must be investigated.
cally,

specifi-

"How best can the goars of the due process procedure be

secured while at the same time ensuring that the juvenire is able
to 'undersÈandr the nature of the proceedings within the court
setting?".

The outcome of the hearing(s) will

the juvenile in one way or another.

urtimatery affect

Likewise, if one of the key

functions of the law ís to educate (Nader, Lg73) and the juvenile

l1
does not understand the ranguage used in the proceedíngs, then can

hisr/her court experience be a learning one? i,üirr Ít deter the
juvenile or instruct
An investigation

him,/her?

of the juvenire's

guage used in juvenile

understandi-ng of the ran-

court proceedings is particularly

important

as the Juvenile Ðelinquents Act (JDA) is about to be replaced by
known as the young offenders Àct (yoA).

new legisration

unlike the JDA, praces its emphasís on the juvenile's
including the right to the due process of law.
the juvenilers

right t.o participate

responsibirities.
orientation

The critical

is real-istic

The yoA

legar rights

rt arso stresses

in decisions and his,/her

question is whether or not this

if it is found that the juvenile does not

recognize his/her rights as being protected?
one is unable to find many examples of efforts

on the part of

lawyers (Ericson and Baranek, L982: 83), or members of the judiciary to make Iegal proceedings more understandable to the accused
juvenile.

More often than not the individual

is left

in a state of

confusion and bewirderment as to what has occurred in court.
Attempts to make more sense of regal proceedings seem onry to
those made in court by individuat

judges, rawyers or other key

legal actors rather than by any widespread or institutional
in this direction
significant

be

reform

outside the courtroom. This is particularly

in the context of the current changes which are pres-

ently occurring within the vtinnipeg juvenile court,

specificalry

one sees a strong movement towards a more formarized legar pro-

cedure.

one obvious effect of this has been the increase of
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defense counsel in the courtroom. They have seized the rore of
case manager from probatíon officers.
have traditional-ry

Whereas probation officers

provided the juvenile with an explanation,

either partial- or complete, of the regar proceedings, one is faced
with the question of whether or not defense rawyers wilr now provide this expranation? rf they do not, wilr the use of leqal
rhetoric

without expranation become a means by which these key

legar actors are able to assert their dominance over probation
officers,
authors

vocal parents, social workers and juveniles?

As two

comment

The courtroom, too, has its exotic jargon. Its
subject is the defendant, who cannot understand.
what it says of him. Al-1 too often the defend_
ant is left to make of it what he can. No
effort is made to bring him in, even on the
courtrs terms. It is taken for granted that he
cannot and moreover does not want to understand.
He is universally seen as the recipient of what_
ever is judged to be appropriate for him.
(Bankowski and Mungham, Ig76: g9)
one can suggest, based on the preceding passage, that the more the

obfuscation of ranguage, the greater the manipulative power of law
as a control structure.
officer,

To elaborate, Èhe juvenire,

probation

parent or social worker who is unabl_e to understand the

language used in court is forced to rely on key tegar actors to

determine the nature of the proceedings and the outcome of the case.
Denied of an explanation as to what has occurred in court that day

they become compretery dependent on the members of the regal profession to resol-ve the case. Their input is negrigibte.

The

court's pedagogical function is negated.
The study of the potential for a "plain Engrish,' movement in
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the I^/innipeg juvenire court system is thus reall-y the study of the
current use of Ìanguage in courtrooms and how this use mighL

be

changed and,/or modified to ensure a more thorough understanding

of the process for the juvenile

involved.

rt is also an investi-

gation of what is done outside of the courtroom by key legat actors
to exprain the process and the proced.ure of the court to the juvenil-e.

This inquiry does not advocate deprofessional-ízation or

deformalization of process.

As Danet (r98o : 489) has commented

"reform of regal Engrish is not a rejection

of legality

attempt to make it more accessible to the lay person.
guistic

but an
The rin-

reformers are not claiming that we shourd do away with

lega] forms but onty that we should make them better".

Further-

more, Bala and crarke (r98r: L87) warn of the dangers of simplifying legal ranguage too much. They cite the case of smith v. eueen
from which the following verbal exchange is excerpted.
Judge: There's an information here sonny,
that on or about the 7th of June, a long time
â90¡ unlawfully and indecently assault HeIen
Balaba (sic). Vthat about that, is that correct or not? I{hat did you do?
Gerald: l^le took her pants down and let her go.
@. gta. in BaIa and Clakre, IgBl: Ig6)
This case was brought before the supreme court of canada which
"held that this was inadequate.

The charge should have been ex-

plained to him in language he courd comprehend, with an expranation of the gravity of the offence" (Bala and clarke, lg8l:
The 'rdue processrr model and the 'pIea bargain"
characteristic

rg7).

mod.eI ,

of the juvenile justice system, are recognized

accomplishing and ful-fil1ing

as

the aims and. goats of crimínat process
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while at the same time attempting to safeguard the rights of the
accused juvenile.
As Hackler (r979: 2oB) points out however,
"reJ-atively rittre

research has been done to see whether the per-

son processed by the criminal justice

what is happening".

system realry understands

rn substantiating

this craim that there i_s

a

genuine need for such an assessment he cites an exampre of a young
Indian who had been institutionalized
in the Northr,vest Territories.
He comments that "after

being released the juvenile tord his

friends that everyone treated him very niceJ_y and he was werr fed
and housed. However he comprained that no one had paid him yet!',.

This thesis,

in short, takes such a blatant example of the fairure

of commr:nication through legal language to be indicative
need to examine in detail

the juvenilers

of the

understanding of the juven-

ile court proceeding and subsequently to provid.e ways and to advocate means to arreviate such serious forms of misunderstanding.
An ad.ditional concern is raised in this thesis with respect

to the issue of fairness of current court, proceedings. wíll

the

reform of legal language contribute to an increase in the "fairness" of the procedure of determining guilt or innocence? rn
addressing this topic some might query as to whether or not the
accused wil-r benefit at al-t by virtue

of the language in juveniJ-e hearings.
best be said that certain individuals

of a new comprehensibitity
To respond to this it might
wirr benefit but that the

disadvantaged wirl only be marginally affected.

A juvenire's

rights may be protected however fairness wiÌt not necessarily
that the juvenile also understands that he has been handled in

mean

an
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objectively

fair manner.

some writers,

Procacci (1979) in particur-ar, would most likery

strongly advocate against the reform of regal language employed in
juvenile court hearings arguing that in other areas of raw, in
contracts specifically,
Engri-sh has actually

the obscurity of meaning created by
benefitted litigants

hindered their success before the courts.

legaJ_

more often than it has

Procacci would seem to

suggest that if the obscurity and vagueness of legar ranguage
enables individuals

to be more successful with their cases because

the court wil-I rule in favor of the accused where reasonable doubt
is created, then legar language as j-t currently
perpetuated and not subjected to scrutiny,
such a position will

exists shouLd be

analysis or reform,

be disputed theoreticalry

in the course of

this thesÍs and an attempt wilt be made to estabrish why the perpetuation of legar language for the purposes procacci suggests
should not be the primary motivating factor in evaluating the need
for the reform of legal English.
This thesis fall-s within the boundaries of one substantive
area within the discipline

known as the sociology of law.

the major research trends and theoretical
will- be briefry
obj ectives

highlighted

some of

developments of the area

in order to situate this study and its

.

The Broader Framework: The Theory and Research Trends of The
Sociology of Law
The study of law as an area of social inquiry is not new.

specifical-ly

as Timascheff (1937: 224) points out ,since olden
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times, law has been the object of a science calred ,jurisprudence,
which has developed into a network of numerous special sciences
called tcivil 1aw', rcriminal law', rconstitutionar lawr and so
forth".
Jurisprudence recognizes law as a force which imposes its
rules and norms upon the will

of the individual

persons.

These

rules and norms become the central focus of studies in jurisprud enc e .

The view of raw which jurisprud.ence assumes is an important

one and yet a seemingly narrow one. white much of the classical

work generated out of this orientation
famous names and writings,

features some of the most

the research does not in any

attempt to bridge the gap between raw and society.
becomes increasingty

of human activity,

way

As the world

complex the law has expanded into arr areas

As Edwin schur (1968: 4) points out.,

...when one realizes that any aspect of social
relations can be brought rffiin
the regar system
(that is, made subject to 1egal ruling) símply
by an individual_ initiating
a suit in court to
estabrish the rights and duties invorved in the
situation in question, one sees quite clearly
that the boundaries of law are, in at least one
sense, coterminous with those of the full range
of social interaction.
The recognition of the Iink between law and social- relations

represenLs the most significant

premise in combining the areas of

law and sociology into a sing]-e sub-disciprine,

rnsofar as soci-

ology can best be described as "the intel-rectuar

dísciprine

cerned with developing systematic, realiable
rel-ationships"

con-

knowl-ed.ge about social

(Hou1t, L96g: 308) it is hardly surprising that law

has become an area of investigation.

The socíology of raw can

be
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described as the study of society and some aspect.s of human
behavior- schur (r968: 4) states that "it is the anaJ_ysis and
understanding of the regal system as such, rather than the mere
recognition of legal aspects in selected areas of social tife, that
is the primary concern of the sociology of faw".
comment places the current study we]l- within

crearry this

the parameters of the

sociology of law.
Perhaps the most important issues to dominate the sociology
of law have been first the desire to find the meaning of law and
second the matter of developing appropriate theoretical

perspec_

tives in the study of raw. The search for the meaning of raw has
generated various positions within the sub-disciprine.
Despite
the different views on this issue the overwhelming concl-usion has
been that the meaning of law is urtimatery

"ideorogicarly-based,,.

rn terms of theoretical- perspectives the normative and interpre_
tive paradigms have come to dominate much of the research. These
two paradigms have generated a wide variety of research j_nterests
and investigation.

examination of the pubrications in this
area reveal-s a preponderance of theoreticar writing.
whatever
Ã,n

appJ-ied research there is,

is Less developed than theoreticat

contributions.
The lack of empiricaÌly-based research in the area of the
sociology of 1aw is recognized by such authors as Reasons and Rich
(l-97I : v) who in the preface of their

reader state that praxis

(Practice as distinguished from theory) is an all too often negl-ected aspect of this research area. In expanding this viewpoint,
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Grace and l^IilkÍnson (op. cit.

in Reasons and Rich ,

r97

g: 44L) sug-

gest that in fact a type of sociorogy of raw unrike that which
have known to date is being called for.

we

Specifically,

The sociology of law being called. for is seen
to have the potential of being relevant. We
should know how the courts operate, in order
to reform, criticize
or lubricate Lhe mechanisms. trale ought to know the eff ects of l_aws
in order to advise the l_aw-makers and we ought
to study the operations of the law so that we
can artj-culate demands for higher l_evels of
l-aw. (ibid, Lg78t 44L)

Recalling that the purpose of this thesis is to examine the
potential for a "Prain Englísh" movement with the i¡Iinnipes juvenile court system by assessing the degree of understanding that the
accused juvenile has of the legar process which s,/he experiences,
this research wourd seem to ful-firr

the goals of the,,new,,soci-

oJ-ogy of law as Grace and wilkinson

envision ít.

r am approaching

thís stud.y with an informed. und.erstanding of the juvenire court.l
without such an intimate knowledge of the proceedings of the juvenile court the investígator

is in no position to offer criticism

or

advocate reforms as they are seen to be necessary.

rt is the intention

of this thesis to combine the elements

described in Grace and Atkinsonrs (op. cit.

in Reasons and. Rich,

1978:44r) passagie in an attempt to contribute to a sort of sociology of law which has remained unrealized to researchers in the
area until

recently.

Likewise, it is my intention

to contribute

to the emerging area of "Iaw and language" in the way that l^iil-liam
Probert has carled for by examining the juvenilers

understanding

of the language used in the juvenite court proceedings.

My
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approach crearly seeks to extend the existing

ture in the area.

socÍo-legal l_itera-

As Ericson and Baranek (rg!2 z 5 ,29)

comment

research to date "has focused overwhel-ming on the perspectives
actions of criminal control agents and. includes very littl-e
perspective of the accused. There has been little

and

on the

efforE...to

take

the perspective of the accused as a focus of inquiry in studying
the criminal- process up to the point of sentencing and yet the
accused is in a unique position because he is the onry actor

experiences the process from beginning to end".

who

what the juvenire

does and does not understand about the ]anguage used in the juven-

ife court wirl enable me to assess the potential

for a "prain

English" movement in the Winnipeg juvenile court,
Conc I us

ion

This chapter set forth the aims and goals of this thesis within a defined theoretical

framework. The prime motivating factor

in the research was what I perceived to be a fail-ure of communication between the juvenile and the court which has resul-ted from
the use of legal i-anguage. The need to assess the degree of understanding of the language of juveni-le court proceed.ings from the
juvenilers perspective constitutes the primary research probl_em.
The juvenilers

understanding of the regal_ process was assessed

through the ad.ministration of an interview schedure composed of
questions designed to measure various dimensions of the juvenilers
understanding of the court proceedings.

rf the juvenite's

under-

standing is minimar then. the question arises, namely, how best can
the goals of due pto""""

be served. while aÈ the same time ensuring
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that the juvenÍle

(whose future wilt

ultimately

be affected in

one

way or another by the outcorne of the process) can'understandrthe

nature of the occurrences within the court sett.ing?
officers,

probatíon

defense counsel and juvenil-e court judges were inter-

v.iewed as werr to find out not only how this question could best

be answered but also to determine their rore in the explanation
process of legar language to which the juvenire is exposed

and

subj ected..

The next chapter will- discuss the methodology of the research.

Specific discussion wiII be devoted to a description of the instruments that were used.
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FOOTNOTES

From Aprir r98l to February r9g2 r was employed by the soticiÈor_
General of canada as a courtroom observer (winnipeg site) for the
"National- study on The Functioning of The Juvenil_e court".

CHAPTER

2

METHODOLOGY

Introducti

on

The juvenile's

understanding of t.he Iegal process which
characterizes the juvenile justice system has to d.ate remained
rel-atively

unexplored area of research.

Few studies,

a

snyder (197r)

and tr^Iheeler (1968) excluded, have attempted to extend the theore-

ticar

discussion by Lhe actuar testing of retevant hypotheses.
Most research in this area of inquiry rvratza (Lg64), r,ang]_ey (r978)
and in part snyder (L97r) and wheeler (196g) have assumed the
"verstehen" approach advocated by weber. on a phirisophical l_evel_
this work is best described as phenomenologi_carly-based derÍnquenry
analysis.

The problem was to develop an appropriate research de_

sign for this study which woul-d be ress exploratory and more con_
firmatory.
Acknowledging the difficulty
of creating an appropri_ate
research design in this area Langley's (1g7g) research noted that
no attempt was made to test any specific hypotheses concernì-ng
youth's expectations and perceptions of first
To ilrustrate

this poínt they write,

court appearances.

,'based upon the absence of

published data and a general idea of what might be important to
youths Ín their initial
exposure to juvenile court because of con_
flict with the raw, the design of this stud.y was d.eveloped around
semi-structured questions" (Langley, l-gTg: 40) .
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Hypothes es

This study, unl-i-ke those cited above, attempted to test some
specif ic hypotheses. rts methodorogy r.^/as rnolded to suit the research probrem at hand and di-d not moder or forl_ow compretery any
previous or current research design.

The approach of Langley

(1978) and Ericson and Baranek (L982) was also drawn from at times.
rnasmuch as this

investigation

examined the potential

for

a

"Prain English" movement within the winnipeg juvenire court, the
primary research probÌem was to assess the juvenile's understanding of the legar language emproyed in juvenile court proceedings.
r suggested that three factors which when combined formed the
independent variable termed "type of key legal actor', directly
affected the juvenire's

understanding of regaJ- J-anguage: (r) the

amount of contact that the juvenil-e has had with probation ser-

(2) whether or not the juvenire has legal counserr prior to
or during the formar 1egal procedure; (3) whether or not the judge

vices;

has explained any part of the process and procedure to the juvenile
is víewed as an important element. Formulating these three parts
of the independent variabre into a relationaf
pendent variabre,

iuvenire's

form with the de-

understanding, the fol-rowing hypo-

theses were generated:
#1 Hr:
Hot

#2

A juvenilers understandíng of tegat Ianguage
is dependent on contact with probation services.
A juvenile's understanding of Iegat language
is not effected by contact with probation
s ervic es .

ur: A juvenÍl-e's

understand ing of legal
is dependent on contact with legal_

J_anguage
counsel_
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Hot

#3 ur:
Hot

prior to his/her first. courtroom hearing.
A juvenile,s understanding of legal Ianguage
j-s not effected by contact with legal counsel prior to his/her first courtroom hearing.
A juvenilers understanding of Iegal language
is dependent on the judgers explanation of the
process and procedure to the juvenil_e.
A juvenil-e's understanding of legal language
is not effected by the judgers expJ_anation
of the process and procedure to the juvenile.

A fourth and fifth
#4

Hr

"o

#5

Hr
H

o

related hypotheses are suggested

A juvenile's understanding of
is dependent on the amount of
ile has spent i-n custody.
A juvenile's understanding of
is not effected by the amount
juvenile has spent in custory

Iegal language
time the juvenlegaI language
of time the

A juveniJ-e's sense of justice is dependent
on his,/her understanding of legal languageA juvenile's sense of justice is not effected by his,/her understanding of legal language.

rn connection with the five hypotheses two assumptions were al-so
suggested which, although were not testable in the context of this
research, were nonetheless viewed as rel-ated concerns
First, if
the juvenile's understand.ing of the J-egat ranguage used in his,/her
hearing was rimited then perhaps the court hearing wourd have
1ittle

or no impact on the juvenire's

future behavior.

second, if

the juvenile's

understanding of the legat language used was limited
then perhaps the courtroom hearing would have l-ess educative val_ue
for the juvenile then it might otherwise have.
Focused Interviews

This research was conducted in the provincial

Judges court,

Family Division in Èhe city of winnipeg during the time span of
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Aprir to June 1982. Although this time period denotes the act.uar
period of data coll-ection the nine months, April lg8l to February
t v¡ere spent conducting observational- research of the courtroom pto"edut"-2
It was as a result of this observational perlod
that the research problem emerged and. the focus of this study was
L982

clarified.

rt was the original

ambition of the researcher to pro-

cure transcripts

of juvenire court proceedings to aid in the pro_
cess of pinpointing acÈual examples of the use of regal ranguage
by either the prosecutor, defense lawyer, the judge or other key
legar actors such as probation officers

and child care workers.

Tt was hoped that such examples might irrustrate

or point to diffi-

culties the juvenile encounters in attempting to understand or
comprehend the meaning of the language employed in the courtroom
hearing.

Extracts from the transcripts

wourd then have been re-

produced into an interview schedul-e to be administered to the ju_
venire. This would have afforded the juvenire the opportunity to
furnish the inLerviewer with his interpretation of specific pas-

sages. Likewise questions would have been asked about ,,legaJlanguage" at a more general l-evel. Assessment of the accuracy of
responses would have afforded the researcher the opportunity to
anaryze whether or not legat language is probrematic for the juveni]e concerned. rf it was found to be problematic then the imptications of such findings wourd have been addressed. This methodology however proved to be impossible to pursue by virtue of two
l-imitationsof the public,

First and foremost, it is not possibre for any

member

including researchers, to procure the transcripts
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generated from any juvenile
hearing, pretrial,

triat,

court hearings whether it be a bail

transfer hearing or disposiÈion hearing.

second, during the observationar period of April 19gl to February
1982 the Supreme Court of Canada in C . B. _and _ Her l{a_j estv The
Queen and Betwegn c.B. -and- His Honour Judge E- Kimerman Senior

Judge of The Provincial

Judges, Court (Famity Division)

_and_ The

Honourable The Attorney General of The province of Manitoba ruled
that arr juvenire court hearings are private and in camera. Ex_

trapolating

from the d.ecision rendered by the high court the con_
clusion reached was that now more than ever attempts to gain access
to juvenil-e court tïanscripts

would be barred.3

The limitations

juvenite justice

placed on the research by the nature of the
system l-ed to a redefined approach to the research

probJ-em. rn lieu of the proposed usage of transcripts
methodology became that of focused interviews.

the primary

The focused intervi-ew was serected over other types of interviews because of its nature and distinguishi-ng character istics.
As Merton, Fiske and Kendal_l (t956) point out there are four specific features which separate it. from other interviews.

First of all_, the persons interviewed are known
to have been involved in a particufar situation
Secondly, the hypotethim
elements, patterns, processes and total_ struc_
ture of this situation have been provisionally
analyzed by the social scientist.
Through this
content or situational analysis, he has arrived
at a set of hypothesis concerning the conse_
quences of determinate aspects of the situation
for those involved in it.
On the basis of this
analysis, he takes the third step of developing
an interview guide setting forth the major areas
of inquiry and the hypotheses which provide cri__
teria of reLevance for the data to bé obtained

in the interview- Fourth and finarry, the interview is focused on the subjective experiences of
persons exposed to the pre_anatyzed situation in
an effort to ascertain their definition of the
siruation. (Merton, risÈãl-äã-xe"oJr,
ts56: 3l
This type of interview demands that the interviewer focus
upon a particurar

experience and its effects.

rn this case the

language used in the courtroom hearing and the subsequenL effect

of the procedure was the central concern. Topics for discussion
in the interview were known in advance. As one source commented,
"the more detailed the investigatorrs

knowledge of the situation

in which the person being interviewed has participated,
more specific

the investigator's

can the investigator
in the interview"

and the

hypotheses, the more precisely

outline in advance the questions to be covered

(selltiz , I,ürightsman and cook,

L97 6

: 32o) .

rn

regard to the type of questions which were incruded in the interview guide it was decid.ed to make use of two of the three kinds
which Merton, Fiske and Kendall (r956) suggest can be used most
effectively.

SpecificaIIy,

both unstructured and semi-structured

questions r^/ere employed. The unstructured question was viewed

as

an opportunity for the interviewee to refer to "any aspect of the
stimurus situation or to report any of a range of responses,r
(Merton, Fiske and Kendall, 1956: 15).
responses are free.

Both the stimurus

This type of question was used predominatry

at the beginning of the interview and then at intermittent
throughout.

and

points

The rest of the interview was composed of semi-

structured questions which focused Èhe intervieweets attention
upon a particular

aspect of the stímulus situation

but atlowed hin\,/

her to respond freely.
The real- advantage of this methodology stemmed from the fact

that the interviewer had the option of exproring the reasons

and

moti-ves of the respondents when this was necessary. clearry it

is

my opinion that the focused interview provid.ed the best means to

explore the proposed hypotheses.
Research Setting
The juvenire justice

system like its adult counLerpart is

characterized by elaborate proceedings.

without derineating all

the elements of the process, since this is the topic of the nexL
chapter, ï wiJ-t onry describe those aspects of Èhe proceedings
which were central to the methodology.
The research was concerned with the pretriar
Winnipeg juvenile

justice

system. The pretrial

for study on the basis of set cri-teria.
Èhat the pretrial-

rnitialry

court in the
court was selected.
it was found

court usuarty held every Friday at Buirding

3o

of the Fort Osborne Bartu"ks4 represented at minimum the juvenile,s
second experience in the courtroom.

a famiriarity

This assumption

r^/as

with the functioning of the juvenile court.

but not art juveniles who come to pretrial
appearance court.

The first

may be arraigned (i.e.

based on
t"lost

have been to first

hearing is when the juvenile is or

the judge reads the charge, either verbatim

or through paraphrasing, which has been Laid against the juvenile)
and asked for a prea as to guirt

or innocence. other matters

which may be addressed at this point in the juvenile's

hearing
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include asking the juvenile whether or not s,/he desires legal
counser or has already consulted an attorney ì_n regard to the
charge(s) presently before the court.

If s,/he is denying the

charge Èhen the hearíng may be adjourned to the pretriar court
as intermediary step between the first appearance court and trial.
This was an important criteria for the selection of the pretrial
court as the site of interest.

To eraborate, one courd safely

assume that the juvenire who is found in the pretrial

had at least some experience inside the courtroom.

court has
Thus any ques_

tions posed regarding his,/her understand.ing of IegaI Ianguage used
in the proceedings and the nature of the process wi-rr be based
upon more than just a single contact.

one can suggest that the

earri-er along the juvenire is in the process the more rimited his,/
her understanding is rikely to be. rt might bias the data in favæ
of limited understanding if juvenires who had onry been to first
appearance court r./ere sampled.
one can safely assume that the juveniles

arready entered a plea, specificarry

in pretriat

had

a deniaÌ to the charge against

them. This is an important consideration insofar as it confirms
that the juvenile has been exposed to at reast some regal language
prior to the hearing.

A related issue is that the juvenire has

appeared before at reast one other judge who may or may not have
read the charge verbatim. ïf 1t was read verbatim then the judge
may have inquired of the juvenile

if s,/he understands the charge

before the court and if there was confusion then the judge may have
explained the charge to the juvenile in a more comprehensible
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manner. Likewise in asking for a pÌea as to guilt

or innocence

the judge may have questioned the juvenile whether or not s,/he
understands the difference between guirty and not guirty.
concerns were particularly

These

important j-n regard to hypothesis #:

as

set forth at the beginning of this chapter.
Juveniles in pretrial

have not onry had the opportunity to

appear before aÈ l-east one judge but l-ikewise there has been more
opportunity for contact with probation servi-ces and lega1 counsel.
Note that one of the most common reasons for adjournment at the
first

appearance court level is to obtain legal counsel or at least

consult regal counsel.

This is significant.

rt is the position

of the author that juvenifes who progress through the system are
more fikely

to have had the opportunity to decipher the legal pro-

cess with the aid of lawyers and/or probation officers
"uninitiated"
court.

counterparts who are disposed of in first

than their
appearance

A longer period of time in the l-egar setting may artow the

individual

to become more familiar

with the behavior and language

which prevaiJ-s.
The pretrial

out".

court might also be termed "a court for sorting

rt represents a point of departure to other avenues of the

system. To elaborate one finds that most juvenires who come to
pretriar

court hearings are asked whether or not they are still

denying the charge(s).

rf a.plea is changed to one of "admit" thsr

a number of possible events may occur.
immediately to disposition

The hearing may

move

or as is more often the case there will

be an adjournment. The reasons for adjournment can range from
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requiring the presence of a particul-ar individual

whose corunents

are essential to the hearing to the need for a pre-disposition

re-

port 5 to be prepared and submitt,ed to the court to aid the judge
in the decision-making process.
ed to the disposition

The hearing woul_d then be adjourn-

court for finalization-

More often then not,

however, the denial to the charge wil-1 remain unchanged with the
prosecution indicating
if this is the case.

that they are prepared. to proceed to trial
Before adjourning the hearing for trial

tain issues can be cLarified

if appricable.

cer-

For exampre, if the

juvenite is adamant about the deniar of the charge and the prosecutor is in some doubt the crown may request that the judge explain
such rerevant legal issues as "party to an offence,,6 or,,acting.as
a l-ookout"7 to the juvenile,
present.

particularly

if there is no lawyer

An important point to be noted here is that if there is

no regar counser invorved. in the case most judges will

advise the

juvenile of his right to a lawyer and i-n many cases suggest that
s,/he at least consult one given the nature of the charges.

these matters cl-arified

a trial

with

date wirr be set if necessary.

the iuvenile ind.icates that s/he will

rf

not be seeking legal counsel

the judge may exprain some aspects of the triar

process.

For ex-

ample, the judge may advise the juvenile that s,/he can bri-ng any
witnesses that will testif y on t,heir behalf . A ,,trial slip,,8 is
Èhen prepared. for the juvenire and both the juvenile

parent/guardian are asked to sign it.

and his,/her

Each are given a copy.

The

crown keeps another copy and the other is placed on the legal file.

one final

option for what might occur in the pretriar

hearing
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is a "stay of proceedings".

This means that the juvenire would

informed that the charge(s) against him,/her has been dropped.

be

The

Crown is not prepared to proceed to trial_.
From the preceding discussion one sees that both the judge

and

the crown prosecutor can and often do play an active role in the
pretrial hearing. Part of their respective rol-es can be described
as explanatory.

rnasmuch as the explanatory role of the judge and

t.he prosecutor is more pronounced at this stage of the proceedings

pretriar

hearings are an important focar point in this research.
The regal status of a juvenire's charge is significantJ_y al-tered
at this stage (no matter which route it takes) and should generate
the need for an explanation.
The possibil-ities

for what might occur

was the primary criterion

in its seLection.

terion was the caseload of the court.

IN

pretrial

court then

second major cri-

During the nine-month ob-

servationar period hundreds of hearings, including a J_arge number
held in preÈrial court, v\¡ere observed. The average time per hearing ranged from three to five minutes.

Insofar as the 1iterature

which supports the use of lega1 J-anguage suggests that such use
contributes to and promotes the efficiency

of the system, then

a

primary motivating factor in focusing on this component of the
greater juvenile justice system stemmed from the argument that the
expediency with which cases are handred may have meant that regal
language was used more frequently here than in other courts to

facilitate

the process.
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Juvenile fnterviews
The popul-ation of juveniles

those individuars

for this studv

was

defined

as

either mare or femare between the ages of 14

r7 years who came before the pretriar
Break and Enter (with intent;

and

court charged with either

and theft),

Theft (either over

$200.00 or less than g2o0.o0), or Mischief, or any combination

thereof during the data corlection

period.

A juvenire may have

had other offences such as Liquor contror Act (LcA) or Highway
Traffic Act (HTA) violations or other criminal code offences along
with those above. As long as they had at reast one of the serected
offences that was a sufficient condition for inclusion.
The age ranger 14 to L7 years, had been determined in accordance with the provincial

guidelines for tegal age in mind. specificari-y it is common practice that any time that a juvenite under
the age of 14 years appeared in the Manitoba juveni]e court the
question of the chil-d's "competency" was at issue. To be competent
is, according to one law d.ictionary, to be adjudged to be,,capabì-e
of doing a certain thing; capacity to understand, and act reasonab1y" (cifis,

r975: 3g).

Recognizing that section 19(r) of the
JDA sets forth that if the judge is satisfied as to the chirdrs
competency to testify

in a hearing then the hearing can proceed.

this rnatter is often times stil_l_ problematic.
Given the ambiguity surrounding the matter of competency of
chirdren under t4 years of age it was decided that these juveniles
be exctuded from the sampre. The decision was predicated on the
assumption that for the most part juvenile offenders rack
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famifiarity

and a thorough understanding of much of the legal process just by virtue of limited schooring. Thus the incr_usion of
juveniles under the age of 14 years in the sample whose
competency
was problematic to the court at the best of times wouLd only serve

to complicate the investigation.

The incrusion of this group in

the sample might have served. to distort

the results of the study

in favor of the argument that regal ranguage employed in the juvenil-e court. is in fact incomprehensibre to the juvenire.
To er_a_
borate, a juveni-le under 14 years may understand r ess about J-egal
language just by virtue of chronologicaÌ age. For this reason,
juvenites under l_4 years were excluded.
Age 17 was chosen as the upper rimit

in the age range estab-

lished because it represents the maximum age for any individual,
mal-e or femare, to falr within the jurisdiction
of the juvenile
Çourt in the province of Manitoba. rt is important to note that
in some provinces the courts only have jurisdiction
over juveniles
who are 16 years of age and under.

Thus, this jurisdiction

defi_nes

who is or who is not ,'a juvenile".
No guiderines were set prescribing

the sex composition of the

sampre. Any individuaf
the data collection

whether mar-e or f emale who appeared d.uring
period and met arr criteria was incl-uded. As

expected the sample was predominantty male given the published
statistics regarding the sex of juveniles before the courts i-n the
city of winnipeg. No differentiation
of the understanding of the
legal ranguage used in the juvenile court process according to sex
was hypothesized. however,
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Break and Enter, Theft and Mischief were chosen as the charges

of interest

on the basis of the statistics

generated by Statistics

Canada, Canadian Centre For Justice
Prog'ram, 1980 .

AccordÍng to this source of

accounted for 26e" (approx.

for that year with Break
making up

Be".

)

i_nf

ormation Theft

of the total delinquencies in Winnipeg

and

Enter constituting

I9B and Mischj-ef

The remaining 47e" consisted of delinquencies such

as possess storen goods, take car, auto offence (under the crimin_
aJ- code) , forgery and fraud, violent crÍmes, narcotic offences,
provincial

traffic,

by-Iaw violations
Although provincial
of the total

liquor and school offences as well as municipal
and a resi-duaÌ category termed ',other of f ences,, .

liquor offences constituted a higher percentage

number of del-inquencies t,han those of mischief it

was

decided not to select these charges for inctusion because they were
offences which contravened a provincial statute as opposed to a
section of the Criminal Code.
An important third

standard to be satisfied

before a juvenile

was included in the sample was to determine whether or not s/he

had entered a plea on the charge of interest.
plea j-s viewed as significant because it will
er of two fundamental matters.

First,

The entering of

a

inform the research-

it established that the

juvenile has had at l-east one courtroom experience before the pretrial hearing. This is important because it ensured that if any
fack of understanding of the legal language used in the hearing
was found the researcher could be assured that this was not merely

a function of the fact that it was the juvenilers

first

courtroom
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hearing.

second, i-t ensured that the juvenil-e had had some ex-

posure to the l-egaÌ J-anguage employed in juvenil-e court hearings.
The only way to determine whether or not a juvenil_e had

entered a plea was to consurt the informati_ons of the re]evant
charges to this study.

The legal information stated whether or

noL

a plea had been entered formalJ-y or whether it had been indicated.
These data were obtained in advance of the juvenile
Age of the juvenile,

interview.

type of offence and whether or not the

juvenile had entered a plea were three significant

control varia-

bl-es in this phase. There were however other control variables
which were important for the purposes of this phase of the study
and consequent]-y should be addressed at this point.

1) the juvenile's

These were:

prior recordr 2) whether or not the juvenile

ever been in custody on this charge(s), 3) whether or not s,/he
legar counsel or had. any contact with a lawyer relating

had
had

to the

g

charge-r 4) the amount of contact the juvenile had had with probation services, and 5) the particular judge presid.ing over the
pretrial .orrrt.IO
The juvenilels

prior record was viewed as a criLical_ factor
in exploring the juvenire's understanding of the lega1 language
used in the pretriar

hearing.

rf the juvenile had a prior record

which consisted of criminal code charges and./or provincial
violations

then s,/he had had prior court experience.

statute

This fact

may account for an increased understanding of legal ranguage on

the part of the juvenile,

one important excepti-on to this comment

should be made. some juveniles who appear before the court have
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been dealt with before on a non-judicial_ basis.

This means that

although the juvenite had been arrested s,/he had been diverted
from the formal court process.

A charge was never laid.

The ju-

venife would have had no contact with the courtroom setting.
assessing the infruence of prior record on the juvenile's
standing it was necessary Èo distinguish

rn

under_

between the two types of

prior contact mentioned above.
custod.y, like prior record. was identified

as an importanÈ

factor in testing the research hypotheses. Many authors, Matza
(1964) and LeÈkemann (1973) to suggest two, have commented that
juveniles who perhaps have had repeated conLact with the court system are more lj-kely to become familiar with the functioning of the
court in general. These juveniles are afforded the opportunity to
talk to others with more experience and more "folk knowledge,,. For
this reason, the issue of custody needed to be explored in this research- The other dimension relating to the custody matter was the
topic of pre-court release.

Some

juveniles may have been arrested

by the police and brought to the Manitoba youth c"rrt."Il
are detained for onry a short period of time.12

where they

These individuals

did not spend enough time in custody to acquire any substantial
information from other detained juvenires.

They were not consid-

ered to be in custody for this research.
fnterview Procedure
The originar

sampre size for this study was to have been

juveniles who fulfilled

100

the criÈeria described in this chapter.

3B

The actuaL sample size was 6o juvenil-es.l3

A small- sample does

not appear to be an unusual situatj-on in research such as this.
rn the Langley et. a1, (1978) study the total
50 juveniles.

sample size was only

Granted the researchers note that their

original

methodology had to be compromised because of lack of funding how-

ever one person invorved in that study told me that this kind of
research - interviewing

juvenires after their court hearings - is

at the best of times very demanding. He stated that it is very
difficult

for one person to meet with the juvenile before court to

find out whether or not they are wil-ling to participate
same person to subsequentry conduct the intervi.r.l4

and for tlæ
This indivi-

duar fert that this reason was just as important as the funding
problems in accounting for the small sample size.
der (L9lI) also illusÈrates

The work of sny-

that small samples are not uncommon in

this area of research.
Those youths incl-uded in this study were selected using the
f

ollowing procedure.

contact. \,ras made with the clerk of court

office regarding juveniles who had upcoming pretríat
list

hearings.

A

of names, court appearance dates and charges before the court

was generated.

r consulLed juvenile's

tegal files

from which r

obtained information concerning their age, charges before the
court and whether or not s,/he had entered a plea to thes..hurg"=.15
The information which I gained from examining juveniles I files

was

cross checked by asking the juvenile questions concerning ager
charges before the court and pleas during the course of the interview that I had with him,/her. (See Tables I, f f , ITI)

.
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The four other control variables consid.ered important in this

study were addressed. rnformation concerning a juvenile's

prior

record and whether or not s,/he had ever been in custody on this
charge was obtained from the 1egal f iles.

Inlhether or not a juven-

ile had had contact with a probation of ficer

and.,/or a defense

counsel concerning the current charges was determined through the
interview itself.

which judge was sitting

in the pretrial

was

discovered by aski,ng the assigned. prosecutor (see Tables rv - x
incJ-usive).
Before the pretriar

court the juvenile was approached

given an orar as well as written description
'l 6

Appendix I).--

and

of the study (see

It was essential that the researcher not be viewed

as an emproyee of the court but rather as a graduate sociology
student.

Little

dif f iculty

l{as encountered in this regard.

Juven-

iles were generally receptive to the idea of being interview.d.lT
This procedure of making contact with the juvenile,

expraining the

nature of the research and determining whether or not the juvenile
was willing

to participate

was essentialry

a "pre-hearing inter-

view" (Langley et. â1., 1978: 47).
Next the juvenile was carred into the courtroom for his,/her
hearing.

Often times the lawyer and/or probation officer

took the

time period immediatety following the courtroom hearing to discuss
what transpired in court.

This was possibry the only time that

lawyer woul-d meet his,/her client

prior to the next court date.

a

The

post-hearing contact was conceptualized as part of the pretriar
phrase which was not in fact over until

the lawyer and,/or probation
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TABLE I
ÀGE OF JUVENILES
trn/hen

is your birthday?

of Juvenil
L4 y ears
15 years
I6 years
L7 years
1B

!^¡hat year were you born?

e

þ

10.0
20.o
11

1

20.o
28.3

years't

Fr

u

enc

6

t2
I3
I2
I7

Tota I
I00.0
60
*Juvenil- es who fall into the category of 18 years were 17 at the
time of the a I I eged delinquency.
TABLE IT
CHARGES BEFORE THE COURT

In this intervj-ew I want to ask you about the court case which is
going on right now in whÍch you are charged with
and for
which you have appeared in juvenile court before. Is this information correct?
Charges Before Court
Theft Under
Theft Over
Break & Enter (Theft,/Intent)
Wil I ful damage *
Break, Enter & Theft and Theft
Theft, Damage and BrE & T
Theft and ir¡itfu1 Damage
Damage and Theft
Tota f

Fr eguenc

36.7

22

38.3

10

tø.1
5.0

;;

I00 .0

60

I.7

*Mischief is used interchangeably with

3

I
I

Damage

TABLE ITI
PLEAS ENTERED
How did you plea on the charSe(s) of

Plea To Charqe

Guilty to alt charges
Guilty to some / noL guilty
Not guilty alI charges
No plea
Donrt remember
Tota I

Fr equenc

z

others

t0.

o

6

L4

66.7

40

100 .0

60
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TABLE IV
PRIOR RECORD

fs this the first time that you have ever been before the juvenile
court? (i.e. have any charges in the past brought you to court?)
Pr ior Rec ord
Frequenc
A1
Yes, I tve been to court before
?
26
No, Ir ve never been to court
55 .0
33
Dontt remember
I .7
I
Tota I
100. o
60
TABLE V

TII{E IN

CUSTODY

Were you held in custody on the current charges?

Held in Custod
I was detained
No, r wasn't detained

Fr equenc
33

20

6l .7

Donrt remember
Tota I

37

.o
100 .0
5

3

60

TABLE VI
TALK TO A LAWYER

Did you talk to a Iawyer of any sort before your first
appearance on this charge (s) ?
to a Lawyer
Yes, I ta]ked to one

Ta 1k

court

Fr

No, r didntt tal-k to one
Dontt know,/Don t t remember
Tota I

55
A1

.o
.7

uenc
33

25

?

2

IO0 .0

60

3

TABLE VII
HAVE LEGAL COUNSEL

Have you had a l_awyer with you in the courtroom at any of your
courtroom hearings ?
Have a Lah/ver
Yes , I have

No, r haven t t

Ðonrt know
Tota l

z

58 ?
40 .0
I .7

I00.0

Fr equenc
35
.A

1

60
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TABLE VIII
ÎALK TO SOCTAL SERVICES

Who did you meet with from socia I services before you appeared in
court for the first time on this charge (s) ?

ou meet with
Probation officer

Who did

c.A.s.

Probation and C.A.S.
P.O. & Social worker
Not appl-icable
Total

I/üHO

DID

YOU

Fr equenc y

9

26 .7

L6

18.3

II

2

o2

5

43.3

26

f00.0

60

TABLE IX
TALK WITH THE MOST FROM SOCIAL SERVICES

Who did you talk

with the most from social

services

inlho did you talk

with

-

Probation officer

c.A.s.

"6

r3.3

SociaI worker
Not appl-icable
Total-

?

Frequency
B

8.3

5

5.0

3

100-o

TABLE X
JUDGE STTTTNG*

Judge sittin
Fr equenc
Judge #I
25.O
I5
Judge #2
LL.7
7
Judge #3
8.3
5
Judge #4
8.3
5
Judge #5
38.3
¿J
o?
Judqe #6
5
Tota I
100 .0
60
*Information concerning t.he judge sitting in pretrial court was
gained by talking to the Crown prosecutor functioning in the pretrial court, The juvenile had no way of knowing who the particular judge was so asking a question would not have yielded any
meaningf ul- results .

A-

officer

at least had an opportunity to have such a d.iscussion.
once a probation officer and/or rawyer had had an occasion to dis_
cuss the hearing with the juvenile the pretriar was defined as
bei-ng at an end.

onry after the occasion for such a meeting

had

passed did the interview begirr.
The interviews ranged between r5-20 minutes in length.

They

were focused in nature and contained both unstructured and semistructured questions (see Appendix rr).
The interviews v¡ere con_
ducted in lawyer-crient
recorded-

interview rooms. They were not tapewhen the juvenire seemed to have difficurty
grasping

the questions read to him,/her they were reformulated in such a wav
that it made them more comprehensible. Irfost juveniles were quick
to grasp the meaning of the questions and answers \dere rarely confused or disjointed.
Since these interviews were conducted fol-lowing the courtroom
experience certain structural probrems were encountered. First,
when a parent/guardian or social- worker accompanied the juvenite
to court, it became dif f icurt to speak to the juvenire a\á/ay from
these persons. rn the case of a juvenile's parent(s) r found that
they were very wirling

to interject

the juvenile and myself.

into the discussion between

This finding is consistent, with the find-

ings of Langley et. aI {197 8) .

i¡Ihen a juvenite ! s worker f rom

a

group home or the childrenrs Aid society was presenL r found that
juveniles looked to this person for help in answering the questions
posed. r felt

that juveniles tried to answer questions in a

that they believed wourd please this individuar

way

(Baron & Byrne,

NA
++

L977).

one might say that the effects of the acquiescent response

set were at pray.
bation officer

second, when a juvenirers

rawyer and/or pro-

was present to tal-k to the juvenil-e after

room hearing this posed an additionar problem in trying

the courtto get the

juvenile away from these people to conduct the interview.
Any respenses given to questions put forth

by the juveniles

were accepted at face va1ue. Overall juvenile's

initial

and imme-

diate responses were recorded.
Probation Officers'

Interviews

The Winnipeg Probation Services for juveniles

six area districts.

Each district

is divided. into

is assigned j-ts caseload on the

basis of those juveniles who come into conflict

with the law

and,

reside, Lemporarily or permanently, with the probation districtrs
boundaries. Each of the six probation districts
employ a number
of probation officers.

some offices

have seven probation offj-cers

whire others have as many as ereven. when arl districts are combined juvenile probation officers in the city of winnipeg totar
well over fifty.

Given the time frame of thÍs research interview-

ing ar1 persons proved Èo be an insurmountable task for a singl-e
researcher. rnsofar as each district has what is known as a,,sen_
ior Probation officer"fB

urong with,,ïntake

viabte to interview these persons.
to be a reriable

workers,, 19 it

was more

This group of peopre was judged

source of information for this research.

The senior probation offj-cer serves not only as an adminis-

trative

organizer and coordinator of his/her respective district
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but often times as a spokesperson on certain issues within the system. This spokesperson role is particularly

advantageous to the

current study as the responses given to the questions posed reflect

at l-east in part, the sentiments of other probation officers

and not merely one individ.ual person.

officers

Likewise senior probation

have aLl had extensive experience within the juvenile

court system which is an important consideration.
seven20 senior probation officers

On these grounds

of the juvenile division

of pro-

bation were interviewed as opposed. to alI the probation officers
in the system.
fntake workers were sel-ected for interviewing on the basis of
the role they play in the formal processing of juveniles thrcugh
the system. These probation officers

make the first

contact with

the majority of juveniles so one would expect that this person's
role is to a large extent an explanatory one. Likewise the fact,
that the intake worker is the most likely
make the first

probation officer

to

courtroom appearance with the juvenite confirms the

central-ity of their position in this research.
here is that some of the six area districts

A point Èo be noted

had more than one in-

take worker whife others just had one. AII intake workers were
interviewed regardless of whether or not they came from the
district

same

as another included in the sample. The total sample size

of intake workers was
bation officers

This made for a total of l-5 pro"iqht.2t
who were interviewed in the course of this research.

Each senior probation officer

and intake worker v¡as contacted

on an individuaL basis and appointments were arranged for the
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interviews.

These interviews,

tike those of the juvenilers

were

focused, characterized by unstruct.ured and semi-structured questions

(see Appendix rrr) .

rnterviews took between 30 minutes to

one hour to comprete. These interviews were arl tape-reco.ded.22
The main objectives in carrying out these j-nterviews were to find

out:1)

if probation officers

barrier

to the juvenire's

perceived legar language as being

a

understanding of the courtroom hearing;

2) what they perceived their rore as being in the explanation process both before and after court; 3) how they accomplished this
goal; 4) if they regarded regal ranguage as an obstacle to the juvenire¡s understanding, and 5) did they foresee any possibirities
for changing the current situation.

These v/ere the main issues

explored in the interviews.
Defense Counsel- Intervi-ews

A good deal of commentary has been generated about the role of
the rawyer in the juvenile court. These remarks in the main come
from individuars

external to the profession.

perhaps the rack of

opinion expressed by lawyers in this area stems from their
widespread disagreement over their role in the juvenile

ting.

Some

own

court set-

lawyers would argue that

their role should be different at each stage of
the proceedings. At the adjudicative stage,
when the question of guilt or innocence is being
resolved, a strict adversarial stance may be
called for with full reliance upon aII technical
defences. ff a finding of delinquency is made,
however, the lawyer may be prepared to take a
fess adversarial role and relax the technical
rul-es..." (Bala & Clarke, 1981 :2O7)
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other lawyers are less clear about their rol_e. some argue that.
their role is to a great extent shaped by the expectations which
probation officers, social workers and the judge have of them (Bala
& clarke, 19Br: 206).

rn spite of the widespread. viewpoints as to

the rore of lawyers in the juvenile court Lhere is at least

some

degree of consensus about the functions of defense counsel in the
juvenile court. To irlustrate,
two authors write that lawyers

agree that they should
...ensure that the parents and the child under_
stand (emphasis mine) what happens in .ouil-ãid
that their views are at least expressed to the
court
ensure that all rel_evant facts and law
are brought to the judge's attention, and that
statutory procedures are followed
ensure
that the basic elements of proced.ural fairness
are met, and that the opinions of various wit_
nesses are properly tested through cross_
examination and that the jr.-dge is not swayed by
unreasoned views" (Bala & Clarke, 19gl: 207)
rnasmuch as legal counse] for juveniles

support the view that they

should make sure the juvenire understands what happens in court,
it was decided that lawyers should be interviewed.
There are basi-cally three types of lawyers who are active in
the l{innipes iuvenire court.
counsel and legal aid clinic

They are duty counsel, retained.

representatives.

A duty counsel is

present in the courtroom where detention matters are addressed
during aIl proceedings to provide unrepresented juveniles with lega1 advice and assistance, r{ost times the duty counser has not
spoken to the juvenile

before the court hearing.

s/he is a

member

and employee of the Legal Aid socieLy of Manitoba. Duty counsel_
may change on a daily basis.

often times one person wil-t furfiÌr
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this capacity for a number of days or weeks.
Retained counsel can be described as an individ.ual lawyer
usually in private practice who has been hired by the juvenil-e
his parents to represent them before the court.
for by the juvenile and his parents.
earrier

and

counser is paid

one quarification

noted

is that a rawyer can be retained on a legal aid certífi-

cate which means that the juvenile has made application
aid. and his application

for regat

has been approved. The difference here is

that the costs of having a J-awyer are being taken care of through
the legar aid system. Generatry speakj-ng, the rawyer , parents,/
guardian and the juvenile have al-l met before the juvenile has his
first court appearance.
A legal aid crinic

representative is any rawyer who is an

ployee of the Legar Àid society of Manitoba. Likewise s,/he is

ema

member of that Society.

Lawyers interviewed were drawn from each of the three cate-

gories of legal counsel delineated.
three groups were asked to participate

Five lawyers from each of the
in the study.

Lawyers in-

cl-uded in the sample alr had sizeabl-e case loads within the juvenil- e court

.

The total

sample size of defense counsel was fifteen

in order

to make it equivalent to the sample size of probation officers.
Each lawyer was contacted on an ind.ividual- basis to determine his/

her willingness

to participate

in the study.

A personar contact

immediately forl-owing court was viewed. as a more viabte approach
to securing interviews than a telephone contact which wou]d have
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resulted in many unanswered messages. No one refused to be interviewed but appointments were more difficult
than probation of f icers.23

to arrang.e with 1av/yers

These j-nterviews \^/ere arso f ocused in

nature (See Appendix fV)
rnterviews took between 30 minutes to one hour to complete.
Nine of the total

fifteen

interviews were t.ape-recorded. The other

six rawyers had to be interviewed in places not conducive to taperecordr-ng.24

Responses given in those interviews which were not

tape-recorded were recorded in writing
poss

ible

as close to verbatim

as

.

The key issues di-scussed in these interviews were: l_) Do raw-

yers feel that regar ranguage is an obstacte to the juvenile's
understanding of the court hearing;2)

what do they perceive their

rol-e to be j-n the expranation of court procedure; 3) Do they explain procedurar matters if their crient asks; and 4) After court
do they arways explain what occurred.

rn additj-on more general

questions about the use of legal language in the juvenil_e court,
were posed.
Jud.ges' fnterviews
The bench of t.he Famiry Division of the provincial

court is composed of sixteen judges.
while the other six are part-time.

Judges

Ten of these are furl-time
Each of these judges sits in

the various courtrooms in which juvenile matLers are heard.
rotate from one court to the next and there is no specific
to where a judge wil-l be sitting

Judges

pattern

on any given day. A judge's
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presence in a given court is merely a product of schedul_ing.
The role of the judge in the juvenile court process can in no
way be underestimated.

First

and foremost, it must be emphasized

that the judge is to be viewed as an "impartial
clarke, 19812 20).

arbiter"

rt is his/her responsibifity

(Bala

to listen

&

to both

sides of the argument and to reach a decision based on aII relevant
facts and. law of the case. The judge must never enter into the
argument for either side as such a step means that his credibility

as an impartiar arbiter

is undermined. How can a person who prays

an active role in questioning and fact finding render an unbiased
decision?

secondly, the judge is a key figure in the expranation

process of the procedure which characterizes the courtroom hearing.
The judge, in essence, sets the tone and. pace of the court. s/he
may assume a strict

legalistic

approach or a l-ess regalistic

approach in conducting the affairs

of the court.

A judge

may

choose to provide the juveniJ-e with explanations of the charges,

the nature of the proceedings, and the disposition.

S,/he may in_

quire whether or not the juvenile in fact understands what has
transpired at a particular

hearing or what has been said by the

key legal- actors.

rf there is confusion the judge may attempt to
explain it to the juvenile using different word.s and examples. rt

should not be assumed however that all- jr-rdges adopt this stance in
deating with juvenile offenders. As one study noÈed ,,it takes
time, and a deep understanding, to get through to these youngstersMany judges have that rextra something' at the precise correct
moment" (Anderson, Thomas and sorenson, L969: B).

The judge's role
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in the juvenile court process as outlined here

as transrator

was

seen as the most important facet of r.is/r,er rol-e for this study.

of the totar sixteen judges who compose the bench onJ-y six
judges were asked to participate.
Given the smal-I amount of court
time which the part-time judges sit in the juvenile court for

a

given month it was decided that this group should be excluded from
the outset.

of the ten remaining, one was immediately exc]uded

because of an invorvement in this research project.

this partÍcular

To interview

judge might necessariry bias the resurts.

of the

remaining nine full--time judges onry six were asked to participate.
They were selected for inclusion on the basis of their various
demeanors and role patterns

(smith and Brumberg,

L967

i 103).

study wanted to ensure a coverage of these identifiable

This

rrstyles"

of court conducÈ,
Each of the six judges was successfully contacted on an indi-

vidual basis and appointments were arranged for intervie*=.'u
These interviews were arso focused and generally took between

twenty-five
this.

and forty minutes.

There was onty one exception to

This interview took an hour and a hatf (see Appendix v) .

Alt interviews were tape-recorded.

The main objectives in carry-

ing out these intervieh/s were focused on the forlowing issues:
1) Do judges perceive regal language as being a barrier
venile's

to the ju-

understanding of the courtroom hearing; 2) what do they

perceive their rol-e as being in explaining the court procedure;
3) How do they accomprish this;

and 4) rf regar J-anguage is viewed

as an obstacle to the juvenilers

undersÈanding do they foresee any
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possibilities

for changing the current situation.

Finally

more

general questions about the use of 1egal language in the juvenile
court were posed.
Analyzing The Data
The data col-lected from the juvenile,

probation officer,

de-

fense lawyer and judges' ínterviews were analyzed using the
Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) .

It is impor-

tant to note that the data generated from the probation officers,
defense lawyers and judges interviews were analyzed, but for the
most part were used qualitativeJ-y

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

Given that each of the four groups of individuals

were interviewed

using a schedul-e of unstructured. and semi-structured questions aII
coding was done after the data collection

perÍod

had been completed.

Al1 verbatim responses for each question were pooled together

and

from this more general categories of responses were generated.

In

rnaking use of this inductive process careful attenLion was directed

towards the theoretical

requirements of the more general concepts

which were being measured in the course of this study.
important criteria
classification

The two

of mutual exclusiveness of categories and the

of alI possible responses dominated the coding pro-

cedure.

AIl instruments were pre-tested.

The juvenile

pre-tested on twelve separate occasions.

instrument

was

The success of the pre-

test allowed me to include the results in the actual sample. The
probation instrument was pre-tested twice.

As noted earlier

one
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of the pre-tests was part of the actual fifteen
views conducted

probation inter-

The defense instrument v¡as not pre-tested per se

because of its strong similarity

to the probation instrument.

judge's instrument was pre-tested once. That interview
cluded as one of the final

The

was not in-

six.

Creation of the coding frame allowed for the inclusion of all
responses from the interviews within the data matrix.
lvas subjected to both the process of editing

a

All coding

nd reliability

checking.
An important poínt to be noted i-s that some matching was done

during the course of analysis.

SpecificaIIy,

I matched: 1) those

groups of juveniles who had legal counsel with those who dj_d not;
2) juveniles who had had no contact with probation services

and

those who had had contact; and 3) those juveniles who had spent
time in custody and those who had never been in custody on the curIn addition to matching speci-fic Aroups of juveniles

rent charges.

this technique was utilized

to pair certain elemenLs of the juven-

iIe interviews with the interviews of probation officers
fense counsel.
juvenilers

and de-

This yielded important results with regards to

comments about how probation officers

sel describe their own activities

and defense coun-

and roles in the explanation

process.
The results

Chapter 4.
the juvenile

of the key actor interviews wifl be presented in

The frequency runs will

interviews will

method of presentation will

be presented.

The results

be presented in Chapter 5,
be tabul-ar.

of

The main

EA

Conc

lusion

Dr. Eireen Younghusband commenting on the apparent probrems
of juvenire derinquency stated that "one of the most important
groups of arr wil-l remain sirent...yet

they are t,he consumers of

the service, the peopre at the receivingi end., whose views as to
the function and fairness of the courts are at reast of some interest"

(9.. cit.

in scott,

1959: 2r0).

Acknowredging the impor-

tance and the need for research which focuses on the juvenilers
opinion of the court Dr. younghusband's remark is wel_r-taken in
the context of this chapter.

rt has been my ambition here to set

forth the methodology used to investigate the juvenilers

under-

standing of the courtroom process.

To summaríze, the research

divided. into four parts - juvenile,

probation officers,

lawyers and judges.

interviewed.

Each group

was

was

defense

Sample size for

juveniles was 60. Fifteen probation officers,

fifteen

six judges were interviewed.

invorved were in-

Most individuals

terviewed on a one-to-one basis,
some juvenil-es.

lawyers

and

The one exception occurred with

All interviews were focused in nature and charac-

Lerized by unstructured and semi-struct.ured questions.
Each groupts responses to the prescribed questions are ex-

pected to illuminate

various viewpoints on the same topic.

the position of probation officers,

I¡Ihil-e

defense rawyers and judges are

seen as essential to the research at hand it must be emphasized

that the main focus of the study is the juvenile's

understand.ing

of the courtroom process; thus the need to interview sixty juveniles and only thirty

probation officers

and lawyers combined and
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six judges
rt is hoped through this investigat.ion the juvenilers

under-

standing of the legar language used in the proceedings against. him,/
professor Younghusbandts desire that the
her wiII i-n part fulfill
juvenilets

comments be noted.

As

a

consumer of the legal process

it seems imperative that the iuveni Ie's understandÍng of it

be

explored.
The next chapter will

justice

describe the procedure of the juvenire

system ín Inlinnipeg, The discuss ion will

process about which the juvenile was questioned.

ilLuminate the
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FOOTNOTES

Legar counser can incrude a Ìawyer consulted through the "Lawyer
Referral" service of }fanitoba, a duty counsel, a legal aid clinic
representative or a retained Iawyer. Retained counsel includes a
lawyer hired" privatery or one whose servj-ces are being paid for
by regar aid. specificalry,
this l-awyer has been retained on a
legaI aid certificate.
supra, chapter l,

n

No person is to be present in the courtroom during juvenire hearings who is noL directly concerned with the proceedings. The

proceedings are private and their contents are Ín no
reproduced as to reveal the identity of the juvenÍle.

!^ray

to

be

BuÍl-ding 30 of the Fort osborne Barracks, winnipeg, houses a
number of courtrooms some of which are used for juvenile court
hearings. rn addition the offices of the family court judges and
the juvenile court records are located in this building.
A pre-disposition report is a report prepared by a probation
officer which includes a social history and social evaluation of
the juvenire. This report generally makes recommendations for
disposition to the court.
6

"Party to an offence" is defined by section 2r(t)arbrc
2L(2) of the Crimínal Code of Canada.

and section

7

"Acting as a rookout" in the regal sense means to stand guard
whil-e others commit a specific offence. An example is when two
persons break into a store while a third stays outsid.e the store
and watches for anyone who may pass by. some members of the l-egaì- profession argue that "acting as a l-ookout" farl_s under',party
to an offence".
"Triat slip is a slip of paper which is signed by both the juvenire
and t.he parent,/guardian stating the time, date and l-ocation of the
triaI.
o
-The type of l-egal counsel that the juveni]e had during
the courtroom hearing will be accounted for in the course of anarysis.
whether or not a juvenire has a duty counser, a retained lawyer
or regal aid crinic representative acting on his behatf may in
some way affect the understanding the juvenire has of the legar
language used in the courtroom (Ericson and Baranek, 1992: g6).
10

It is the observation of the researcher that each of the sixteen
judges who together constitute the bench of the Family Division
of the Provincial Judges court has a particurar demeanor and
approach in conducting the courtroom. On this basis it would seem
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imperative to consider which particular judge is sitting in the
pretrial court. There is no pattern as t.o which judge wil_r be
sitting in the pretriat courtroom on any given Friday. A ',judges'
schedule" is prepared by the senior Judge at the beginning of
each month, For a judge to be in any particurar courtroom is
merely a product of scheduling.
ll Manitoba
Youth centre is a crosed detention facitity
juveniles.

for

1)
--A
juvenire may be detained for onry a short period of time before s,/he is pre-court refeased to a reliable person or agency
after appearing before a magistrate who grants bail: s,/he will be
required to return on a particular day for their court hearing.
The date for the courtroom appearance is known before the juvenil-e leaves the Manitoba youth Centre.

I3
Although the actual sample size is only sixty juveniles it did
have the potential to become one hundred and thirty if arl the
juveniles approached had agreed to participate in the study. The
main reasons for refusal were that they !,¿ere just not interested
(2o) they were unabre to stay after court (16) or they craimed
that ' the weather was too nice to be inside to engage in an interview (22) . other problems encountered during the data col-lection
period were the complete loss of afl- interviews of one pretrial
Friday because of a misconception which lawyers had about the
study r was doing. They were concerned Lhat r was discussing
charges with their clients who might in turn make comments that
could be damaging to the case. r prepared a statement on my research and distributed it to al-l lawyers. The problem was clarified, but twelve refusars were given that day. other problems in

data col-lection included. the cancerration of two afternoon pretrials,
a judge's conference which meant the l-oss of another complete day, and a statutory horiday. The average number of interviews obtained on any given Friday was five.
1¿.
*'PersonaI
communication with Ronal-d Parkinson (Probation Officer,
Winnipeg)

.

15

special thanks to Judge E. Kimel-man for granting me permission
to consul-t the legal f iles.
I6 rt was only possibre
to approach "suitabre" juvenires by working
from a rist of names which the sheriffrs officer generates as
juveniles arrive for court.
L] supra,
n. I3
,-

r-A senior

probation officer is appointed to hisr/her position by a
body of persons external to the unit of probation officers which
s,/he oversees. The position itself is regarded as being higher up
ín the probation hierarchy than that of a regular probation officer.

5B

1g
--An

lntake worker is a probation officer who generalry makes the
first contact with the juvenile who has been detained in custod.y.
usually this person makes the first court appearance with the
juvenile.

20

The original aim was to interview six senior probation officers
and nine intake workers, During the data col-fection period r was
unable to see one of the intake workers who continually asked me
to call back in two weeks or longer. Given the time constraints
r substituted this interview wit.h the last pre-test interview r
had done of the probation instrument. This person is currently
an acting senior probation officer which accounts for the total
number of seven senior probation officers and the eight intake
workers in the sample. No problems arranging the other interviews
were encountered.

2L

supra, n.

20

11

In only one instance was there any evid.ence that the subject
intimidated. about being recorded.

23

was

some appointments \^/ere made as far as two weeks in advance. on
three different occasions problems arose with scheduled interviews.
rn one instance a secretary who had. made the original appointment
advised the lawyer that the rest of the day was clear of appointmenLs. when r arrived at 4:00 p.m. the lawyer was no longer there
and a second appointment had to be arranged. fn another situation
where the appointment had been made directly with the interviewee,
he faiLed to appear. This person said that they had not diarized
our meeting and so agreed to appear before a judge to make a motion on behalf of a corJ-eague. Finatly, when r arrivec at one
interview the lawyer expJ-ained that he had a confricting appoÍntment which he could not adjust.
This interview was sprit into
two parts, the second half compreted on the following day over
funch hour.
2írrrtee out of the
six were conducted in restaurants, two in the
cafeteria at the courthouse and one other in an office which did
not belong to the person being interviewed,
,Ã
-"one
interview had to be reschedul-ed. when r arrived at the
appointment the judge had people in the office who stayed for one
hour. I{hen they left the judge had to go to court. This interview was successfulty cond.ucted the next day.

CHAPTER

3

STRUCTTIRE AND COI{IEXT OF THE RESEARCH

f

ntrod.uct ion
The winnipeg juvenile

court system is characterízed by ela-

borate proceed.ings which have developed over the l_ast 73 years.
Thus far the d.iscussion has focused al-most exclusively on the nature and function of the pretrial

court - the central research site

in this stud.y. occasional comments about the first
court have been made to clarify
cess at play in the particular

appearance

certain elements of the legar procourt of interest.

To deal_ with

only the pretrial- court in a purely descriptive manner would
to isorate much of the research.

Not onry is the pretriar

court

but a singre element in a larger system, it is a court which
use of highly specific

seem

makes

vocabul-ary in its day to day functioning.

A thorough description and discussion of the broader system and
attempt to il-Iustrate

an

the nature of the language used in the first

appearance and pretriar

courts is viewed as necessary to provide

a

context for this study.I
A juvenile who comes into contact with the law is drawn into
a complex system of process and. procedure. To effectively

del_in-

eate the parameters which define the system and the language which
characterizes some parts of it,
a juvenil-e from initial

it is my intent t,o verbalry track

contact with the police through to finar

disposition

while at the same time drawing attention

theoretical

issues at play in the process.
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to the more

To accomplish this

taslc
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I wil-I first

d.iscuss the historical-

dimensions of the Juvenife De-

linquents Act and then provide a sketch of the vlinnipeg Juvenile
court from its inception in 1909 to the present time highlighting
key developmenÈs in its growth and functioning.
Historical. Dimensions of. The Juvenil_e Delinquents Act
The special rules which govern dealing with young offenders
have d.eep historical

which currently

roots.

The background. of the legisration

governs juveniles

(the Juvenile Derinquents Act)

revears that as early as 1857, pre-confed.eration times, an act entitred,

"An Act For The speedy Triar and punishment of Juvenire

offenders" addresses the issue of the special- treatment of young
offende::s.

some thirty-five

years l-ater in r892 "An Act Respecting
The criminar Law" was passed. in the canadian parliamenÈ which addressed among other things the issue of juvenile cuÌpabirity
responsibility

before the l-aw. Specificalty

and

the Act set forth that

"no person shall be convicteC of an offence by
reason of any act or omission of such person
when under the age of seven years; and no person shall be convicted. of an offence by reason
of an act or omission of such person when of
the age of seven, but under the age of fourteen years unless he was competent to know the
nature and. consequences of his conduct and to
appreciate that it is wrong,' (op. =fL. in
StewarÈ, L9783 160).
rn 1894 "An Act Respecting The Arrest, Trial

and rmprisonment of

Youthfur offenders" attempted to deat with the conflict

of the ju-

dicial- and crimina] Wetfare function of the court.
These various acts taid the foundation for the Juvenil-e Detin-

quents Act (1908) , the act which sets forth the regal parameters
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governl_ng young persons

has remained unchanged

With revisions completed in 1929 the Act
The initial

creation of nationwide Iegislation
quency has remained unal-tered

thinking which led to the
dealing with juvenj-le delin-

As one author has commented,

The Juvenile Delinquents Act is Iegislation in
the language and spirit of the first half of
the century - the so-called century of the chil_d.
It didnrt spring inÈo existence overnight. Tt
was but a national expression of the rise of a
specialized kind of justice designed for children in a number of widely dispersed areas in the
world, The emphasis was on prevention and protection, and it was fel_t that the onJ_y way to
deaL with crime was to improve the environment
surrounding children. (Stewart, L97Bz 163)
An Historical

Sketch of The Winnipeg Juvenile Court

The Juvenile Delinquents Act came into effect in the City of
Inlinnipeg in 1909. rt was not extended to the entire province un-

til

1925. The legisl-ation

as a whol_e created

tion for young offenders.

a

separate jurisdj-c-

fn bringing the Act into ful-l effect

juvenile hearings \^/ere hel-d to deal- with arreged derinquencies.

untir

May

lr, L949 (stubbs, L972: 333-357) the juvenire court ex-

isted as a court unto itsel-f as it was not until- that year that
the Manitoba Legislature

established the Family court in winnipeg.

rn the early years a judge presided over fairry
ings in the !linnipeg court

Only those who had a specific

in the case \¡¡ere allowed in the court.
drenrs Aid Society and similar

informal hear-

Individuals

interest

from the Chil-

societies were always present

These representatives were, in the words of the child savers move-

ment,

r'f

riends in court " (PlaÈt , 1969: 32)

The press i{as

noÈ
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permitted to attend.
The proceedings of this early juvenile

court can best

Iikened to a discussion between concerned parties.
position made clear, the judge was ultimatery

left

be

with everyone,s
to determine

what action shouLd be taken that would be in the "best interest
the child".
Dispositions ranged from a harsh tarking to and a

of

warning to improve behavior to sending the child to an agency such
as the Chil-drenf s Aid where s,/he would spend a few days,
This informar meeting of juvenire,

judge and concerned others

has continued to dominate the juvenire court system. specificalry,
the city of ülinnipeg had predominantty what are termed "probation
dockets " until as l-ate as october rggr . Basicatly this system i_nvolved a number of courts functioning throughout the city in which
a judge of the Provincial Judges court, Family Division woutd sit
and hear juvenil-e matters ranging from Liquor and highway traffic

act violations

to offences contrary to the Criminal Code of

Canada.

The juvenile wourd appear before the judge with either his,/her
parent,/guardian or a representative from the Chitdren's Aid Society
or a group home worker from where s/he resided.

Many of the juven-

il-es had retained legal counsel through the Legar Aid society of
Manj-toba. The other key actor in these proceedings was the juvenil-ets probation officer.
essentially

two capacities.

The probation officer

First,

s,/he fulfilted

functioned in
the role of the

Crown prosecutor insofar as s,/he furnished the judge with the facts

of the incident

(generally this j-nvorved reading the poJ_ice report

to the judge) and any information concerning prior record.

rn
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addition to their role as a prosecutor the probation officer served
the court in his/her more traditional
capacity providing information about the juvenile's
The probation officer

disposition.

background and current tife

frequently made recommendations concerning

These recommendati-ons vlere either verbal or contain-

ed in a written pre-disposition
children's

situatÍon.

r"port,2

Aid workers or group home staff were asked by the

judge on many occasions to make recommendations regarding the disposition which shoul-d be given. rn ad.dition these workers were
often requested to enrighten the judge about the juvenirers progress in a particular setting.
rf the juvenire had counsel then
representation was made to the judge on his,/her beharf.
This rather informar court procedure described above was
characterized by an equatry i-nformal ranguage, The judge was apt
to not only explaì-n the charge before the court to the juvenile but
to engage in dialogue with him/her.

The juvenile was on

occasions afforded the opportunity to participate

many

in the proceed_

ings in a manner ot,her than just answering to the.harg".3
The juvenile offend.er had Iittle
exposure in the "probation
docket courts" to very "regal" vocabulary other than the occasional- exchange between jud^ge and def ense counser. The l_ack of tegat
vocabulary used in the courtroom can be attributed

to the absence

of a prosecutor and often times a defense counsel.
rt would be misleading to suggest that aII juvenile offenders
were onry exposed to this type of court.

rf a juvenile denied

a

charge in the "probation docket court" then the matter was referred
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to what was known as the "Crown docket".

The "Crovtn docket', re-

ferred to a court wherein a provincial- prosecut,or was always present to deal with cases in which the juvenil-e had either denied the
charge or where the matter was of a serious nature. This court
convened every Monday and wednesd.ay. A juvenile

referred to the

crown docket necessarily became exposed to more regar language.
The usuaL exchange of words in this particutar

court came between

judge, prosecutor and defense counsel, if present.
the 'rCrown docket", pretrial,

triars

and.

rn addition to

transfer hearings were

characterized by the use of highly specific

rega]_ vocabulary.

rn october of r98r a major change occurred within the winnipeg juvenile justice system. specificalty,
a provinciar prosecut,or
was placed in every court within the juvenire system. The court
became more central-1y organized with arl hearings being held at

the Fort osborne Barracks and the Manitoba youth centre.
ception to this statement is that Highway Traffic
heard in one of the former district

matters are still

courts.

The presence of a prosecutor marked a significant

point-

In particular

turning

it denoted the departure from a more social-

wel-fare model- and a move toward a more legaristic
juvenire court.

one ex-

model in the

Equalty important to know j_s that the time period

preceding this change in the structure evidenced an apparent increase in the number of defense counsel representing juvenires.
The upshot of this combination of events vras that not only had the

juvenile court. shifted towards a more formar regalistic
its functioning

model in

but l-ikewise it had moved in the direction

of

a
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more formar language. I^Ihat had previously been a simpre exchange

of "ordinary " \n¡ords between concerned parties hras now becoming
exchange best understood. by members of the legal profession.

an

The

courtroom is now d.ominated by an exotic jargon.
The Current lntrinni

PoIice Contact
A child who commits a criminal- code offence or violates a
provinciar statute such as the Liquor contror Act or the Highway
Traffic

Act has his,/her first

contact with the juvenire justice

system when s,/he is apprehended by either the vrlinnipeg police department of the R.c.M.p. A juvenire may be picked up for question-

ing.
If after questi_oning the police feel- that the juvenile should
not be drawn further into the web of the formal system s,/he wi1I
be released and no record of contact with the police exists.

This

action constitutes a diversion from the system and is often called
rrstreet diversion".
Not alr cases are diverted from Èhe system in the manner outlined above. rn many instances the police opt for the juvenile to
be processed through the court system. The potice deal with these
cases in three ways. fn the first

instance there is a non-judicial

option of Police voluntary crass.

rf a child is invorved wíth

a

l-ess serious offence and s,/he admits to it and the parent is willing to attend the voruntary class the police may divert a juvenile
using this option.

second, i-n serious matÈers the police 1ay

an
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information and complaint immediately and detain the juvenile ín
the Manitoba youth centre. Third, juveniles who have not been in_
vol-ved in serious offences are usuarry sent home. The police re_
port will

be sent to rntake screening which will- make a decision

regarding how the case should be deart with - judiciarry or nonjudicì'all-yA preliminary assessment of this sort is carried out
by Probation servi-ces. There are a set of standards which guide
the diversion process.

probation's assessment witt then be re-

viewed by the Provincial crown Attorney.

A decisj_on to manage the

case non-judicialJ-y means that no information and complaint will
be laid. A judicial option means that an information and complaint
will

be laid.

rn discussing juvenires who are charged by the pol_ice two important points shoul-d be clarified.
rf a chil_d is und.er the age
of seven years and commits an offence "he has an absol-ute defence
and is not charged.

rf there are serious problems with a chird of

this â9€r the child may be dealÈ with under provincial
tection legislation"

(Bala & clarke, rgBr: 1gg).

imum age for a person to farr

chird pro-

second, the max-

within the jurisdiction

of the ju-

venile court is r7 years of age. The setting of this age rimit
a provincial matter.

is

Once a charge has been laid several issues become important.

The juvenile may be rel-eased to his,/her parents and told when s,/he
is to appear in court. Juveniles who have committed. serious offences and are perceived as potential
community will

threats to themselves or the

be escorÈed and subsequently detained aL the Manitoba
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Youth Centre (MyC),

a

cl-osed detention facility.

Likewise juven_

iles who have what is termed as an "unsuitable home environment.,,
may be detained.
Pre-Court

Rel_ease

A juvenil-e detained at Myc can be "pre-court,,rereased as out_
lined in The corrections Act. This in essence means that the juvenil-e wiLl be rereased by a probation officer

or wir-r_ appear be-

fore a magistrate who has the po$/er to either grant or d.eny bait.
To reach a decision about rer-easing the juvenile from custody
basically

Lhree issues must be add.ressed. First and foremost, the
magistrate must consider the seriousness of the offence
Second,
the juvenilets

prior record is an important consideration.

F

in a 1ly,

the magistrate must have some knowledge of the home situat ion into
which the juvenil-e could be rel-eased.. rf the mag.i-strate determines
that the offence is not of such a serious nature as to warrant
detention, that the juvenirers prior record is either non
-exist ent
or minimal and that the home situation i-s satisfactory then the
juveniJ-e wif l- be released.
A child should be detained pending hearing only
if it is necessary to ensure his attendance, if
his detention ís necessary in the pubric interest, or for the protection of the public, hav_
ing regard to all_ circumstances including any
substantial tikelihood that he wil_1 commit a
further criminal_ offence if released. (Bafa &
Cl_arke, l9BI: lB3)
Before reaving Myc the juveniJ-e wilr be to]d on what d.ay to return
to court. The time and location of his/her hearing will be cl_ari_
fied before release.
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ln those cases where juveniles are not pre-court released but
detained i-n custody the raw requires that the juvenile appear before a provincial

court judge within twenty-four hours or after

weekend on the first

a

working day.

First Appearance Court
The first

appearance court, like aÌ1 winnipeg juvenile courts,

has certain distinguishing

characteristics

The presiding judge is a provincial

which shoul-d be noted.

court judge of the faniry divi-

sion-

As of this date there are sixteen such judges active in the
City of Idinnipeg. Ten of these are full-time whi]e the other six
are part-time.
whom

is full-time.

of the totaf sixteen there are two
Each court has a Provincial

present at aII proceedings.

l.^/omen,

one of

Crown prosecutor

On Monday mornings Narcotics Control_

Act viol-ations are heard in the Manitoba youLh centre arong with
other first appearance court matters. A Federal- Crown prosecutor
is present to address these cases.
Arl juvenil-e court proceedings of this court and others are
recorded by a court reporter for purposes of later transcription.
A court crerk is responsibre for the regal- fites

of the d.ay, s/he

prepares the informations for the judgers endorsation.

fn add.ition

s,/he notes all adjournment dates and the outcome of each hearing

his/her copy of the court docket.

on

A court clerk is present onry at

the court with the d.etention docket.
Two persons unique to the first

court aÈtendant and the duty counsel,

appearance court are the

Myc

The Myc court attend.ant is
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responsible for bringing detained juveniles into the courtroom from
the detention facility.
S,/he updates remand warrants for those
juvenites who are to remain in custody.

rn addition s,/he wil-l- en-

sure that al1 appropriate endorsements have been made if the juvenile is to be released.
The duty counser performs the function of giving the court

informati-on about many of the detained juvenites who appear before
it.
This may aid the judge in rendering a decision about what to
do with a child in the interim.
feels that a particurar
application
this.

Likewise if the presiding judge

juvenile shoutd take to a rawyer or

make

for legal aid then the duty counsel can take care of

The onry other person likery

to be present during the court

hearing is a sheriff.
Not arr juveniles who appear in the first
are necessarily in custody.
apPear on this particular

appearance court

Many of the juvenil_es whose names

court docket are ones who were released

from the police station fol-lowing questi_oning vrhire others have
been pre-court released. whatever their status in regard to custody the same procedure is 1ike1y to ensue at the first

appearance

court: the juvenile wirr be arraigned, asked for a ptea as to hLs/
her guilt or innocence and more often than not the hearing wi1l be
adjourned to some other court.
posed of at this point.

occasionally a case wil_l be dis-

Since this is a rare occurrence it should

not be taken to be the rute but it is more the exception.
Another issue which may or may not arise at the first
ance court is the matter of transfer.

The Crown prosecutor

appearmay
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inform the court that they wirl- be seeking a transfer to the aduIt,
court in this particular case.
one additional

comment to the preceding remarks about the

procedure of the first

appearance court is necessary.

rf the ju-

venire is in custody at the time of the hearing then more often
than not a bail apprication (judicial Ínterim release) wilt be
made on the juvenile's

or defense counsel.

behalf by either his,/her probation officer
ALl such applications

fail- on the basis of two set criteria.
#1 Is the accused likely
#2 rs the accused rikely

wiÌl

either succeed. or

They are:

to appear for his,/her hearing?
to be reinvorved if rereased?

rt is important to note that these two criteria

are those of the

Bair Reform Act (c.c. 457). Although these questions are used
the guide for granting or denying release the Bail Reform Act

as

(c.c. 457) does not apply in t.he juvenile court in Manitoba. This
was determined in the case of R. v. o.B. (Lg7g).

however in Ontario and British

rt does apply

Columbia.

If bail is to be denied the onus fall-s on the Crown to satisf,r
the court that the criteria for rerease cannot be met. To el_aborate, the accused is not likely

to appear for his,/her hearing

secondly, the accused is rikery to be reinvorved if released.

and

rn

addition some instances arise where a bond or surety is required
before bait is granted.
A bail apprication can be made at any stage of a proceeding.
It is not something unique to the first
ample a juvenile

appearance.court.

For ex-

can be detained forlowing arrest and then be
granted bail- on the undertaking that s/he appear on his,/her next
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court date-

rf the juvenile is found delinquent at this next hearing then s,/he may be detai-ned in custody again. r,ikewi-se, the
Crown prosecutor can ask the court to revoke baif or have the con-

ditions

of bair varied at any time that s/he deems it necessary.
Final-ry, a juvenil-e who is not granted baiJ_ at his/her f irst court
appearance may appty for bail at any subsequent hearings.

rf a judge decides that a bair appr-ication should be granted
s,/he generally likes to see in the courtroom the individuar to whom
the juvenire is to be released.
of release

wi-11-

As part of the bail,

be set forth at this time.

cond.itions

These conditi_ons

may

includ.e: making a weekr-y appearance to the probation of fi_cer,
keeping a curfew, attending schoo] on a regurar basis and,/or attending the

Remand.

Attendance Centre.

rf a bail application

is denied then the probation officer

defence counser may make a subsequent application

or

for a temporary

absence (TA).

This leave may be for school attendance, work, or
doctor's appointment and may be escorted or unescorted.

a

Case Example

Te effectively

elaborate the procedure sketched out above and

the language which characterizes it,

ret me describe a typicat

hearing at this stage in the juvenire court process.
who appears before a judge in the first

likely

The juvenil_e

appearance court will

most

find himsetf,/herserf being confronted with an information

which alleges a particular

offence.

It is sometimes the situation

that a juvenite wil-r appear before the first

appearance court to
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di-scover that the charge is being withdrawn4, dismissed5 or has
been stayed6. sometimes a charge witt be adjourned sine d.ie7
without a guilty

plea having been entered.

the judge wirl most likely

The prosecutor and/or

use these exact regal words in tetling

the juvenile the current status of his,/her case. Generally speak_
ing the presiding iudge will tel-l- the juvenile that thi_s means
that "his/her case is over, its finished"
tent of explanation.
The juvenile

is left

and that will_ be the ex-

The impact of any one of these is the same.
without a formar record or disposition.

Before reading the information to the juvenile many of the
judges wirr inquire of two issues. First, ,,Has the juvenire,s
parent/guardian received a written notice stating what charges
their child is facing?"

According to section ro of the Juvenil_e

Delinquents Act this notice is required to gi-ve the judge jurisdiction

in the proceedings.

rf no notice has been served it is

often the case that the hearing will
and the sheriff,s

officer

be set down for a few minutes

wil_I serve the parent/guardian in the

waiting area.

If no parent/guardian is present the hearing is gen_
erally adjourned because of rack of service of this notice.

The second issue which is often raised by the judge is whether
or not the juvenile has legar counsel, some members of the judici-

ary wirl remind juveniles of their tegal right to a J-awyer - a right
which many persons feel is too often neglected or overlooked.
(social Planning commj-Ltee of winnipeg, r976; stapleton & Teiterbaum, L972).

rf a juvenile reports that he is unabre to afford a
rawyer the judge will generally encourage the juvenile to make a

t3

legaI aid apptication.

With these two matters out of the way the
judge wilt proceed to read out the charges against the juvenile.
The reading will

either be verbatim or a paraphrasing of the information, If the read.ing is verbatim the juvenile is J- ikely to
hear the following,
"This information alreges that on or about 21
December 19Bt you, _
, did unl_awfulty steal
a bicycle from 303 lortage evenue, the property
of
, and therein did commit a delinq,r"rrãy
Section 2g4(b) of the Criminal Code
"o^tãifro
of
Canadar'.
rf,

on the other hand, the judge paraphrases the information,
juvenile may hear something like
'rr have an information here that says you store
bi_cycIe".

the

a

The one exception to be noted here is that if legar counser is in_
volved, s,/he may "waive the reading of the charge,, meaning that

they (the juvenile and counsel) are familiar
do not require that it be read.
the reading of the charge,'to

counser will

with the charge

and

use the phrase,'vyaive

express Èheir position to the court.

The reading of the information or "waive the reading of the charge,,
constitutes an arraignment.
sometimes a judge wirl

ask whether or not the juvenile in fact

understands the charge and engage in an explanation thereof if
there is confusion, usuarty a prea as to guitt or Ínnocence is
entered.

The judge may ask for a plea in any number of ways S/he
may ask whether the charge is true or farse, does the juvenile

admit or deny, is s,/he delinquent or not delinquent, is s/he
guilty or not guilty.
The way the question is formulated will
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depend on the individual

judge.

The admission or denial is normally "indicated"

which suggests

that arthough a plea has been taken to the charge(s) by the judge
sitting

s,/he is not seized of the case: any other member of the

bench who may be sitting

at the juvenile's

next hearing can

deal_

with the matter.
A1l preas are customariry entered at this stage.
reasons would preclude this from happening. First,

onry three

no parent,/

guardian has received written notice of the charges before the
court. Second, the juvenile faíls to appear for his,/her hearing
and is not represented by legal counsel who is present to indicate
a p1ea. Finally if the juvenil-e has regal representation but the
lawyer has not as of the hearing date received particulars about
the charges then counsel and his,/her clÍent may not be prepared to
enter a plea.
The entering of a guil-ty plea may in some cases lead to an
immediate disposition

such as a fine, an order of restitution

community work order to suggest a few.

journed sine die

or

a

A charge might also be ad-

after a prea has been entered.

often the case the hearing wirl be adjourned.

As is most

rf a guilty

plea

has been entered the case is generally adjourned to the disposition
court - a court held to deal- only with dispositions.

A pre-

dJ-sposition rePort may be ordered at this juncture in anticipation
of the disposition

court date.

rf a not guirty prea has been entered the case wirl generarly
move to the pretriar

court.

Before leaving the first

appearance

aÈ

court the juvenite and his parent/guardian,
quested to sign an "appearance slip"

if present, may be re-

which specifies the date,

time and place of the next hearing.
Pretrial

Court

considerable discussion in chapter 2 has been devoted to the
nature and function of the pretrial court. To avoid repetitiveness
here I will

only reiterate

the key points.

The pretrial

out".

court might al-so be termed ,,a court for sorting
rf a juvenite has entered a plea at an earrier hearing the

crown prosecutor wilr generarJ-y ask to have that pl_ea confirmed.
The judge may either read the information to the juvenil_e in the
same manner as previously described or s,/he may simply inquire of

the juvenile whether or not they are stil-1 denying the particular
charqre (s)

.

rf a rawyer is acti-ve in the case s,/he may waive the
reading of the charge and enter a prea of not derinquent. Likewise defense counsei- may advise the court that a plea(s) has already been entered. rt is important to note that many pleas are
changed to admit or definguent at Lhis hearing.

Frequentry delin-

quent pleas are entered as the resul-t of plea bargaining.
auÈhor writing

As

one

about this topic in the adur-t criminal system has

commented,

Pl-ea bargaining is based on the premise that a
defendant will exchange the uncertainties and
costs of going to trial_ and the possibility
of
a lengthy sentence for the certainty of a fixed
outcome which guarantees a less severe sanction
than woul-d have been imposed if he had been
convicted after triat.
In return, the argument
continues, the state saves the time and tñe
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expense of having to mount a trial.
I979: IB5)

(Fee1ey,

The same sentiments expressed in this passage dominate the plea
bargaining process in the juvenile court. Defense counser wirt
agree to plead guirty to certain charges in exchange for a stay of
proceedings by the crown on certain other charges. whil_e these
negotiations serve to either reduce the number of charges before
the court, they do not involve discussions about l-essening the disposition to be rendered.

pl-ea bargaining pervades much of the ju-

venile justice system and often occurs right up until
before a triaf

is about to begin.

moment

rf is not uncommon for an agree-

ment to be reached just before trial
commenc

the

proceedings are scheduled to

e.

successful plea negotiati-ons may mean that the outstanding
matters can be finarized

at the pretrial

stage.

Many times a de-

fense counsel, the prosecutor, the probation officer
ife wifr be prepared to move to disposition.
might be a f ine, an ord.er of restitut.ion,
or a contribution

to charity.

posj-tion to go to disposition
position court,

and the juven-

Four dispositions

a period. of probation,

rf any of the parties are not in

a

the case wil-I be adjourned to the dj-s-

A pre-disposition

report may be requesbed.

rf a juvenile continues to deny a charge(s) after some discussion about the charge (s) at this hearing and t.he crown f eel_s
that they have sufficient
then a trial

evidence with which to proceed to trial

date wil-l be s et.

A juvenile and his,/her parent,/

guardian wilr be asked to sign a "triar
time and place of the hearing.

slip,'which

states the date,

In addition this slip describes the
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procedure to be foll-owed if the juvenile wants to have witnesses
subpoenaed to give testimony at his/her

trial_.

his,/her parent both receive copies of the
As was the case with the first

prosecutor may at pretriar

s

The juvenile

and

igned trial_ slíp.

appearance court the crown

indicate that they wiJ_r be seeking

a

transfer

in this case. Defense counsel, if involved, wirl be advised of this move and a d.ate for a transfer hearing may be set at
this time.
Juvenile TriaIs
The juvenile triar,

Iike an ad.ul-t criminal triar,

dure to determine the guilt
triar

itsetf

is a proce-

or innocence of the juvenile.

The

generarty has an averag.e length of one to three hours,

however there are trial-s

which rast only a few minutes whereas

others may extend over a period. of several days.
The most important point to be noted in any discussion of ju-

venile triars

is that they are to be private as seL forth by sec-

tion 12 of the Juvenile Derinquents Act.

Equatry important is that

these trial-s are to be hetd separate from adurt criminal trial_s
and that according to section 17 of the JDA these proceedings ,,may
be as informal as the circumstances will
due regard for a proper administration
The procedure of juvenire trials

to case. The judge begins the trial
s,/he has jurisdiction

over the case.

permit, consistent with

a

of justice".
remains the same from case
by establishing whether or not
Jurisdiction

can be estab-

lj-shed on a number of grounds. For example, date of birth/age or

tô

notice to parents.

Next the judge will

venile and ask him for his plea.
cedure in motion.

A

read the charge to the ju-

not guilty

To summarize the trial

plea puts the pro-

begins

with the Crown presentJ_ng its case, followed by
the accused and then arguments...The onus is on
the crown to prove each and every erement of its
case beyond a reasonable doubt, and to prove be_
yond a reasonabfe doubt that any defense which
might be raised is without 1egal merit (Bala e
CIarke, l9B1: 187).
rn order to prove their case the defens e and/or crown attorney may
call witnesses to gì-ve evidence. !{hen a witness is cal_Ied to the
stand the judge either administers an oath to that person or affirms him,/her. To swear in a witness the judge generally asks,
'rDo you (witness) sr4/ear that the evidence you

are about to give shall be the truth, the whol_e
truth and nothing but the t.ruth so help you God?,'

If the judge aff irms the wit.ness srlhe wilf

ask that person to say

the following:
"I solemnly affirm that the evidence to be given
by me sha1l be the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth', (Canada Evidence Act
Section 14(1) ).
One procedure which can take place at

voir dire (a trial

within a triat).

It is

¡uvenile trial

is

a

procedure to determine

the voluntariness of a statement given to the polj_ce by the juveni]e.

often times a juvenire makes a statement to the police regarding the incÍdent in question. If the juvenile makes a statemsrt
s,/he is to be cautioned as to the imptications

of such an act.

This

statement, is to be made in the absence of duress and. promise of any

sort-

It is preferred that any confession be made in the presence
of t.he juvenilers parent and/or hís,/her lawyer,
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The voir d.ire procedure is a highly elaborate one governed by
strict ruLes of evidence. Both the prosecutor and defense counse1
engage in verbal battle

to convince the judge of the voluntarÍness

of invol-unta.riness of the statement.

The exchange invotves the

use of hiqhry technical- vocabulary and can l-ast for any length of
time. rt is largery a debate between regar actors. The juvenile
sits for the most part as a sil-ent observer .

s/he may be carted

to give testímony about the voluntariness of the statement. The
judge wirl make a decision about whether or not the juvenife,s
statement was voluntary.

The triar

will

then continue.

The crown

prosecutor and defense counser wilr present the rest of their
cas es

.

It is important to note that aÈ the conclusion of the Crown's
case the defense can make a "motion to dismiss" whi_ch means that
the crown has not presented enough evidence to altow the judge to
make a finding of delinquency. rf this motion is successful the
case will- be dismissed.. rf unsuccessful the triat wilt continue.
A juvenite is entitled. not only to atl the defenses which an

adurt is afforded but to the defense of "physical and. mental capa_
city (c-c. L47) and dori incapax (c.c, r2,r3) " (Bara & crarke,
l-981-: 188).

Dol-i rncapax-8 is used very rarely.

The case having been presented for both the crown and the defense as well as arguments and summations having been concluded the

judge is left

to reach a decision regarding the case.

A judge

may

adjudicate the case immediatery making a finding of either delinquent or not derinquent or s/he may reserve judgment on the case
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according to c.c. 574(4).

An adjudication of not delinguent

that the juvenire is acquitted..

conversely, an adjudication of

detinquent suggests that the juvenile is guitty
left

to find an appropriate disposition.

pre-dísposition

and the court

a

Ehe judge may seek the

opinion of certain experts regarding disposition.

The case wirl_

such time as the report is avairabl_e and any

other relevant information has been obtained,
heard the trial

j-s

To make this decision

report is usual-ry ordered.

be adjourned untir

means

The judge who has

is seized of the case and wirl therefore dispose

of it.
Transfer Hearings
A transfer hearing is the most serious component of the juvenile justice

system. rt represents the point at which the court

is forced to ask whether or not it can effectivety
juvenile any longer.

Commenting on transfer

dear with the

hearings Bala & Cl-arke

(198I: 2O3) write,
The transfer hearing is something of a legal
anomaly and a special set of rules has evol_ved
to govern the proceeding. The application for
a transfer must be made by the Crown Attorney,
or by the judge, or even theoretically,
by the
accused juvenile.
If the judge considers that
a transfer may be appropriate, he should be
very careful not to take a biased view of the
hearing. There must be an opportunity for a
full and fair hearing with the right to caII
witnesses; like a dísposition hearing, it may
be possible to file reports instead of having
witnesses testify, but the authors of the reports should be availabl_e for cross-examination,

A judge makes a decision to transfer a juvenile on the basis

ö-L

of specific

criteria.

These include:

#l

A consideration that a transfer to adurt court wir_l
benefit the juvenile by affording him access to
many procedurar safeguards unavail-abl_e to him,/her
in juvenile court.
#Z The need to protect society.
#¡ The juvenire must be fourteen years of age or or-der
#4 The seríousness of the offence
a) The offence must be indictable.
b) The offence must be such as to warrant that ex_
ceptional or exLreme measures be taken _ vio_
Ient, aggressive,
#5 Sophistication and maturity of the juvenj_Ie.
#6 ChiLd's background.
#7 The juvenite's prior record should indicate pre_
vious convictions or a trend towards more serious
offences.
#8 Facilities avail_abte to treat juvenile,
#g Crime against the person or property.
#10 ProspecL for adequate protection of the public
and the Iikel_ihood of reasonable rehabil-itation
of the juvenile by the use of procedures, ser_
vices and facilities
currentl_y available to the
juvenile court,
(R. v S.R.p., I97B)
It is important to note that if a judge rules in favor of
transfer it is the charge which is transferred and nol the chitd
A decision not to transfer means that the case musÈ be disposed of
within the juvenile justice system
Disposítion Court
For those juveniles who have been through the various parts
of the juvenite justice system the final point of contact is
usual-Iy the disposition court
To arrive at this court a delinquent plea must have been entered at some stage of the proceedings
or there must have been a finding of delinquency.
The disposition

dispositions'

court as its titre

suggests dears only with

rt functions ever)r Friday for this sole purpose.

Generally written materials such as the pre-disposition

reports

prepared by probation services pray an important role in this
court. These reports are completed and submitted before the court
date. Most judges prefer this approach as it affords them the
opportunity to peruse the report before court. There are other
judges however who do not want to see them until_ the day of the
hearing.

such an approach means that court time must be used to

read these reports, which contributed to del_ay.
rn final- ízing juvenitesr cases the judge draws from a fi_xed
range of possible disposiÈions. These include suspend.ing final
disposition, an absolute discharge, adjourn sine die, a fine,
a contribution

of money to charity,

a restitution

order, a

commun-

ity work order, a period of probation, a period of progress,
fosLer/group home placement or a committal_ to a training

a

schoor.

Any one or combination of the above may be given as a disposition.
The juvenile will be required to meet the conditions of the d,is_

position whatever they may be.

If s,/he successfulì_y does what is

required of him/her then this witl- be the end of the matter_
faifure to do so will mean a return to court
Conc

ö

lus ion

A reading of this chapter can leave the reader with the impression that a young person who enters the juvenile justice sysÈem
fo]lows a crear and concise route which leads urtimatery to his,/
her exit out of the system. Granted, the process is werl-defined
what the reader may be misted into believing is that there is

a
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certain expediency which characterizes the system
case. The juvenile justice

Such is not the

system like its adult counterpart is

characterized by both fal-se starts and d.elays. often the juvenife
does not appear for his first hearing which postpones the beginning of the case. rn addition, many adjournments may be requested.
some of the reasons for adjournments can incl_ude requiring

presence of a particular

the

person (eg. a parent, a probation officer),

the need to obtain or at reast consul_t 1egaI counsel, the need for
particulars regarding the outstanding charges or time to prepare
the necessary reports (eg. a pre-dispositj_on report, a psychíatric,/
psychorogical report) for disposition.
The high incidence of adjournments coupled with the structural- constraints of the juvenile
justice system itself can combine to make the time eJ-apsed between
first

appearance and final

disposition

a period of several_

weeks

of even several months. The juvenile court is, as Emerson (1969)
not.ed, very formal.
r_ncapax, voar

Thus many of the court processes such as dori

dire, transfer hearings, adjournment sine die

period of progress are difficuLt

and

for most juveniles to und.erstand

o1
FOOTNOTES

I Much
of the structure and content of this chapter has been gained
through a number of personar communications from october l_9BI
March 1982 with Judge R.J.l^I . l1orlock of the provj_ncial Judges
court, Family Division.
rn acknowtedging Judge Morlock .as an inval-uable source of inf ormation, r al-one take responsibirity f or
what is written.
2

Pre-dispositíon report is a written document prepared by a probation officer which contains a sociar history of the juvenile.
rn
addition it generally contains information about the circumstances
of the offence, prior record and recommendations regarding
d ispos it ion,
?
-often
times during the five months preceding oct. l-98r when r was
employed by the Solicitor-General of Canada as a courtroom observer for the "National study on the Functioning of The JuveniLe
court" r observed a judge and juvenire discussing whaL had happened in terms of the offence, how Lhe juvenile had been doing in
the community, \n/hy a certain disposition had. been given and. what
h¡as expected in terms of his,/her behavior in the fut,ure.
4

To withdravú a charge means that the crown is not proceeding with
the case. They are withdrawing the information.
q
-Dismissalis like a canceLl-ati-on. This occurs after a',not guilty,,
prea when the crown terrs the judge that no evid.ence wiLl_ be
called. May also occur before a plea if the Crown has no evj-d.ence.
6

Stay of proceedings means that the Crown does not have sufficient
evid.ence to proceed with the case. The charge is dropped.
7To adjourn
sine die is to adjourn a case without a d.ate, without
a time on rñiõ fE-will be brought up again.
o

Dol i incapax is Èhe incapacity to form the intention

to do wronq.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS OF KEY ACTOR INTERVTEWS

ïntroduct ion
This chapter wilJ- present the results obtained from the focused interviews conducted with probation services, defense counsel and judges. the key actor interviews are descriptive and were
carried out to sensitize this study to the winnípeg juveni]e court
as well as to obtain the perceptions of these groups regarding
juvenires'

understanding of regal language. Any discussion of what
key Iega} actors think about what juveniles understand or what they
should understand about legar language must be placed in the con_
text of the system as it functions presently and with a regard to
the changes currently underway. structurar considerations and
constraints are fundamentaÌ to any comments

made.

The discussion wilr be organized thematicalry,

proach seems to illuminate

most cl_earry the intricacies

views established within each key actor group.
research is predominantly qualitative
an expricit

of the

rnasmuch as the

I'the analyst seeks to provide

rendering of the structure,

among a set of participants"

for this ap-

order and pattern found

(Lofrand, r97L:7).

To accomprì-sh

this task the results obtained from various freguency runs witl
used to illustrate
specific points raised.
Basic Premises of pl-ain English

Movement

As chapter 3 demonstrated there are many examples of legal
85

be
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language in the winnipeg juvenile court.

This observation consti-

tutes the fundamentar premise upon which this thesis is based. To
examine the potentiar for a pfain English movement in the winnipeg
juvenire court it is necessary to outline the basic premises of
the movement its el_ f .
The PIain English movement stems from three basic arguments.

First

and foremost, the movement suggests that for every comprex
word, legal or otherwise, there is a "pJ-ain" or "simple,, word that
might be substituted to make it more understandabre to the lay per_
son. The language of contracts, criminar 1aw, insurance raw,
9overnment regulations and morÈgages can effectivery

be changed

into a prain and simpre ranguage, second, comprexity in ranguage
has grown out of the interests of certain groups within society.
For example, professions such as law and medicine make use of
specialized vocabularies which they assert promote efficiency in
their work, an efficiency which is known only to those within these
groups.

Third, "specialized vocabularies can be a way of perpetu_
ating group or professionar power" (probert, L972: g4). To eraborate, when a professionar group makes recommendations using words
whi-ch do not occur in everyday language the untrained person is not
abre to "decipher" what is being said and thus is incl_ined to
accept it without chal-lenge. People tend to bel-ieve that recommendations made using complex words and phrases must be in their
interest.

best

Thus these groups exert and maintain professional power

over the general public and their clients.
As poinÈed out in Chapter I the Plain English movement in the

B7

united states has been mainly concerned with the language of wrÍt_
ten documents and materiats ranging from insurance poricies and
contracts to abortion consent forms.
pherial and indirect
process - "talk".

The Movement,s more peri_

concern has been J-anguage in the communication
These three premises and the two concerns of

the Plain English movement are centrat to the discussion of the
views expressed by each key actor group about the legal ranguage
used in the Winnipeg juvenile
The Juvenile's AbÍlity

court.

To Understand

The governing legisration,

the Juvenire Derinquents Äct,

suggests that the proceedings of the juvenire court can be informal, as long as there is due regard for procedurar fairness and
the erements of due process.
plicit

and expricit

This position coupled with the imassumptions of section 39 of the Juveni_le De_

linquents Act has afforded the court the opportunity to function
informalJ-y at times. one effect of this has been that there has
been the potentiar

ceedings.

for a simpre ranguage to be used in legar proAs pointed out in chapter 3, the ,'probation docket,,

courts alrowed for the juvenile to participate

in the process.

Ju-

veniles were often afforded the opportunity to speak to the judge
and explain their circumstances and concerns in a direct manner.
the chance to participate

in the courtroom hearing meant that

a

juvenire had a greater chance to discover the meaning of legal
language as it had been used in that particular setting.
The move
towards a more "legaristic"

model_

of court functioning has changed

BB

thi-s situation

completely.

under the new system, the juvenile is
swept Ínto a miLieu characterized by legar vocabul_ary which for

the most part is probably completely foreign to him,/her. The pres_
ence of l-awyers, prosecutors and judges has resurted. in an increased use of regal vocaburary.

The juvenir_e who appears before

Èhe court tends to become what Erving Goffman has calted,,a

person" (op. cit.

non-

Bankowski and Mungham, L976: Bg).

The move towards a more regaristic

court raises some critical

moder with the juvenire

concerns. one author captured this

sentiment quite well when he stated, "The future is clear: raw and
due process are here to stay in the juvenile court.; prosecution
and defense counseL have become permanent members of the courtrs
cast of characters; rehabilitation
efforts will be pursued v¿it.hin

a legal contexL" (Rubin, Lg76: r37).

rnasmuch as the legat con-

text may be a desirable one in which to functíon it. coul_d be argued
that it makes the P1ain English movement even more important in the
juvenite court than it is in the adul-t criminal court. For exampre, under the yoA, to be procraimed in the spring of r9g3, juveniles are to be hel-d more responsibLe for their actions and the

"protection

of society" is to be a key consideration in alr dis_

positions.

The key question to be raised is,

legislation

take into consideration the juvenilers

"l¡lil_I the proposed

stand the language and the procedure of the court?"

ability

to under-

The proposal

does state that juvenires shourd be given an opportunity to parti-

cipate as furly as possible in the proceedings against them.
one author commented in an unpublished report eval_uating the

As
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proposed Young Offenders Act,

There are, however, more specific procedural
guarantees and requirements provided for in the
new Act which are also based on the assumption
that young persons should participate in proceedings against them. These refer to allowing young persons access to theÍr youth Court
records (including pre-disposition reports and
the reported resuÌts of medical examinations
and psychological and psychiatric assessments),
allowing young persons access to review procedures, and requiring that young persons sign
declarations statíng that the contents of any
probation order have been explained to and
understood by the young peisoãñ-Çlþhasis
mine).
This attempt to change the role of the juvenile from a silent
server to an "active" participant
has the ability

ob-

presupposes that the juvenire

to understand not only the procedure of the court

but also the language of the court.
Key Actors' Views of Juveniles'

The riterature

Understanding

states that the juvenire,s

abitity

to understand

legar ranguage is a problem. The primary issue in a sÈudy such
this is whether or not the individuars
tion officers)

as

(judges, rawyers and proba-

who urtimateJ-y shape the juveniLe justice

system

believe t,hat legar language in fact af f ects a juvenil-e's understanding of the courtroom process.

When I questioned Èhese differ-

ent groups about this issue the general sentiment was that ,'yes,
regal ranguage does affect the juvenire's
courÈroom hearingr'. Fifty

1y.

understand.ing of the

percent of the judges responded positive-

Both probation officers

and defense counsel agreed with this

assessment. As one l-awyer succinctly put ít,

"f just really

berieve
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that they (juveniles)

are at sea the whole time".

suggest to me that some effort

This view would

on the part of key regal- actors

would be made to explain certain legar terms and phrases if contact were made with a juvenile.

Three hypoÈheses in this study

assume that there is contact between the juvenile

and legal actors.

The key question then is "whose role is it to exprain legal terms
and phrases as well as court process to the juvenile?',.

Roles and Functions Of Each Key Actor Group
The probation service functions to provide support and assis-

tance to juvenil-es who have become involved with the raw.

The

duties and functions with the service range from administrative
duties to intake work and the later supervision of juveniles placed
on probation.

To elaborate, of t.he fifteen

probation officers

in-

terviewed, seven stated that they had administratj-ve duties, one
had to develop new programs, eight do intake, three do later super-

vision,
tigation,

two are duty probation officers,
one does non-judicials

one does communiÈy inves-

and two do inter-agency work.

these figures indicate many probation officers

As

have dual or multi-

functions within the system. rn accompJ-ishing these tasks most
probati-on officers

(86.7u ) feer that they are herpful to juveniles

in dearing with court process.

The two major ways in which they

perceive themserves as being helpfur is in providing the juvenile
with an explanation of the process and procedure and fulfilling

a

supportive role,
The role and function of defense counsel- in juvenile

court is

9L

an area which is somewhat more controversial
rol-e of probation officers,

and divided than the

As noted in chapter 2 there is wide-

spread disagreement within the tegal profession itsel-f about the
role of counser in the juvenile court (Bara and crarke, rgg}: 2o7).
rnterviews conducted with fifteen
produced a number of different

winnipeg defense counsel

responses to the question of role.

Lawyers predominantry saw their

specif ically,

role as being "adversariar".
7 3 .3e" stated outright
that they f elt ,'adversarial".

Somewhat synonymous with this was the response "chil-drs advocate"

(53.3u ).

lvers.

rn terms of function,

First,

lawyers felt

there seemed to be three main ans-

that they shourd "ensure that both the

parent and the juvenile understand what happened in court,, (46.js") .
second, "ensure that art rerevant facts and raw are brought to the
judgers at.tention" (4o%) and finally "ensure that the chird,s views
are expressed to the court" (46.7e"). This finding is consistent
with the comments made by Bala and Clarke (1981) about what lawyers
in the juvenile court perceive their functions to be. Arr rawyers
interviewed (r00%) fert that they were helpfur to the juvenile.
They believe they are abte to help them dear with the process,
speak for them in court and in generar provide support.

what is

important to note is that defense counser, unlike probation officers, mention the processing of the charge and protecting client's
interests

ahead of any transtator

type of role.

The judgre occupies a position different

counsel or a probation officer.
limited to within the courLroom.

from either defense

His,/her contact with juveniles is
In his,/her profession,

a
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provincial

court judge hears matters under the Juvenite Delinquents

Act, the Family Maintenance Act and the child werfare Act.
the senior judge performs administrative

duties-

only

some of the

judges (50ø"¡ do rerated commj-ttee work. For the most part however
the role and function of the judge is determined by the profession
itself.
Given the various roles and functions of the three key actor
groups it is important to assess Ëhe type and context of the transactions between these persons and juveniles.

To accomplish this it

is helpful to rook at the various phases of the court process.
Pre-First Court Hearings
A

Initial

Contact

The probation service comes into contact with juvenires in

eight potentiar ways. These include:

(a) when they get a referrar

(a charge had been laid by the police and the matter i-s to
handled judicial-ly,

be

(b) at the time of arrest (meet the juvenile

once he has been detained at the Manitoba youth centre) , (c) when
the judge requests a pre-disposition report, (d) a reconsideration

is raid,

(e) the juvenile and parent calr the probatiori service

seeking infornnation about court process and procedure, (f) at
time of the firsÈ court appearance, (s) aft.er first
ance, or a.Iternatively

t,he

court appear-

(h) af ter a plea has been entered by the

juvenile to the charge before the court.
The variation

a number of factors,

in initial

contact pattern can be attributed

to

The most important reason is t.hat the timing
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of their

initial

contact is determined by the structure of the

juvenile

justice

system itserf,

As noted in chapter 3, a major

change occurred in the winnipeg juvenile
when a provinciar

court in october of 19Bl

prosecutor was placed in each court.

away from a court system in which the probation officer

quasi-prosecutorial
officer

bation service met each individuaf
first

move

assumed

a

role meant that the role of the probation

has had to be redefined.

prior to their

The

prior to this change the prothat was to appear in the court

court appearance. This afforded the juvenire

and his,/her parent,/guardian the opportunity to discuss the charge,
the nature of the proceedings, iuvenire's background and prior re-

cord.

Probation contacted the juvenil e.

The change in the system

probatio.n without a mandate to contact the juvenile prior to
the first court hearing. The rational-e was that if a juvenile had
left

not appeared before a judge, had not entered. a pl ea, or

\Â/as

not

currently
al-r,

on probation, then the service should not be invol_ved at
without a f inding of delinquency the juvenì_re is stirl con-

sidered to be innocent.

Given that the juvenire might never

be

found delinquent no inquiry should be made concerning issues such
as background, prior record and particularly nothing concerning the
nature of the pending charge.
points of initial

Thus the reason for the different

contact.

Defense counser, unlike probation services, have a crear man-

date for being invorved with the juvenile from the moment that

s,/he

is drawn into the legal system. rt is not surprising that the
greatest amount of initial- contact occurs when the juvenile is held

OA

in detentÍon (75eø) or when the juvenile and/or parent call the lawyer themsel-ves requesting that s,/he become involved in the case
(75>"). A lawyer can also become involved when the Legal aid certiis awarded to them (46.7?"), after first

ficate

the time of first

court (l:.:ø";

court (33.3%), at

and through referrals

from the

Children's Aid Society (6.7e") after meeting kids at group
(6.7

homes

e") .

Once contact has been made between the juvenile

and/or the juvenile and defense counsel, a first

officer
is likely

to occur.

The first

meeting

meeting of juvenile and probation

and/or juvenile and defense counsel is devoted to many to-

officer
pics.

and probation

The majority of probation officers

(86.7e") say that the one

topic discussed more frequently than any other is court procedure,
that is, what is mosÈ likely

to occur inside the courtroom.

Other

topics includ.e, nature of the charge (66.7e.), prior record (60%),
potential

dispositions

juvenile's

(46.7e"),

a

right to lega1 counsel (4O%), pleas (26.7?.) and finaIly,

the juvenilers

version of what happened (I3.3e").

À lawyer-client
issues.

(602), background information

interview seems to focus on rather different

The most common matter discussed is background information

(75iz). Other issues raised during this encounter incÌude, how the
case is Iikely
for bail

to proceed (66.1eø), prior record (60%), information

(60%), potential

dispositions

(60o"¡, the juvenilers

sion of the story (33.3%), police contact (I3.32),
particulars

ver-

the meaning of

(I3.3%), detention (I3.3%), pleas (13.3%), the lawyer's

approach in court (6.72), court dates (6.7eø), and finally,

what the
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juvenile would be facing if s,/he were before the adult court (6-lø¿.
cl-earry there are differences between a probation-juvenile
defense counsel-juvení1e interview.

and

To el_aborate r suggest that

two main themes dominate probation-juvenile

intervj_ews.

one is

"implicaLions of the charge" and rel-ated to that "expl¿nation of
the procedure", They discuss what is likely to occur inside the
courtroom which invol-ves explaining to the juvenile who witl

be in

the courtroom, what the various actors are l-ikery t,o say and what
wilr be the outcome - an adjournment, a disposition
The second t.heme "implications

and so on.

of the charge" is reveared by the

emphasis on topics such as 'rnature of the charge", "prior

record"

and "potentiar dispositions".

rf a juvenile's

charge is serious

in nature then the disposition

may be severe.

Likewise if the ju-

venil-e has a prior record this wif I inf l-uence the outcome. what
disposition
future.

a iuvenile receives has implications

for the juvenile's

For exampre, íf s/he is fined then the juvenile is left

with a formal- record.

rn summary probation-juvenile

seem to be concerned. with the juvenile's

interviews

understanding of the court

procedure and what effect court will- have on the juveníle.
plicit

in understanding court procedure is an understanding of re-

gal language. r would argue that this emphasis reflects
tion's

rm-

proba-

supportive role to the juvenile as s,/he goes through the

process.

A lawyer-client

interview seems to emphasize the "strategy"

of the case more than anything el-se. r would argue that the main
topics of discussion, background of the juvenire,

how the case is
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to proceed, prior record, information for bail and pot.ential

likely

disposÍtions

all rel-ate to this theme" For exampl-e, if the juven-

il-e has a good f amily, no prior record., has a pJ-ace to go to if
re]eased this wílI affect the approach the rawyer wilJ_ take in
court .

s/he may argue that the juvenile shourd be released.

wise at the time of disposition

Like-

defense might argue in favor of

J-eniency based on this information.

The lawyer points these things

out to the juvenile who will- then have some grasp of "how the case
is likely

to proceed".

r woutd suggest that the emphasis on stra-

Èegy is a product of the "adversarial'r or "child advocate', role

they see themselves as playing in the juvenile court.
The i-ssue of court procedure, or how the case is likeJ-y to

proceed seems to be a major concern raised between juvenile
probation officer

and. juvenile

and defense counsel.

and

The question

of "Are juveniles normally interested in the proceedings of the
court?r' i:evealed an interesting
probation officers

responded that juveniles

proceedings of the court.
this was the case.

response. Both defense counsel

and

were interested in the

rn each of the two groups, 46.7% thought

Probation officers

felt

that the main reason

that juveniles were interested was I'fear of the unknown". court
represents a new and unusual experience for them. Defense lawyers
suggest that the key reason for a juvenile's
desire to know what is going on.

interest

is his,/her

corroborating the position of

probation, counsel maintain t.hat a l-ack of interest
overwhelming concern with disposition.

stems from an

Lawyers and probation offi-

cers said they would provide an explanation if the juvenile

was
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interested.

A point which could be made here is that perhaps t,he

concern of these two actor groups with explaining court procedure
is crient-initiated
bation officer

as opposed to actor-initiated.

Thus if a pro-

or a defense counsel believe that a juvenite is not

interested at all in the proceed.ings of the court then it may

be

that Èhese actors will- be l-ess like1y to explain this to juveniles.
This has significant

imprications for any assessment of what a ju-

venile does and does not understand.. Whatever their motivation,
probation officers

explained twelve different

aspects of procedure,

whire defense counser tended. to describe onJ-y 10 erements (see
TabIes XI, XfI).
First

Court Hearing
On the day of the juvenile's

first

court hearing s,/he wi1l

appear in front of the judge accompanied by either a probation officer, a lawyer or both. probation officers maintain that they
wilr generally always appear at the first
attend for two reasons.

First,

hearing.

They do not

there is a duty probation officer

l

system* and secondly the matter has not yet been referred

probation district

office.

to the

one point well worth notinq here is

that some probation officers

(2oe") suggest that their

presence is

less important once defense counsel- is involved in the proceedings.
Lawyers also stated that they wourd generalry appear on the

day of a juvenile's

first

court hearing unress one of the forrow-

ing factors were involved: the attorney had never met the juvenile
bef ore (6 -7 e") , there was a conf rict

of appointments (33.32) , the

TABLE XI
DESCRIBB PROCEDTIRE
PROBATTON OFFICERS

Would you please describe what you
about court procedure?

woul_d

normally tell

Describe procedure*

Fr equ ency

Proceedings are confidential
Judge is likely to read the charge
FIay have to enter pleas
The rol-e of key actors
Physical surroundings of courtroom
Courtroom actors
Role of probation officer
Judge may ask you questions
Expected behavior of juvenile
Everything is ultimately the judge's decision
May have to speak t.o judge
If you deny,/admit a certa in process fol lows

*Mul-tiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = l_5

9B

l1

I
o

I
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
2

a juvenile

TABLE XTI
DESCRIBE PROCEDURE
DEFENSE COUNSEI,

WouId you please describe what you would normally teII
about court procedure?

Describe procedure*

Fr equ ency

RoIe
RoIe
RoIe
!'lhat

of Crown prosecutor
of j udgre
of probation officer
each key actor will likely say
Meaning and order of different court hearings
Answer to charge
Adj ournments

Potential dispositions
Parent must be present at court
May have t,o enter pleas
*Multiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = 15
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1I
l0
6
5
3
3
3
3

2
1

a juvenile

I00

juveni-te was not in custody on these charges (6.72), the juvenile
hadn't contacted the lawyer yet (13.3eó), or there was going to
an adjournment (2oz),

Al-though each of these five responses

put forth as a reason for not attending the first
with the juvenile,

be

v/as

appearance court

one can see that the number of persons who give

any one of these reasons is very smal-f. The only majo:r reason
would appear to be a conflict

of appointments.

Once inside the courtroom the juvenile

is confronted with the

charge which has been laid against him/her.
cers (60e") felt

Most probation offi-

that juveniles knew what they were charged with

before they went to court for the first
shared this view.

time.

Lawyers (53.3å)

According to these two groups a jrrvenile's

source of information concerni-ng the charge was the police,

main
De-

fense counsel said that an equall-y large number ]earned what they
were charged with from the notice and summons which they received,
Probation did not express a similar view.
Before arraigning a juvenire most judges (66.7l") interviewed
stated Èhat they would directly
they were there.

ask the juvenile if s,/he knew

why

One of the judges said that s,/he would be in_

crined to do this but in a less direct manner. rn this regard, arl
of the judges in the sample said that they were l_ikely to advise
the juvenile of his/her right to counsel if s/he did not have

a

lawyer or indicated. to the court that s/he had not yet spoken to
one. Two judges said that they woul-d always do this while the remainder stated Èhat they wourd sometimes do this,

r found. these

statements to be consistent with my observations of each judge in
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the courtroom.
The reading of the information to the juvenire can either be
verbatim or a paraphrased version, only one judge stated that s,/he
would always paraphrase the information. Three of t.he other judges
(50%) said that they might do this sometimes. rn conjunction with

most judges (66.72) told me that they would not explain the
erements of an information and complaint to a juvenile and yet
they (83,:+"¡ also felt that most juveniles don't understand what
this,

they are charged wiÈh when the information is read to them. Further, both defense counser and probation officers stated Lhat ju_
venires do not understand the charge at the moment the judge reads
Èhe information. to them
Although there seems to be some discrepancy in the views ex_
pressed by the judges in regard to the preced.ing issue these same
individual-s (83.3e") state that they wirr generalry ask the juvenile
whether or not s,/he understands the charge. The judges said that
they wouLd not do this if the juvenile had legar counser or s,/he
responded immediately to the charge which had been read.
once the information has been read the judge witl

venire whether s,/he is guilty

or not guilty

ask the ju_

(33.3%) , whether s,/he

admits or denies (33.3""), did s/he do it or not do it

(16.6ã) or

whether the charge is true or fal-se (].6.61..). rf a lwayer is invol-ved. in the case and tells the judge that they (juvenite and the
J-awyer) are entering a plea then of course the judge wilr

for a plea from the juvenite.

not ask

one sees that in general judges

do

not ask juveniles how they plead to the charge(s) but rather ask

LO2

them some version of this question,

since both probation officers

This is particuJ-ar1y important

(46.7s") and. defense counsel (53.32)

maintain that juveniles do not understand what is being asked for
if a judge a.sks them "How do you plead?",

They d.o, according to

the key actor groups , und.erstand if the judge asks, "Are you guirty
or not guilty?",

"Did you do it or not?,,, "Is it Lrue or false?".
An important question raised with each group of actors was

'rDo you think that it

is the iudge's role and responsibitity

to ex-

plain the charge, what it means to make a plea, the difference between guirty

añd not guilty,

es themselves felt

for exampre, to the juvenile?".

that indeed this was their rol-e in part but that

defense counsel should assume part of the responsibility
are involved in the case

if they

They did not mention that probation

should assume any of this responsibilit.y.

Ðefense counsel them-

serves expressed a mixed viewpoint regarding this question.
lawyer feIt. this should be the judge's rol-e completery.
ity

Judg-

(86.78) saw it as part of the judgers role.

one

The major-

This is an int,er-

esting position to take since the court time al lotted for each case
makes the judge the least free to explain these things to the ju-

venile.
likery

Likewise, these interviews revealed that juveniles are not
to ask the judge for clarification

concerning any issue.

Judges said 0-20% of arr juveniles who appeared before them wourd

ask any questions when given the opportunity.
Probation service (66 .7 e") , on the other hand., f elt that indeed this was part of the judge's role and responsibility.

see themsel-ves, defense counsel and the prosecutor as being

They

t03

ímportant in this regard.

This position is significantly

di_ffer-

ent from that taken by defense counsel and judges who would give
the responsibility of explaining the charge, what it means to make
a plea, the difference between guitty
selves-

and not guitty

r woul-d argue that this attitude

only to them-

rerates to the poi_nt

made earl-ier in this chapter about "how special-ized vocabularies

can be a

\^¡ay

L9722 84).

of perpetuating group or professionar power,' (probert,

Lav¡yers and judges may feer that they shoutd do all

of

the explaining in order to perserve and protect their i_nterests
in the juvenite court. To have probaÈion officers share in the
explaÍning of these things may create the potential
to eventually fuIfill

this role completely.

for probation

probation officers

on

the other hand, seem to want to maximize the numbers of sources
that the juvenile has to have these things explained to him,/her.
The underlying sent.iment seems to be a desire on the part of pro-

bation to increase the juvenilers
faciritated

understanding.

by maximizing the juvenile,s

This courd

be

sources of information.

Älthough it would seem that other key actors would hold the
judge urtimately responsibfe for whether or not the highly technical- vocabulary of the information and prea is explained and under-

stood by the juvenile it wourd be misreading to leave the discussion of the internal- workings of the court at that.

As pointed

out at the beginning of the chapter, regar language is viewed

by

defense counsel as being necessary for the effective functioning
of the juvenile court, An important consideration then is whether
or not lawyers who are active j-n the juvenile court system explain
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the legal vocabulary they use in the courtroom to their child clients? Most probation officers (ao""¡ tord. me t.hat it had not been
their

experience that rawyers exprained. tegial vocabulary. Five
(33.:ø"¡ others responded that lawyers appeared to explain. The

other probation officers
this question.
question.

said that they were unabl_e to repry to

Judges had an equally difficult

time answering this

only two judges (33.3u ) interviewed said that it

had

been t.heir experience that rawyers active in the juvenire court
system did explain the l-egar vocabulary they use in court to their

chird cl-ients.
jority

one said that'no"

(502) didn't

this was not the case. The ma-

realIy know. This indecision can be attributed

to the position that the judge occupies in the c,ourt structure.
S,/he is unable to observe directly

yers.

the activities

of different

Severl of the d.efense lawyers interviewed said that it

lawwas

their practice to exprain the 1egal vocaburary which they use in
court to juvenil-es whire the majority (53.3%) said they did not do
this-

AII three groups did agree that it was important for 1awyers
to explain to juveniles the legal vocabulary used in court.
At the end of the court hearing most judges (g:r"¡ said that
they would sometimes explain to the juvenile what had óccurred in
court that day. The remaining judge said that s,/he would never
this.

The reasons for not expraining varied.

do

Two (33.3%) stated

that this was the rore of counser, others maintained that a few
kids know the system so well there was no need to explain whire
some said that this was not a triar

or disposition.

Armost arr of

the judges (66.72) said that they do ask juveniles whether or not
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they understand what has occurred in court that day. The explanation provided is predominantty at the initiation
of the judge
(83.32).
Judges toÌd me that one of the main reasons for not explaining

to the juvenite what had occurred in court that day was that this
was the role of defense counsel.

asked judges directly

rn an independent question r

whether or not they wourd exprain if the ju-

venile had l-egar counser. Three (50¿) of the judges said that
they would onry explain sometimes if counser were involved.
reasons were given for this action.

First,

the juvenile to understand the disposition
given'

secondry, t,hey felt

Two

t,hese judges wanted
compl_etely if one

was

that it might get the message across

to the juvenile more crearly and consequentry the juvenire might
take it more s eriousJ_y

.

Given that part of the role of a probation officer

is explan-

atory r questioned judges about whether or not they would expJ-ain
to the juvenile what had occurred in court if the juvenile,s probation officer
First,

was present.

Äll responded that indeed they wourd.

they fert that it was not the probation officer's

have to explain court.
prain legal matters.

second, they shouldn't rely on them to exThird, it was part of the judge's rore.

Fourth' probation officers
when a disposition

a juvenile.

rol_e to

have a different

perspective and. finaJ-ty,

was given they shourd not be expraining that to

one point that might be raised here is thaÈ although

it is questionable whether probation could not or shourd not
expraining what has happened in court perhaps what judges

and

be
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lawyers may not realize is that, the explanation isn rt as complicated as they think it is,
Aft.er Court
The period which forlows court can conceÍvably be viewed as

an opportunity for lawyer-cIient,

probation officer-client

to spend

a few moments discussing what has occurred in court that day,
can best be rikened to a "de-briefing't

session.

rt

tlowever, certain

struct.urar factors often prevent this from happening- For exampre,
a probation officer

or a defense lawyer may have cases which

up in court one after another.

come

This makes it impossible for the

actor to leave the court to discuss the juvenire's

case with

himrz

her.
Àn expJ-anation of what has occurred in court that day is not

necessarily given to each and every juvenile processed through the
court on any particular

day.

Probation officers

(93.32) and de-

fense lawyers (93.3e") said that they wourd provide an explanation
which was arways at their
officers

initiation.

Both lawyers and probation

informed me that less than 50% of all juveniles they deal

with would ever ask quest.ions about court once the initial

explan-

ation had been provided.
One very revealing aspect of the probation and defense coun-

sef interviews was their respect,ive responses to the question of
whether or not they would explain if the other was present.
bation officers

pro-

(66.72) stated that yes they wourd explain even if

the juvenile had Iegal counsel

The main reasons given were: the

LO7

lawyer doesnrt always explaín adequately (33.3%), they provide
different information to the juvenile (2oz), the expranation that
counsel provides is too comprex (r3.3?) and finatry,
make sure that the juvenire understands (6.7ø"¡ .

they want to

Al_l- larr,yers in-

terviewed said they would provide an explanation of what had happened in court even if the probation officer was present. Reasons
given: probation officers

explain from a different

perspective

(33.33) , it's the rol-e of defense counser (r3.32) , r want to scare
the kid into believing that this is for real (6.'7e") or the juven-

ile and probation officer

have a hostire rerationship

some instances, a juvenile wilr

(6.7ø.¡.

fn

very often get the benefit of two

accounLs. other juvenites however may end up with no expranation.
r would suggest that the fact that probaLion officers and defense
counsel explain to the juvenire in spite of one another,s presence
indicates an uncertainty as to rore and functj_on.

perhaps this un_

certainty

has grown out of the changes which have occurred in the
hrinnipeg juvenite court. rt would seem to indicate a certain de_
gree of rol-e conf lict

or at l_east role tension.

Court Follow-Up
Given that very few matters are disposed of in the first appearance court the issue of fortow-up becomes an important one, r
asked both probation officers

and defense counset whether or noL

they ever forrowed up a court hearing by writing a retter to the
juvenile and/or his,/her parent,/guardian expraining what took prace
in court. some lawyers (33.3%) said that they woutd aÌways do this
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while the remainder (66.7qõ) said they would only do this sometimes.
Only one probation of f j-cer (6.7?") stated that srlhe would aJ_ways
write a letter

whire eight (53.¡g¿) others do this sometimes. For

lawyers the most conmon reason for forwarding a let.ter was either
to remind the juvenile of the next court date or explain t.he nature
of the disposi-tion given.

Probation officers

selrs position saying that a letter
was given.

shared defense coun-

was important if a disposition

They emphasized that it was particutarly

important

when a period of probation was given as a disposition.

They feer

that the conditions of the probation order need to be thoroughry
explained to the juvenile.
If a hearing is ad.journed to another court a.l-1 lawyers
that they would be in touch with
(I00U )

, letter

a

sa

id

juvenile either by telephone

(66.7 "6) or personal meeting (46.7P.). Probation of-

ficers

(86-72) were likely

j uvenil

e.

to have telephone contact wj-th the

Is Legal Language Necessary?
The question of whether or not regal ranguage is necessary for

the functioning of the !ùinnipeg juvenile court is the most critical
question in assessing the potentiar

for a p]ain English

movement

within this court.

The inquiry produced a variety of responses.

Probation officers

as a group seemed to feel that regal language

was not necessary.

They maintain that the court can not only func-

tion as effectivery

with less regal vocaburary but that if ress

\,vere employed the courtroom experience might be more meaningfur for

IO9

the juvenile.

It might have greater impact on him,/her

Not surprisingry,

defense lawyers fall

in favor of the use of

legal language arguíng that legar language not only serves a very
specific purpose but that it ar,so facilitates
the process, Jud.ges
for the same reasons advanced by defense counser, seem to see the
need for legal language in juvenile court.
The issue of whether or not Ìegal language is necessary

!^/as

most clearly reveared by the question "I¡ùhat in your mind are the
most important legal terms or legal phrases that a juvenile has to
understand in coming to court?"

Whatever their view as to the

necess j.ty of legar ranguage rvithin the juvenile

court, each actor

group isorated regal terms and phrases which they felt

were impor-

tant for the child appearing before the juvenire court to understand- A point to be noted is that each interviewee was provided
wit.h a rist

of regal terms and phrases2 which had been prepared in

advance of the interview.

Arthough t.he compendium of terms was in-

tended to be as extensive as possible other terms r/¡ere raised which
did not appear on the original list.
Most of the responses were
prompted.

(See Tables XII,

XIV,

XV)

An examination of the tables reveals that probation offi-cers

isol-ated different
judges-

legaI terms and phrases than defense counsel-

Probation officers

and

mentioned things like adjourn sine die,

the charge, the plea, pretrial

and transfer

defense counser emphasized disposition

whereas both judges and

as being most important.

would argue that probationrs position refÌects
the court process and the implications

their

emphasis on

that getting involved has

r

TABLE XIII
¡4OST IMPORTANT LEGAL TERMS OR PHRASES
PROBATTON OFFICERS

I^Ihat in your mind are the most important regar terms or regal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
Name

of Term,/phrase*

Frequency

Adjourn sine die
I3
Not guirty/euitty
I0
Information and complaint
9
Pretrial court
9
Transfer application
9
Contrary to Section
of Criminal Code of Canada B

Fine

o

Rest itut ion

Õ

PI ea

ö

Waive reading of charge
Conditional discharge
Stay of proceedings
Committa

o
ö

I

o

Probat ion

ö

To be seized of a case
Trial
Get particulars
AI I egation
BaiI application
Right to legaI counselSuspend final disposition
üIithdraw charges
Indicated plea

7

Remand

7

ö
o
tt
7

7
7
7
7

Pre-disposition report
Not delinquent,/Delinquent
Reconsideration
Period of progress
Disposition court
Cross -examination
To take an oath
Ascertain jurisdiction

6
6

6
6
6
6
6

bpoena

S

u

W

itnes

s

Keep the peace and be of good behavi or

Finding of delinquency

*Multiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = 15
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5
5
5
5
5

TABLE XIV
MOST IMPORTA}i:I LEGAL TERMS OR LEGAL PHRASES
DEFENSE COUNSEL

what in your mind are the most important regat terms or regal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
Name

of Term/phrase*

Fr equ ency

inquent,/Not deI inquent *Gui 1tylnot guilt,y
Disposition in general
Del

I

Pl- ea

6

Ãdjourn sÍne die
Transfer application
Pre -dispos ition report
ParÈiculars

6
5
5
5
5

Rel eas e
Forens ic
Probat i on
Committa I
I¡üords in an information
Remand,/Adjourn

4
4
4
4
4
4

Voir dire
PI a c ement
Rest itut ion

4
4
4

Stay of proceedings

Rel- eas e

3

Progress report
Trial
PIea bargaining
Leave application
Finding of delinquency
Recons i derati on
Pretrial
Party to an offence

I

LegaI vs. moral guilt
Fail-ure to appear
Children's Aid
Juvenile record

I
I
I
I

2
¿

2
2
2
l_

t-

Cur few

l_

*Muì-tiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = l-5

rtl

TABLE XV
IVIOST TMPORTANT

LEGAL TERMS OR LEGAL PHRASES
JUDGES

what in your mind are the most important J-egar terms or Iegal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
Name

of Term,/Phrase*

Fr enquenc y

Dispos ition
Charge

2

I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Entering a plea
Guilty/Not guilty
Cur few

Know why they are there?
Have you seen a lawyer?
Record

Particu Iars
Stay of proceedings
None

*Multiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees : 6

IL2

II3
for the juvenile

For example, a juvenite has to understand the

charge and what it means to gÍve a plea before s,/he goes to court
Likewise if the juvenile,s case proceeds to pretrial or transfer
then the juvenile's

position will

her legar status wirl be aLtered.

change .

Finarly,

As noted previousJ-y hís/

to have a charge ad-

journed sine die means that the juvenile has received a break
Probation probably view this as important because if the juvenil_e
does not understand that s,/he has received a break then this can

have serious implications

for reinvol-vement. To elaborate when ï

asked why they serected. these terms as important most (go?)

probation officers
the juvenile".

said they \,¡ere important because "they affect
some (26 -7 s") said they \^/ere ,'the basics of the sys -

tem" and the remainder (26 .7 %)

sa

id they were ,'used f requently"

one point to be made here is that probation officers

gal terms as being important.

terms-

J_e-

For exampre, for every term or

phrase at least 33.33 of aI1 probation officers
as being. important.

vj_ew many

.

interviewed saw it

They do not just isoÌate the disposition

This is significant

because it suggests that although this

group feel that regat terms and phrases should not be used in juvenil-e court they believe that ì-f they are used then juvenires
should understand them. They are concerned with the juvenire's
comprehension.

Both judges and defense counser mention disposition

as the

most important legar terms which a juvenile has to understand.
would argue that this ties in directly

r

with their respective rol-es

Defense counsel in this study view themsel-ves as I'adversarial'r or

LT4

as the "childts

advocate" which accounts for the importance they

attach to disposition.
works toward-

Disposition is what the lawyer ultimatery

Thus when a disposition

is given they want. the ju-

venile to understand and appreciate what it actuarry means to receive it.
Likewise judges act as decision-makers who order dispositions in each and every case.

rt is my posÍtion that judges,

l-ike defense counsel- view disposition

as important for the juven-

ile to understand because if s,/he does not then they may not realize that they have been given a break on a particurar

charge.

Ju-

venil-es must also understand the seriousness of the disposition
what imprications it has for their

future.

ard

crearly this j_nterpre-

tation of the positions of defense counsel and judges was borne out
by the ansv¡er to the question ,'why are these particular

terms so

important?",

Defense counser said that these were the "basics of
the system" (73.3%) and that 'rthese terms af f ect the juvenil-e" (60%).
Two defense counsel- (f3.32) stated that these terms were important

because they "personified

the power of the state,,-

a point impl_icìt

in my observation that lawyers want juveniles to understand
appreciate what a given disposition
ments of defense counsel.

means. Judges shared the senti-

The majority

(66.7.ø) stated that "these

terms affect them" was the most important reason for their
One interesting

and

selecticn.

finding which is well--worth noting is that

one

judge stated that there were no regal- terms or legar phrases which
a juvenile has to understand. This individual said that it was not
the juvenilers

responsibil-ity

to take care of this.

to understand but rather for counsel

lls
After asking each interviewee what terms or phrases were so
important and why, each was asked which of these same regal terms
and phrases they sarlr as being ress Ímportant and why. Most respondents used the initiar

wering this question.

compendium of terms as a guid.e to ans_
(See Tabl_es XVI, XVTI, XVïII).

The qenerar trend in the responses given to this question by
probation officers and defense counsel- was that technical terms or

Latin terms were least important for the juvenile to understand.
The main reason gíven by probation officers for why these regal
terms are less signÍficant
technical- terms" (26.72).

than others was that "these are highl-y
r suggest that they take this position

because they believe that these terms are for the most part mean_

ingless to juveniles.
Defense counser (40å), rike probation, argue that the named
terms are technical- and so are not of direct concern to the juven_

iIe.

r woul-d argue that this position assumes that perhaps onry

legal actors have to understand these particurar

terms,

unlike the other two key actor groups, judges (33.3%) stated
that no legal terms or phrases were ]ess important than any others.
This position does not make a great deal of sense. rf they view
arl legal terms and phrases as important for the juvenile to under_
stand then the preceding question concerning most important legal
terms and phrases should have generated higher frequencies for
each term than they did.

perhaps judges were unwirring to isolate

any words or terms as ress important because they feel that there
is a need for legal language in the juvenile court.

TABLE XVT
LEAST TI\,IPORTANT LEGAL TERMS OR LEGAL PHRASES
PROBATION OFFICERS

It]hat in your mind are the reast important legar terms or regal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
Name

of Term,/Phrase't

Fr equency

Technical- terms
Di spos it j-on

6
4

Subpoena

3

None are less important

¿

Gui

2

Latin Terms
lty,/Not gui lty
Finding of delinquency
Ascertain jurisdiction
Recons id erati on
Trial
Keep the peace and be of good behavior
Pl- ea

l¡laive reading of the charge
Pre -disposition report
*Mui-tiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = 15

1r6

2
.)

2

I
I
I
l
l
I

TABLE XVII
LEAST T}4PORTANT LEGAL TERMS OR LEGAL

PITRASES

DEFENSE COUNSEL

What in your mind are the least lmportant legaI terms or Iegat
phrases which a juvenile has to understand ?
Name

of Term,/phrase*

Frenquency

None

Indicated plea
Part icu lars
Informat ion
Cont.rary to Section
Remand

4
4
3

of the Criminal

3

Code

2

2

Intent,/speci f ic intent
Committa I
Trans fer

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t

Noti c e
Motion
One more remand pre-emptory
DeJ-inquent

Jurisdiction
Latin Terms

1

Onus

I
I
I

Fi ne

Prohibita
*Multiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = 15
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TABLE XVITI
LEAST IMPORTANT LEGAL TERMS OR LEGAL

PHRASES

JUDGES

I^lhat in your mind are the least important legal terms or regal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
Name

of Term/phrase

Fr equ ency

No response

2

None

Donrt

2

know

Number of interviewêes =

I
6

l_

1B
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Each of the three key actor groups interviewed in this study

shared the view that legal ranguage does affect the juvenil_e's
understanding of the courtroom hearing.

Acknowredging the impact

that the use of this ranguage has on the juvenire who appears before the court, three rerated questions become important. First,
"Do key legat- actors feel that the courtroom experience wou]d have

greater impact if less legar vocabulary \,{ere used?,,. second, ,'Do
they feet that símplifying J-egat language wourd make the courtroom
experience more meaningfut for the juvenile?".
language lvere simplified

Third, ,,rf regar

would the courtroom experience have more

of a teaching function?".
Almost a1l (93.3u ) of the probation officers

interviewed main-

Èain that the courtroom experience wourd have greater impact if
less legar vocaburary !{as used. This posiÈion ties in werl with
the earrier comments made by this group about t.he undesirability

of

having regal language used in the juvenire court.
tion of f icer,

For the probajuvenile court should be more of an rrinformaf court,,

with greater emphasi-s placed on "the best interests of the child".
rmpricit in their concepÈion of an informal- court is the use of
language which the juvenire can understand.

To ensure that the

juveniJ-e understands would be to act in the "best interests
child ".
Defense counsel were dívided on this issue.

of the

The majority

(53.38) fert that court would have greater impact íf ress legar
vocaburary were used however they place their greatest emphasis
due process which can be accomplished with 1egal tanguage and.

on
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without the juvenile' s comprehension

One point which should be

made is that fourteen (93.3%) of the lawyers interviewed also tol_d
me that it

was their

position that

a

lawyerts responsibil_ity

was

discharged only if s,/he had protected the juveni-le's rights and
the juvenile had understood what had happened in court but at the
same time they admitted not always explaining.

onry half of the judges (50'"y in this study said that the
impact of court wourd be greater if less legal vocabul_ary were
used, whil-e three obher judges fert that 'very rittre legaJ_ vocabulary was being used now so impact could probably not be increased".
This view is not surprising given the confricting
express when describing their
juvenile court.

position judges

feelings about t,he functioning of the

Their view of court requires competent case pro-

cessing by legal actors.

From this perspective legal_ language is

an asset.
The second question posed, r'would simprifying

legal language

make the courtroom experience more meaningful for the juvenile?"

gained a variety of responses. probation officers
that definitery
simprified.

(93.3u) fert

meaningfulness wourd íncrease if language were

The majority of attornies

(60%) shared this optimism.

Judges (33.3%) were less convinced.
rn conjuncti-on with the question of meaningfuJ_ness r asked
interviewees "rf regal language were simplified would the courtroom experience have more of a teaching function?".

ingly,

probation officers

that this very positive

Not surpris-

(96.72) said that it woutd. r suggest
response can be l-inked to their

,'treaLment,,

L2L

approach to deating with juvenires.
(46.7?") responded affirmatively
The símpl-ification
number of positive

of simplifying
criteria

Judges (66.72) and rawyers

to this question as well.

of legal language v¡oufd seem to produce

results.

The critical

a

issue is the feasibility

legal language into plain and simpre English.

used in the assessment of its feasibilíty

The

are equaJ-ty

ímportant.
seven (46.72) of the probation officers

interviewed thought

that simpJ-ifying legal language was a feasibre proposition.

Their

reasons included: anything is possible, the court is for the peopre,
afl legal words can be replaced with simpler more easily understood
words and the most experienced counsel active in the juvenile court
arways use simpte English. The reasons for why such a pran was not
seen to be feasibre were some legal terms are essential- to the

functioning

of the court, there is a tradition

invol-ved and finalIy,

it wourd be too time consuming to change everything into plain
English.

rt is interesting

not feasibl-e support futly

to note that the reasons for why it is
that body of literature

which argues

against the reform of lega1 Engrish (Danet,19go:54r;
koff,

cf. Melrin-

1963: 29O, Aiken, l960).
Somewhat surprising

was the response of juvenile

to the question of f easibility.
a change was feasible.
They suggested first

ile justice

¡4ost (80e") lawyers f elt that such

Their reasons are of particular

interest.

of all that many l-awyers active in the juven-

system already do this.

noL corrobrate this.

court Iawyers

My courtroom observations do

second, they feel that there are plain words
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for complex legar terms.

Third, juvenire court can be informal

which implies that a simpler ranguage might be used just as effectively as legalese. Fourth, legal ranguage is realry only for the
convenience of the judiciary,

the prosecution and defense. Fina]ty,

they thought that if other areas of raw (contract,
are doing this effectivety

insurance, etc.)

then there is no reason why criminal la¿

cannot do the same.
rt is important to note that the fourth reason given above
lies in complete contradiction to much of the literature regarding
lawyers views about .changing 1egal language. specificarry,
notes in her articre, "Language in Èhe Legal process,,that

Danet
many

lawyers would argue adamently that "to change the ranguage of the
law is to make it less precise because lawyers and judges know
what the words mean; these words have stood the test. of time. To
change the language is to create new regal issues, to sacrifice

the comforts of precedent" (Danet, l-9go: 541; cf. Mellinkoff, 1963:
29o). other literature which presents an opposing view is the
work of Jonathan caplan, "Lawyers and Litigants:
(L977

) and Zenon Bankowski and

Geof

À curt Reviewed,,

f Mungham, r,A pov/er Elite:

The

Legal Profession in process" (I976).
Judges were divided on the issue of feasibility.

(33-3e") felt

that is was feasibre and they provided two reasons.

First they betieve that "there isnrt
any chanqes wouldn't be major ones".
(contract,

onry two

that much being used now

so

Second ',other areas of law

insurance, etc.) are arready engaged in this process,'.
The judges (33.3?) who were opposed saj-d that it was not feasibre
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because "it

detracts from the essence of the process - the language
as prescribed by the Criminal Code itself 'l , ',we are dealing with
very specific

issues", "we are arready dearing with the Ìanguage

of the criminal law which is very straight
substitute
reflected

forward,, and. ,,one can,t

simple words for some of the regal ones,,. The position
in these responses farrs in rine wiLh that taken by

supporters for the continued use of legar language (Danet, lggo
sAL)

:

.

The finar question raised in the discussion of language change
changes would. you (each key actor group) propose to sim_
'^¡as "I'that

prify

legal language?". The answers given appear in Tables Xrx,

XX, XXI.
An interestÍng

specificalry,

difference emerges out of these three tabr_es
one finds that defense counser and judges place

greater emphasis on increasing expranation of terms used while
probation officers feer that the most appropriate changes are
translating

everything into pr-ain Engr-ish and working with the
judges so that Èhey wirl speak pl-ain English. r suggest that the
position taken by judges and defense counsel- reveals a satisfaction with the structure of the system and the desire to work within
the system to achieve any changes in the use of language in the
court. Increased explanation of language used can be accommodated
within the existing

structure.

probation on the other hand advo-

cate more sweeping changes at the structural
translate

Level.

The desire to

all language used in the court into plain Engrish suggests
a generaL dissatisfaction
with the current use of language, Likewjse

TABLE XTX
CHANGES

TO SIMPLIFY LEGAL

LANGUAGE

PROBATION OFFTCERS

irihat changes would you propose to simprify

Proposed change

regal

*

ranguage?

Fr equ ency

Translate all terms into plain Engtish

Work with judges
Convince legal actors of need for plain English
Pl-ace onus on court to explain
Send explanatory pamphlet with summons,/notic e

ïncrease probation involvement
Do away with Latin terms completely
Develop rules for vocabulary used in juvenile
court
*MuItiple responses permitted
Number of i-nterviewees = l_5
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B

6
3
2
2

I
t
I

TABLE

XX

CHANGES TO SIMPLIFY LEGAL LANGUAGE
DEFENSE COUNSEL

I^lhat changes woul-d you propose to simplify

legal

Proposed Change*

language?

Frequency

Explain all legal words
Standardize explanation of t.erms

5
2

No response
Make it mandatory to use plain terms
Have one person to explain legal terms and
legal procedures
Make key actors responsible for explanation

t
l

*Multiple responses permitted
Number of interviewees = 15

TABLE XXT
CHANGES

TO SI},IPLTFY LEGAL

LANGUAGE

JUDGES

l{hat changes would you propose to simplify

Proposed Change

language?

Frequency

Explain in ptain English
incumbent on judge to explain

Make it

Number of interviewees =

legal

6
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the desire to work with the judges of the juvenil_e court so that
they will speak Plain English indicates the desire for reform on
much broader sca1e.

on this particular

a

I would suggest that the apparent differences

issue might be a reflection

of probation,s am-

biguous role within the change,l Winnipeg juvenite court.

Likewise

it might indicate an opposition to a more legalist¡-caI1y-oriented
court.
Conc Ius

ion

This chapter has attempted to present the results obtained
from the focused interviews conducted with probation officers,
f ense

counsel and judges of the [^Iinnipeg juvenire court.

de-

The dis -

cussion began by outl-ining the basic premises of the plain Engtish
movement. Ïn conjunction with thj-s both the Juvenile Delinquents
Act and the Young offenders Act were addressed in an attempt to
situat.e what forrowed in the chapter.

The riterature

suggests

that understanding legal language is probrematic for most, particularry juveniles,

so the question of whether or not key actors

share this view was addressed. The rol-es and funct.ions of each key
actor group in the explanation process were then addressed. The
activities
triar

of these individuars

at various stages prior to the pre-

court were examined. The discussion then returned to the

broader issue of regal ranguage, specifically,

the necessity of

legal language and Ianguage change.
The next chapter wilt

interviews.

present the results of the juvenile
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FOOTNOTES

A duty probation system is a rel-ativeJ_y new system in the winnipeg
juvenile court. on each day of the week at the Ivtanitoba youth
centre one of the probation districts has the majority of their
matters heard. This does not mean that matters from other districts are not dealt with. rf for exampre, it was a day when the
south-tr^Iest dístrict
was bringing its cases to court then one member of that district woul-d act as duty probation officer meaning
that they would be inside the court at all- times. often times
the duty probation officer wirt take care of matters for other
probation officers from their district office as werr as other
districts - This contributes to the more efficient use of the probation officer's time. Less time is wasted waiting for cases to
come up in court.
Likewise the judge can give instructions to any
number of probation officers through the duty probation officer.
The idea of preparing a compendium of legar terms and regar phrases
came from a suggesLion given to me during an interview in which r
was pre-testing one of the key actors instruments. The interviewee
suggested thaÈ all key actors r would interview would be very familiar with the language of the court. This famiriarity s,/he
speculated might make it difficurt
for the respondant to isoLate
terms and/or phrases into the categories of most important,/reast.
important. Defense counsel and proL.ation officers commented that
having this rist to prompt them did aid them in answering the two
questions of concern.

CHAPTER

5

RESULTS OF JUVENILE IMIERVIEWS

fntr oduct ion
The main phase of this research was the intervÍewing of ju-

veniles,

aged L4-L7 years, who came before the pretrial

court

charged with either Break and Enter (wiÈh intent; and theft.) Theft
,
(either over g2oo.oo or under $2oo.oo) , or ririschief or any combin-

ation thereof during the data coll-ection period of Aprir-June Lg82.
These same juvenites were required to have entered a prea to at
least one of the charges of interest.
rn this chapter r wirl discuss the results of these interviews and address each of the five
hypotheses put forth to be tested. I will attempt to show whether
or not support was generated for the hypotheses.
Understanding Legal Language
The assessment of a juvenire's

understanding of regar ranguage

must be linked to whether or not the juvenil_e himself,/herself

thinlcs

s/he understands that language. The question ,,Did any peopre in
the courtroom use words which you did not understand?,,would seem
to revear the most in this regard.

To this question g0% of arl

juveniles r interviewed said thaÈ "yes, people in the courtroom did
use words which r did not understand". only 20? stated the oppo_
site.

As somewhat of a forlow-up to this question, f asked those
juveniles who said they did not, understand to identify the peopre

in the court.room who used these words. A variety of responses
128

1vere
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given.

some (2B.3ea) said the prosecutor, others (rou) named the

judge whire a few (3.3%) said defense counsel .
named groups of key actors.

ot.her juven-i-1es

For exampre, severar (232) said the

judge, prosecuLor and the defense whereas others (I5u identified
)
the prosecutor and the judge as the source of their lack of understanding.
The most important question which arises out of this informa-

tion i-s whether or not t.he juvenire wants to understand. some
might argue that even though words might not be understood a juven_
irets

rack of understanding may not make a difference to him,/her.
rn this particular sampre the majority of juvenites (g2z) said that
it was important.

onry one juvenir-e said that it was not.

The juveniJ-e's desire to understand. the ranguage of the court
points directly to the i-s sue of what sources of inf ormation d.oes
s,/he have to expÌain the words and phrases which are confusing and
bewirdering. r asked juveniles whether or not anyone exprained

any of the words used in the court to them. To this 3oz replied
affirmatively whiLe 47 % answered negatively. The individuar who
was said to have explained Lhe most was the judge.

rt is interest-

ing to note that when juveniles tor-d me that the judge had exprained more things to them than any other actor, they were inclined to note that they ç,¡ere a rittle surprised by this, but also
very preased. This finding corroborates the work of Eloise snyder
(I97L: I85) who made the following comment,
Moreover, the judge is seen by the children as
one of the few people who take the time to ask
the child how he feels about what is said about
him. The overt concern, although part of the
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judicial role is met with sincere surprise by
most child.ren, who perceive themselves to have
been rejected by others along the path to the
juvenile court hearing.
Echoing the sentiments expressed in the precedin.g passage peter
scott in his study on the juvenire's point of view regarding ju-

D.

venile courts also found that his respondents shared this view of
the judge. one child, describing what had occurred in court that
day, stated, "The judge explained everything, the judge tries his
best to help, gives you chances sometimes" (scott, r_959 i 2o5).
The juvenire's abitity to understand is crearry related to
the persons which s,/he has contact with.

The first

three hypo-

theses in this study address that very issue.
Hypothesis #l
The first

hypothesis states thaÈ a juvenile's

understanding

of legaI language is depend.ent on contact with probation services.
To examine this relationship r cross-taburated the binary variabl-es (yes/no) , "Did anyone in the courtroom use words which you
did not understand?" wi-th the variabl-e "Have you had a probation
officer present with you in the courtroom at any of your hearÍngs
concerning your current charge(s)?',. This question impÌies that
there has been contact with a probation officer.
ï selected the
question which alrowed the juvenile to assess hirnseLf/herself
whether or not s,/he understood the legal ranguage as the dependent
variabre because I fert that i-t represented the most accurate
measure of understanding produced by the interview.
own subjective

interpretation

The juvenil_ers

of whether or not s,/he does not

I3t
understand is more revealing than setting arbitrary

cutting points

to determine understanding and not understanding.
One point to be noted here is that the dependent variable

is

based on a question formulated in the negative which might ceuse
some confusion.

Thus, a juvenire who understood the words used in

court would respond saying "no".

A juvenile who did not under-

stand would respond saying "yes".

Given this confusion r reversed

the categorJ-es of the dependent variable tabell_ed "juvenilss t
understanding'r so that when one reads the tabre the category "yes,,
does in fact mean that the juvenile understands.
means s/Lre does not understand.

The category ',no,,

This guide to interpreting

the

categoríes of the dependent variable applies to aII tables presented in this chapter.
The bivariate

cross-taburation

produced the following tabl-e:

TABLE XXII
JUVENILES I UNDERSTANDING AND PROBATTON CONTACT

Probation Contact
Þ
_

No

.fl

aÉ
oÉ
.l rt
..1

.tJ

o$
Þo
5ro

FlÉ

Yes
YeS

26e"

oo_

No

7 4e"

92e"

Row

TotaI
I7z
83A

Col-umn

31
26
57
Total
3 cases of 'rdonrt know" or "not appl icabl-e" were
excluded from the tabIe.

Both variables are nominal variables.

Their presentation in

a 2 x 2 tabre arlowed me Lo use yule's e to determine the measure
of association between these two variabtes.
.61 which indicates a moderate positive

e produced a value of

correlaÈion between the two
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variables-

To elaborate Q = .61 denotes that among pairs where

there was no difference between understanding and probation contact,

the proport,ion with which the "understanding" position went

witl.r "yes probation contact"

\,^/as

.61 greater than the proportion

with which "no understanding" went with "probatlon contact". Thus
youths who had cont.act with a probation officer were more rikery
to understand the l-anguage of court, proceedings than were youth
who did not have a probation officer

with them in court.

certain control variabres were hypothesized to affect the
proposed relationship.

The first

was age

To examine the in-

f l-uence of age, juvenil-es were divided into two. groups - young and

ol-der.

The young group included arr those 14r 15, 16 years of age.

The older v¡as composed. of 17 and lB year olds.

This appties to all

hypothes es .
TAB],8 XXIII
JUVENILES

I

UÌ'¡DERSTANDTNG, PROBATÌON CONTACT 1\ND AGE

PARTTAL TABLE

1

PARTTAL TABLE

YOUNGER JUVENILES
_ ..1
AE

oÉ

Êro
-.r
Ð

Cu)
otl
Þa)

JE
bc

OLDER JUVENILES

Prob. Contact
.

Yes
Yes L7 e"
No
B3e"
column Lz
Tota I

biì

Row
No
OZ

100%
L7

2

Tota I
9eo

9Ie"
29

(n

Prob. Contact
Row

,jo

oc
.-l rú
.r{ lJ
çØ
otl
>a)
5d
bc
Ð

Yes
No
Column
Tota

1

Yes

No

Total

32e"

))z

)'7e

68>"

78e"
928

732

ro
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TABLE XXIV
STANDARDIZED TABIE FOR AGE

Probation Contact
_

Yes

..1

tJl O

.cJ c

.-l õ
-,t .lJ

É(n
og
>a)

T-J

Yes

24.32

10.8e.

No

/5./Z

89 .2e"

Column

ç
Þ

No

100 .0e"

Total-

The presence of a zero in the first

100-0%

partiar

tabr-e makes it

impossible to compare the varues of e so the percentages must be
examined. lNote: whenever a zero appears in one of the partials,
Q will not be computed.] In the first partial table (younger ju_
veniles) as one shifts

from probation contact to no probation con-

tact there is a decrease of 17g" in the percent understanding.
the second partiar
10e"

table (older juveniles)

in percent understanding.

there is a decrease of

rn the original

tabl-e as one shif ts

from probation contact to no conLact there is a shift
understanding to

8%

understanding.

of 18å i-n percent understanding.

ïn

from

26ç"

This means there is a decrease
rn the standardized table (elim-

inating t.he infruence of age) the corresponding decrease is 13.5%.
Age does not substantially
influence the original retationship.
In other words, whether a juvenile was younger or older understanding of J-egal language stitl- decreases as one moves from probation
contact to no probation contact.
Prior record (formal) was introduced as a control variable
because 1t was believed that this would affect a juvenilers understanding.

To examine the influence of formaf prior record juveniles
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were divided into groups - those who have a prior record and those
who do not have a prior record. This applies for a J- t hypothes es TABIE
JUVENILES' UNDERSTANDING,
PARTIAL TABLE 1

XXV

PROBATTON CONTACT

_

Prob. Contact

...1

rDo
oc
Jrú
..1 lJ
É(n
otr
>0)
5E
bÉ
Þ

No TotaI
33e" 33u
67 e" 67
6 31

Yes

Yes

?îo,

No

68e"

CoIumn
Tota I

eo

25

Prob. Contact

Þr

Row

RECORD

PARTIAL TABLE 2
NO PRIOR RECORD (FORTIAL)

PRfOR RECORD {FORMAL)
Ê

AND PRIOR

_

-,J

Øo
oc

Ro\.^¡

r-l
..1 tJo

Yes
No

c(n
otr
>a)

5'r3
FrË

Yes

No

0

0e"
I00%

100%

20

26

e"

100%

Col-umn

o

Total

Total_
oeo

TABLE XXVI
STANDARDIZED TABLE FOR FORMAL PRIOR RECORD

probation Contact

l-n

YeS

No

ØE

oÉ
r-l rú

Yes

I7.42

?tr

É(t
ofl
>aJ

No

82 .62

64 .6>"

..1 Ð

r-J c

Þ

rn the first

Tota I

partiar

100 . oz

100 .0%

(prior record) there is a smalr increase

of r? in understanding as one shifts
probation contact.

Ao,

from probation contact to

The second partial

no

(no prior record) shows that

there is no percent change in understanding as one makes thÍs same
shiftrn the original table when we shift from probation contact
Lo no probation contact there is a shift
8%

understanding.

from 26% understanding to

rn the standardized table (eliminating the in-

fluence of formal prior record) there is an 18% increase in percent
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understanding.

It can be concluded that the conLrol variabfe prior

record (formal) changes the direction

of the association between

understanding and probation contact.

when the effects of this

variabl-e are eriminated the proport.ion wiLh which the ,'no understanding" position goes with "probation contact" wil_r be greater
than the proporÈion with which "understanding" gioes with probation
contact,

The prior record (formal) variable d.oes have an effect.

Thus, if a juvenile has a prior record. (formal) s/he is likety

to

understand even íf s/he does not have contact with probation servic

es .

The third control , prior record. (non-judi-cial-) , !,ras berieved

to inf l-uence the original

association.

Juvenil-es v¡ere divided

into two groups - those who had had a non-judicial- and those
had not.

who

This appties for al_1 hypotheses.
TABLE XXVIT
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDING, PROBATTON CONTACT
AND PRTOR RECORD (NON-JUDICIAL)
PARTIAL TABLE

PARTIAL TABLB

1

NON-JUDICTAL CO}CIROL
Ut

_ ..1
tnio
UL
r-{ O

.r1 tJ

co
og

>0)
ññ

f-J c

Þ

NO NON-JUDTCIAL CONTROL

Prob. Contact
Row
Yes No Total
Yes
0A
Oe.
0%
No l-00% l00e¡ I00z

s
loru1n
Total

11

6

2

u1

Prob. Contact

TDE

oÉ
rl
rú

.Ft Ð

çu)
olr

>o

5E
i-r
É

Yes
No

Column
Tota I

Yes
3Ie"
692
26

No
lce"
90u
20

Row

Total

The standardized tabre was not computed because the amount of

association in the partial
(Anderson and Zelditch,

tables is substantiall"y different

L975: L94).

20.5e"
79.5e"
46
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Among juvenires who had been involved previousry on a non_

judicial

basis there was no percentage change in understanding

when moving from probation contact to no probation contact.

percentage change was zero in this instance.
shows a

2Lc¿

The

The second partÍar

decrease in understanding when moving from probation

contact to no probation contact.

rf a juvenile has a non-judiciar

prior record then there is no difference in understanding as one
shifts from probation contact to no probation contact. rf a juvenile does not have a non-judiciar

prior record there is a de-

crease in percent understanding as one shifts
tact to no probation contact.

Non-judicial

from probation conprior record does have

an effect.
The control variable,

times before the court on current char-

ges was considered important because a juvenite who has appeared
before the court. on previous occasions has had more opportunities
to begin to understand some of the tegar ranguage,than a juvenire
who has had only limited

contact.

variabre juveniles \dere split

To look at the influence of this

into two groups - juveniles who had

onry appeared once or twice on the current charges and juveni]es
who had appeared more than two times.
hypotheses.

This applies for al]
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TABLE XXVTTI

I UNDERSTANDTNG, PROBATION CONTACT
AND TIMBS BEFORE COT]RT
PARTIAL TABLE I
PARTIAL TABLE 2
TIMES BEFORE COURT
TTMES BEFORE COURT
JUVENTI,ES

(LESS THAN

Probation Contact

Ot

_

(GREATER THAN TWO)

TWO)

Row

..1

(/) !

Yes

oc

No

Total

Jrõ
..{
Ð
ÉD
Otr

Yes 28.5e"
0% 14.25e"
>a)
No
7 L.5e" 100% 85.75%
a,o
F)É
Column )1
22
43
Tota I

b¡ì

_ ..t
oq5
oc
.-lo
..r
Ð
ÉLD

Olr
Þo)
5iõ
Þ

Probation Contact
Ro\.^¡

Yes

No

20e" 50%
B0% 503
IO
4

Yes
No

Column

Total

Total
352
65U
T4

Once again the standardized table was not computed because sub-

stantial

differences in the amount of association were observed Ín

the partiaLs.
Examining partial- table I there is a 28.5% decrease in percent

understanding in moving from probaLj-on contact to no probation contact.

In parÈial t,able 2 there is 30U increase in understanding

when making the same shift.

Thus, i-f a juvenile has appeared be-

fore the court more than two times s,/he is likely

to understand

even if s,/he does not have contact with probation services.

The

variable does have an effect.
Juveniles included in the sample had to have been :harged with
Theft (over $200.00, under $200.00), Break and Enter (and theft or
with intent)

or Will-ful damage or any combination of these.

offences all- fall

These

under the Criminal Code. Juveniles were generalþ

always charged with other offences, provincial

statute violations

(LCA and HTA) or others not named above from the Criminal Code.

The sefected charges of ThefÈ and Break and Enter, as pointed out
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in chapter 2, are the ones which most juveniles are charged wj_th.
Given this,

it was thought that there might be a difference in

understanding between juveniles who were just charged with the
selected offences and juveniles who had the selected offences
others.

and

This applies for the other four hypotheses.
TABLE XXTX

I UNDERSTANDING, PROBATION CONTACT
AND TYPE OF CHÃ,RGE
pARTIAL TABLE
PARTTAL TABLE I
JUVENTLES

SELECTED OFFENCES

SELECTED OFFENCES ONLY
Ol

_ ..1
(tþ

oÉ

r-{ rú
JJ
Êo
oll
Þa)
5E
r-J

Yes

.Fl

Ë

& OTHER

Probation Contact
Yes
No
Column
Total

Row
No Tota I

53å

72 272
93a 732

L1 1t

15

47

e"

32

2

..1
Ø

Ø

ã lr

r

Probation Contact

Tf

.9 o
..1 Ð

F)

OFFENCES

o

rìO

Row

Yes
No

5 CoIumn

Tota I

Yes No Total
Oe. 92
5Z
I00Z 9IZ 95?.
14
11
25

Once again the standardized table was not produced because of the

differences in the amount of association observed in the two partial

tables

-

Looking at the tabre for serected offences there is a 40% decrease in percent understanding when shifting from probation contact to no probation contact.

!,Ihen I control-led f or selected and

other offences there was a 9% increase in percent.

Juvenires

who

are charged with selected offences and other offences are likely

to

understand even if they do not have contact. with probation services
whereas juveniles who were charged with only the selected offences
\,rere less likely

bation services.

to understand if they had not had contact with pre
Type of charge does have an effect.
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Another criteria

for a juvenil-e's inclusion in the sample was
whether or not a juvenile had entered a prea to the charge(s) before the court.

some juveniles

entered not guirty pleas to ari

charges whire others pleaded guitty
How the juvenile

to some, not guirty to others.

pleads wil_l affect the way his,/her case will

pro_

ceed. A charge that a juvenile plead.s guirty to may be disposed
of before the others.

A juvenile may understand. more about regal

ranguage if this is the case. Thus the need to control for this.

This applies for alI hypotheses in this research.
TABLE XXX
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDTNG, PROBATTON CONTACT AND PLEA TO CHARGE
PARTIAL TABLE ]
PARTTAL TABLE 2
U:r

_

..{
TDE

oÉ

F{

..1

rú
+J

Éa
ci tl

>a)
-1 ñ

FJÉ
;J

NOT GUTLTY PLEAS

GUILTY E NOT GUILTY PLEAS

Probation Contact
Yes No rå35r
9e" L2.52

Yes

L7Z

No

832

92,i" 87 .52

IO

13

CoIumn
Tota I

3I

Probation Cont.act
Row
\t¿
i.es
No ToÈal
Yes
39e"
8Z 23.52
No
6Ie"
92,i" 7 6 .52
EP corr*n -^
13
26
r Total
--

F

-(, .'l
E
ö Ë
.l rõ
-.J Ð
É r/l
CJ !r
> o

The partial- tabl-es showed substantial

di-fferences so the standar-

dized table was not computed.
under t,he condiÈion of not guilty

preas to arr charges percent

understanding decreases 9? between probation contact and no probation contact.

where bot.h guirty and not guirty pJ_eas \,vere en-

tered the corresponding percentage decrease was 2Lz.

No zeroes

were present in the 2 x 2 tables so e can be used to examine the

influence of the control variable.
only not, guitty

Among juveniles

who had entered.

p]eas the understanding association was .4r (a)

and
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it was .77 (a) among juveniles who entered both guilty
guilty

pleas.

This variabre has an effect.

Those juvenires

had contact with probation services were more likeIy
legal language if they had entered both guilty

and not guitty

The finat control variable was judge sitting.
matters to juveniles.
course of the study.
af f ects the original

who

to understand

pleas than juveniles who had entered only not guilty

known to have a particular

and" not

p1eas.

Each judge is

approach when explaining certain regal

judges presided during the

six different

To determine whether or not this variable
relationship

two groups \,úere created.

Group

l- was made up of those judges known as #I, #2, #3. Group 2 consisted of judges #4, #5, #6.

Judges were divided into these two

groups accordíng to the number of juveniles who appeared before them.
of the sixty juveniles in the sample, twenty-seven appeared before
judges I,
5r 6.

2

, 3.

The other thirty-three

Given the almost equat split

appeared before judges

4,

in the number of juveniles

appearing before each group the two categories were created.

This

again applies for all five hypotheses.
TABIE XXXI
JUVENILESI UNDERSTANDING, PROBATTON CONTACT AND JUDGE SITTING
PARTTAL TABLE I
PARTTAL TABLE 2
Ut

_

..t

TDç

oÉ

f-{ o

..1

lJ

Ëtn

Olr
>0)
FJÉ

Þ

GROUP 1

Probation Contact
Row
Yes No TotalYes
15U
7e"
1I%
No
85 e"
932 89e"
Column AJr ?
t3
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(')(J
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'.1 Ð
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otl

>a)
5E
lìc

GROUP

2

Probation Contact
Row
Yes No
TotalYes
33u
7eo 202
No
67e" 93e" Boe"
Column
18
t3
31
f oÈal-
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The observed differences in the amount of association in the two

tables does not necessitate the calcrration of the standardized
tab1e.
Group r shows that percent understanding decreases Bå when

shifting

from probation contact to no probation contact.

Group

2

reveals a percent decrease in understanding of 26%. The decrease
is much greater than that found in group 1.

The lack of zeroes in

either of the 2 x 2 tables arlows for the use of e. Among juveniles who had been exposed to group 1 the association between understanding and probation contact was .37 (a).

For juvenires ex-

posed to group 2 the understanding and probation association

-7L (a).

was

Thus those juvenires who had contact with probation

services were more likery

to understand legar l_anguage if they

had

appeared before the second group of judges than t.hose juveniles
who appeared before group I of judges.

This control affects the

primary relationship.
Discussj-on of HyÞotheses #I
The moderate positive

relationship

between juvenile's

under-

standing and contact wit.h probation servj-ces generaLes support for
my original

position

in this regard.

contact with probation ser-

vices does seem to affect whether or not a juvenire understands
the language used in the courtroom.

r suggest that this relation-

ship can be accounted for in two ways. First of alr,

the majority

(534) of the juveniles T interviewed stated that they had met
probation officer

prior to their first

court hearing.

a

Twenty-seven

142

percent said they had met with only a probation officer

whil-e the

remainder said they had met with either a probation officer

and

a

sociar worker or a probation offj-cer and a chirdrenrs Aid worker.
The fact that many juveniles seem to have contact with probation

officers
tunity

suggests that the juvenile has potentially

had the oppor-

to discuss maÈters rerating to court with this person.

substanLiate this claim I draw attention

to the comments made in

Chapter 4 concerning what a juvenile and probation officer
likery

to discuss during a first

To

meeting.

are

probatÍon officers

in-

terviewed said that at this time matters such as the nature of the
charge(s), pleas, the juvenilers

version of the charge, court

procedure, background information, prior record, the juvenile,s
right to counsel and potential

dispositions

are likely

to be dis-

cussed. The most important topic among these in t.erms of explaining the support generated for this hypothesis is court procedure.
Probation officers

said that they expJ-ain as many elements of the

l-egaÌ proceeding as they can to the juveniles they meet with.

This

includes describing to the juvenile who wiII be in court, the role
of each actor'and most importantly what each of these persons is
likely

to say.

This suggests that they do make an effort

to ex-

plain the legal terms and phrases which might be used in court.
Some

of the probation officers

I interviewed stated that given the

opportunity to meet with the juvenile before court they would

go

over I'rith him,/her the actual information and complaint which would
be read to the juvenile in court,
plain the elements of it.

An attempt would be made to ex-

In addition,

some probation officers

said
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they wourd explain to the juvenile what kinds of questions the
judge wou]d be rikety to ask when they appeared in court. For example, they might explain that the judge will ask the juvenile
whether s,/he is guilty
true or false.

or not guilty

or whether the alregation is

one probation of f icer told me t.hat s,/he wourd terl

the juvenire the exact words the judge would be using when askj-ng
for a plea if it was known which judge would be presiding.
A second consideration for the positive rel-ationship between
juveniles' understanding and contact with probation services might
be found in the fact that the probation officers

r interviewed

strongly berieve that the juvenirers understanding of the courtroom hearing is affected by the use of legal language. Given that

this is their view r suggest that they would be more inc]ined to
make a conscious effort

to explain legaI language than individuals

who do not share this viewpoint.

Thus the reason for the observed

relationship.
six contror variabres were found to have an effect on the
relationship

between juvenilets

understanding and probation contact.

These were prior

record (format), type of prea, iudge sitting, prior
record (non-judicial),
times before the court and type of charge.
rt is not surprising
tionship.

specificatly,

that prior record infruences this refaif a juvenile has a formal prior record

then s,/he has, by definition,
rt is most likery
tion officer

been before the court in the past.

that the juvenire wirr have spoken to a proba-

concerning his,/her past charges,

It is also possible

that the juvenile has been placed on probation as a disposition

in
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the previous case.

ïf this is true then the juvenile wil-l have

had

several opport.unities to meet and tal_k wit,h a probation of f icer.
The juveni]-e with a.prior record then wiII have had the benefit of
having many legal terms and. phrases explained to him,/her by sev_
eral key actors.

This will

influence undersLanding.

Type of plea probabry affects this relationship

because it.

infl-uences when a juvenire wirr make contact with a probation
officer.

To elaborate, if a juvenile enters a guilty

prea to

a

particular

charge and the judge is unwil-ting to dispose of it the
maÈter wil-r be set aside. probation now has a mandate to be involved in the case.

rf the juvenile enters a not guirty prea then

there is no mandate for them to be involved in the case.

rf pro-

bation is not invol-ved then the juvenile has less opportunity to
have matter explained to him,/her.
which judge i-s sitting
the rerationship

because it

in a particurar

court probabty affects

influences what a juvenire may or

noÈ understand about legar language., For example, if

insists

may

one judge

on the use of very legal language inside the courtroom

the probation officer

and

has not had an opportunity to exprain or is

not capable of explaining the meaning of particular

legal terms

phrases then the juvenile wil-1 not Likely understand the
language even if s/he has had conLact with probation.

and

regaJ-

conversely,

if the judge exprains the ranguage and process of the court to the
juvenile and the probation officer also explains these things then
the juvenilers

understanding wilr most likery

increase.

The control times before court had an effect on the

I ¿q

original

rerationship.

As hypothesized, Íf a juvenile appears be-

fore the courl on several_ occasions s,/he has necessarily been ex_
posed to more legal ranguage than the juvenile who has only
appeared once or twj-ce.

Given that. the juvenile who appears over

and over again has been exposed to regal language then s,/he wirl

arso have had more opportunity to decipher the meaning of various
words and phrases.
Type of charge probably affects

this rel-ationship because it

infruences the type of ranguage which the juvenire wirl_ be exposed
to.

criminal code offences alr have the same wording however pro-

vincial

statute violations

are worded differently.

Thus juveniles

who are charged with the selected offences and other offences wil-l

have had the opportunity to be exposed to more legar ranguage then
juvenires charged with onry the sel-ected offences. This may mean

they understand more of the legal language.
Finarly,
original

prior record (non-judicial)

rerationship.

had an effect on the

The resurt produced suggests that for ju-

veniles who had a non-judicial

prior record there was no difference

in understanding when shifting

from probation contact to no proba-

tion contactcontact.

This is consistent with the nature of a non-judicial

rf a juvenile is processed non-judícially

never appear inside the courtroom.
is likery

The only regal language s,/he

to hear is that used by a police officer.

account for the obtained result.

then s,/he will

This

may
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HypoLhesis

#2

The second hypothesis states that a juvenile,s

understanding

of legal ranguage is dependent on contact with legal counsel prior

to his,/her first

courtroom hearing.

The independent variabre in

thi-s rel-ationship was t'Did you talk to a rawyer of any sort before
your first court appearance on these charge(s)?". The dependent
variable was again the juvenil-e's own subjective interpretation

of

whether or not s,/he understood the regar ranguage. The bivariate
cross-tabul-ation produced the following table:
TABLE XXXTI
JUVENTLES f

UNDERSTANÐING AND DEFENSE CONTACT

Defense Contact
_

No

Tota I

Yes

36%

oz

I Oo,

No

64,6

..1

trç
oc
r-l rú

.¡l .tJ
Éa

Q)t{

>o
JE

t-J

Í

Þ

Row

Yes

biì

CoIumn

33

ToÈal_

I00
25

u

Ol

o-

58

2 cas es of 'r don t t know" or "not applicabl_e" \¡¡ere excluded from the table.
The presence of a zero in one of the cells makes it impossible

to use Yulets Q to describe and adequately summarize the association between these two variables.

comparing percentages the tabre

revea]s that when there is a shift

from defense counsel contact to

no defense counsel contact there is arso a shift. from 36% understanding to 0% understanding.
in percent understanding.

Tn other words there is a decrease

This means that juvenites who have had

cont.act with a lawyer are more likely

to understand legal language
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than juveniJ-es who have not.

There is a positive

relationship

be-

tween und.ersLanding and defense counsel cont.act.

As in the case of hypothesis #l the control- variables:
prior record (formal, prior record (non-judiciar),

âge¡

judge sitting,

Lhe number of times the juvenil-e appeared before the court on the

current charges, type of charge and plea to the charge were introduced to determine whether or not they affect

the original

rela-

tionship in any way.
TABLE XXX]IT

JUVENILESI UNDERSTANDING, DEFENSE COMIACT AND AGE
pARTTAL TABLE 2
PARTIAL TABLE I
YOUNGER JUVENTLES

OLDER JUVENILES

poufur,"e Counsel Contact
- .ri
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TABLE XXXIV
STANDARDIZED TABLE FOR AGE
Ur

_ ..1
OE
oË
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É
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5.d
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c

Defense Counsel Contact
YeS

No

Yes

20.52

QZ

No

69.5>"

1002

l00e¿

1002

Column

Total

For the group termed younger juveniles,

when shifting

from

probation contact to no probat.ion contact, the percent decrease in
understanding is 272. The corresponding decrease for older juveniles is 342. In the original table shifting from defense counsel-
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contact to no defense counser contact there is a shift, from
und.erstanding to 0% understanding.

36%

A decrease Lhen of 36%. rn the

standard.ized table (etiminating the inf l-uence of age) the corres -

ponding decrease is 30.5%. Age does not affect the original
relationship,
TABLE XXXV
JUVENILES I UNDERSTANDTNG, DEFENSE CONEACT AND
PRIOR RECORD (FORMAL)
PARTTAL TABLE

PARTIAL TABLE

1

PRrOR RECORD (FORMAL)

NO PRIOR RECORD (FOR[,IAL)

Defense Contact
Row
(nQ
Yes No Tota I
oÉ
r-l o
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0J t{
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The standardized table was not calculated because of the differences

in the measures of association in the two partial
tial

tables.

For par-

table I there is no difference in percent understanding as

shifts

from defense contact. to no defense contact.

2 there is a ALz decrease when making the same shift.

In partial
Thus if

one

tabl-e
a

juvenile has a prior record (formal) then contact wit.h defense
counsel contact does not affect understanding,
effect.

The control has an

1ÂA

TABLE XXXVT
JUVENTLESf UNÐERSTANDING, DEFENSE CONTACT
PRIOR RECORD (NON-JUDTCTAL)

PARTIAL TABLE
NON-JUDICIAL

PARTIAL TABT.E
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TABLE XXXVI]
STANDARDIZED TABLE FOR PRIOR RECORD (NON-JUDICIAL)
clt

Defense Contact
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3'7

No
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The standardized table (eliminating

No

e"

100

e"

100%

u

the influence of non-judi-

cial prior record) shows a 37>" decrease in understanding

when

moving from defense counsel contact to no defense counsel contact.
Comparing this to the original

only slightly

table I observe that the decrease is

greater under these cond itions.

juvenile has a prior record (non-judicial)
venile's

I{hether or not

a

does not affect the ju-

understand.ing if s,/he has contact with defense counsel.
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TABLE XXXVIII
JUVENILES

I

UNDERSTANDTNG, DEFENSE CONTACT
AND TIMES BEFORE COIIRT

PART]AL TÀBLE

I

PARTIAL TABLE

TIMES BEFORE COIIRT
(LESS THAN TWO)

r¡

TTMES BEFORE COURT
(MORE THAN TWO)
þrr
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Once again the standardized. table was not calculated because of the

substantial

differences in the amount of associaÈion observed in

the two partial

tables.

In partial

table 1 there is a 672 decrease

in percent understanding when shifting
defense contact.

In partial

from defense contact to

no

table 2 the corresponding decrease is

30e". Thus, if a juvenile has appeared before the court more than
two times there is l-ess decrease in his,/her understanding
shifting

when

defense counsel contact than there is if s,/he has appeared

less than two times.

This variabl-e has an effect.
TABLE XXXIX

JUVENTLES' UNDERSTANDING, DEFENSE CONTACT
AND TYPE OF CHARGE

PARTIAL TABLE 1

PARTIAL TABLE

SELECTED OFFENCES
& OTHER OFFENCES
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_
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The standardized table was not produced because of the differences
in the measures of association in the Lwo tables,

partiaf

tabte r

shov/s that there is a 6s" decrease in percent understanding when

shifting

from defense contact to no defense contact.

ponding decrease in partiar

The corres-

table 2 is Aaz. This means that a ju-

venire who is charged with onry selected offences wilt show less
decrease in understand.ing when shifting

from defense contact to

no defense contact than a juvenile who is charged with serected.
offences and. other offences

-

TABLE XL
JIJVENT],ES

I

UNDERSTANDTNG, DEFENSE COMIACT

PARTIAI, TABLE

, AND PT,EA TO CHARGE
PARTIAL TABLE 2
GUILTY E NOT GUILTY PLEAS

I

NOT GUILTY PLEAS

Defense Contact

bir

_
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Observing the differences in the measures of association in the two

partial. tabl-es the stand.ardized table was not generated. Shifting
from defense contact to no defense contact in partial
is a

29>"

decrease in percent understanding.

table I there

The corresponding de-

crease in parÈiar table 2 is 4oz. This control has an effect.
other words, a juvenile who has entered both guilty

rn

and not guilty

pleas shows a greater decrease in percent understanding when shifting from defense conLact to no defense contact than the juvenile
who has entered only not guilty

pleas.
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TABLE XLI
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDTNG, DEFENSE CONTACT AND JI]DGE SITTTNG
PARTIAL TABLE 1
PARTIAL TABT,E 2
GROUP
Elr

_ ..J
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oÉ
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The differences in the measures of association in the two partial

tables did not necessítate that the standardized be produced.
Juveniles who appeared before group r of judges showed that there
was a

2B>"

decrease in percent understanding when shifting

fense contact to no defense contact.

from de-

Juvenil-es who appeared be-

fore group 2 of judges showed a corrÉsponding decrease of 40% when
making the same shift.

The effect of thie variable is that a ju-

venile who appears before group I of the judges is likely

to under-

stand more even if s,/he does not have contact with a lawyer than

a

juvenile who appears before group 2.
Discussion of Hypothesis

#2

The second hypothesis of this thesis was supported.

factors may help to explain this situation.

First of arl,

Certain
most of

the lawyers (932) r interviewed in this study saj-d that they were
inclined to explain what had occurred in court on a particutar
to the juvenire.

rn conjunction with this many (47oz) felt

day

that it

was important to exprain the vocabulary which they use in court to
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their child clients.

Given that many lawyers expressed this view

r would suggest that this in part accounts for why support
generated for this hypothesis.

was

A second source of expranation can be found by considering
what rawyers teI1 juvenires about court.

They describe that par-

ents must be present, the role of the crown, the judge and the probation officer,
tial

the meaning and order of different

dispositions,

hearings, poten-

that the juveniÌe wirr have to answer to the

charge, adjournments, entering preas and what each key actor wirl_
likely say. Given that 33% of the lawyers interviewed said that
they wouLd telr

the juvenire what each key actor was rikely

to say

r probed to find out whether or not they explained specific words
and phrases. Lawyers said "no, they just described in general
terms".

r suggest that this type of explanation is helpfur to the

juvenile in formulating his/her expectations about what is likety
to occur inside the courtroom. Ehis may account for a juvenile's
understanding of legat J-anguage when s,/he has contact wít.h a defense counsel.
Five control- variables affected this rel-at.ionship.

These were

prior record (formal), type of charge, times before court, type of
plea and judge sitting.
Prior record most Likely influences this
relationship

because it

impries that the juvenite has been in-

vol-ved with the courts in the past.

If s,/he has been invotved then

s,/he has had the opportunity to rearn the meaning of specific
and phrases.

words

Likewise s,/he has probably had the benefit of having

many of these terms explained to him/her by the key legal- actors.
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Further prior involvement may indicate that the juvenile has had
legal counser in the past. Tf this is true then the juvenile wirt
probably have had some tegal language explained to hini,/her before.
ff the juvenile has a second contact his,/her understanding may be
even greater.
Type of charge also affected the original

rer_at.ionship. rt

is my position that the type of offence which the juvenire is
charged with wirl affect the approach that the lawyer takes to the

case. For exampre, if a juvenile has committed a serious offence
the lawyer will

most likely

advise him,/her of the potential_ dis-

positions and the imprications that ensue. rf the lawyer exprains
more when there is a serlous charge then the juvenilers

standing will

be affected under these conditions

under-

-

rf a juvenile has appeared before the court more than

trdo

times then s,/he has had more exposure to legal language. Likewise
s/he has had more opportunity to have this language explained to
him,/her by defense counsel.

this variabLe on the original
Type of plea most likety

it will

This may account for the influence of
relationship.
influences this rel-ationship because

determine how the case wilt proceed. The lawyer may

be

more incrined to exprain the proceedings if the juvenj_le has en-

tered a not guilty

plea as opposed to a guilty

yer explains more then the juvenile's
Finarry, which judge j-s sitting
ship because it will
juvenile

plea.

rf the taw-

understanding wiII be affected.
probabry affects the retation-

determine the kind of expranation that the

is given concerning the meaning of different

legal words,
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processes, and procedures
Hypothesis

#3

The third hypothesis states that a juvenile's

understanding

of legar ranguage is dependent on the judge's expranation of the
ranguage, process and procedure to the juvenile.
!{as tested by cross-taburatÍng the juveníle's

This hypothesis

understanding of

legal- language (as before) and the question "Who explained the most
to you?".

This question was chosen as the independent variable

since the initial-

frequency runs suggesÈed that juveniles inter-

viewed fert that the judge explaÍned lnore to them than any other
single actor.
TABLE XLII
JUVENILES I UNDERSTANDTNG AND JUDGE ' S EXPLANATTON OF
LANGUAGE, PROCESS AND PROCEDI.IRE

.

Jud.ge Explained
Language, Process & Procedure

br'
è
_ ..1
Dio

oc
-rõ
'rl Ð
É

(r)

ot{

>o)

5E
l?É

Yes

No

Yes

11q

r4e"

2Ie"

No

7 3e"

86U

792

IT

T4

25

CoIumn

Total

rB85r

35 cases of "no response", "donIt
were exc. Iud ed from the tabl- e .

know" and t'not applicable"

The 2 x 2 presentation of the Ínitial

relat.ionship all-owed

me

to use Yule's Q as the measure of association between the two nominal variables.
eraLe positive

Q produced a value of.39

correlatj-on.

which indicates a mod-

One can say that the proportion with

which "understanding" \,/ent with

"

judgers explanation of language
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process and procedure" v/as .39 greater Lhan the proportion with
"no underst,anding" went with "judge's expranation of language, process and procedure".

considering the percentages the decrease in

understanding as one shifts

from judge exprained to other acLor

explained is 13%. Thus juveniles who had a judge exprain the language, process and procedure of the court were more likeJ_y to
understand than juveniles who had another actor explain.
TABLE

XLIII

JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDTNG, JUDGE'S EXPLANATION...AND
PARTIAL TABLE I
PARTIAL TABLE 2
YOUNGER JUVENTLES
Or

(jc
.-l rú
'.1 Ð
Êv)
otl

Yes

Þo
No
5'15
bc Column
_Èl

,OT,DER JUVENILES
b¡r

Judge Expla ined

- .rl

Row

Yes
25e"

67

1trq

1?o-

TotaI

No
e"

43P.

57?.

_ ..1
AE

Judge ExpJ-ained

oÉrú

.-l

..J Ð

Érn
q)g

>o
rlñ
FjÉ

7

Total

AGE

YeS
No

Column
Tota l-

Yes No
LAe" gz
862 912
7
LT

Row

Total
I2e"
88%

]8

For partial- table l, the varue associated. with e = -.62 which
is a moderate negative association. For partial tabre 2, the varue
associated with Q = .25.

considering Èhe percentages there is

increase in percent understanding when shifting

from judgers ex-

planation to the explanation of another actor in partiar
The second partial

429.

tabl_e l.

tabl-e shows a 5% decrease in percent understand-

ing when making the same shift.

Given that Q takes on different

val-ues under each condition the control variabl-e can be said to

an effect on the primary rerationship.
partiar

The varue of e for the first

tabre suggests that the proportion with which',no under-

standing" went with

"

hai,e

judge's explanation" i^/as greater Èhan the
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proportion with which "understanding" went with "judgers expranation".
e

ffect

The opposite was true among order juveniles.

Age has an

,

TABLE XLTV

JUVENILESf UNDERSTANDTNG, JUDGE'S EXPLANATION

AND

PRrOR RECORD (FORMAL)

PARTIAL TABLE

PARTIAL TABLE

1

PRTOR RECORD (FORMAL)
h

_
uJ

NO PRTOR RECORD (FOR}{AL)

Judge's Explanation
Row
Yes
No
Total
Yes
O%
0Z
0u
No 100e" ÌOOZ
I00

._{

ro

oc

.-r o
'.{ Ð

Êtt
OH

>o

e"

ÉE

Frc

Column

rot"i

6

s

The differences

partial

tables

table.

Juveniles

makes
who

11

Or
!

Judge's Explanation
Row
Yes No
Total
cic
.-t
''{ Ð
YeS
60e" 22e" ALz
oJ lr
>0)
No
402 7 8e" 592
5¡o
t-J É CoIumn
59l-4
Þ
Total_

.,{

(nro

rú

in the measures of association in the two
r-t unnecessary to produce the stand ard iz ed
had a prior record (formal) showed no per-

cent change in terms of understanding when shifting
explanation to other actor's explanation.
prior record showed. a
the same shift.

2

38eo

from judge's

Juveniles with no formal-

decrease in understand.ing when making

Thus, if a juvenile has a formal prior record

whether the judge explains the language, process and procedure
j-s not likely

to aff ect his,/her understanding.
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TABLE XLV
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDING, JUDGE'S EXPT,ANATION
PRrOR RECORD (NON_JUDTCTAL)
PARTTAL TABLE

PARTTAL TABLE

1

PRIOR RECORD
(
biì

NON-JUD

AT

Yes

ocrõ

r.l

..t tJ

Yes
No

ÉØ
OH
>aJ

5E

r-J

NO PRIOR

ICIAL)

(

Judgers Explanation

_ .rl

Total

l-00%
7

results

RECORD

NON-JUDTCTAL)

Judge's Explanation
Row
0)c
Yes
No
Total
.t fú
.rr lJ
Yes
43>" I8 u
2gz
otr
Þo
No
47 e"
82,6 7 22
5,Õ
t-J É Column
¿
7
LL
18
Total
_ ._l
T/JE

tabre there is no percent decrease in

understanding when shifting
actorsr explanation.

Row
OZ

partiar

rn the first

from judge,s explanation to other

In the second partial

the corresponding shift

in a 25% decrease in percent understanding.

venile has a non-judicial

2

t-ñ

Tota I

No

0% 0U
1004 LOOe"
4
3

c Column

AND

Thus if a ju-

prior record then whether the judge ex-

plaj-ns to him/her is not Ìikety

to affect understanding.

TABLE XLVT
JUVENTLES I UNDBRSTANDTNG, JUDGE'S EXPLANATION
TIMES BEFORE COURT

PARTIAL TABLE

PARTIAL TABLE

1

TÏMES BEFORE COT]RT
(LESS THAN TWO)
b¡r

ocrú
.tJ
co
og

.i
..{

Þa)
-rõ
l'-J C
i)

TIMES BEFORE

Yes
No

Yes

No

0U

0"ó

l-00

Column

Total

ro

Z

100e"
B

2

COTIRT

(MORE THAN TWO)
b¡r

Judge's Explanation

_ ..1
tnd

AND

Row

Total
0z
100e"

18

_

..1

Judge's Explanation

(f)10

ciÉ
-l l'Õ
..r
Ð

Én)

Yes

>0)

No

Q)sr

5q5

l-J c

Þ Column

Tota

1

Yes
100%

Row

No
50%

Total

Oeo 50%
747

25"ø

75eo

The differences in the measures of association in the two

partial

tables

makes

the standardized table unnecessary.

Once
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again for juveniles who have appeared in court r_ess than
two times
there is no percent change in understanding when shi_fting
from
judge's expÌanation to other actorrs.
ïn the second partial t.here
is 50% decrease in percent understanding when making the
same
shift.
Juvenires who have appeared .less than two times \n/ere not
affected by the judge's explanation.

Their understanding was the

same.

TABLE XLVTT
JUVEN]LES ' UNDERSTANDTNG, JUDGE, S EXPLANATION
AND CHARGES BEFORE COURT
PARTIAL TABLE ]PARTIAL TABLE

SELECTED CHARGES
AND OTHER CHARGES

SELECTED CHARGES
t¡

Judgets Explanation

ØE

Yes

oc

r-t rú
Ð
ç,Ø
OH

..1

No

Cn

Row

TotaÌ

29e"

20e"

.)(o-

>c)

No

7Le"

Bo%

Column

75,õ

t-J C

5

TotaI

ïn partial

Judge's ExpJ_anation
Row
oñ
Yes
No
Total
.-'l
-.t Ð
Yes
t3z
É(n
20e" 16.52
olr
>a)
No
87,6 80u 83.5%
5
flc'tc Col-umn
I
5
13
ToL aI
_ ..1
tnõ
rú

YeS

Þ

2

I2

table I, a - .23.

In partial

table 2, a = _.27.

The corresponding percentages show that there was a 9% decrease in
und.erstanding when shifting from judge,s explanation to other act-

or's expranation in the first

partiar

tabl-e.

The second partial

table showed a 7% increase in understanding when makíng the same
shiftThe two val-ues associated with e indicate that type of
charge does have an effect.
The direction of the rel_ationship is
altered in one instance.
charges the ability

For juveniles who had only serected

to predict "understanding'given

information

concerning "whether or not the judge had explainedr was .23 greater

r60

than the abitity

to predict "no und.erstanding,'g.iven information

concerning "whether or not the judge had explained" was .2'7 greater than the abirity

to predict "understanding" g'j-ven the same in-

formation.
TABLE XLVITI
JUVENILES l UNDERSTANDING, JUDGE ' S EXPLANATTON AND
PLEA TO CH.ARGE

PARTIAL TABLE I

PARTIAL TABLE

NOT GUILTY PLEAS ONLY
ot

_

..1

ÚJE

ocfú

.-t

..t tJ

cØ

og
50
FJË

Þa)

2

NOT GUILTY AND GUILTY PLEAS
trr

s Explanation
Row
Yes No
Total
Yes
2OZ 11%
I4Z
No
80u B9Z
86e"
Column 5
9
l5
Tota 1

Judge's Explanation
Row
Yes
No
Total
r+ fú
..1 .tJ
Yes
3 3 e"
zje"
27 Z
É
og
>a)
No
67e" 80e"
73c."
5 rjo
bc Column
6
5
l_I
Tota l-

In partial

In partial

Judge

¡

table J-, Q = .33.

_

._t

r0E
0)É
rr)

table 2, a = .33

The percentages show that there is approximatety the same decrease

in percent und.erstanding when shifting

from judge's explanation to

other actorrs explanation.

table I the decrease is

In partiat

In partial- table 2 the decrease is l1e".
of Q and percentage differences are
variable,

9%

The fact that the values

equ a1 means

that the control

plea to charge, does not have an effect on the original

relationship.
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TABLE XLTX
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDING, JUDGE'S EXPLANATION AND JUDGE SITTTNG
PARTIAL TABLE I
PARTIAL TABLE 2
GROUP

(¡

Judge Explained
Yes No
Yes
50% 9eo
No
50 Z gLe"

- ..1
oro
oÉ
r+ fú
,.J Ð

Éø

0)g
>o
5¡o

bc

Þ

.oru1n

4

Tota I

Partial
-.5.

]

GROUP

b¡'

_
Row

Total"

oc

.-l

rú

.-{ Ð

ça
cJ ll

30e"

Judge ExpIai ned
Yes
No
Yes

>0J

7 0e"

Lr

..t

üDO

No
hc Column
Tota I

15

table I produces Q =.81,

2

33U
67e"
3

1Âo-

86>"
7

Tn partial

Row

Total
242

762
10

table 2, a

=

The percentages show that there is a 4l% decrease in percent

understanding in the first

partial

table when shifting

expranation to other actor expranation.

from judgers

rn the second partial

there is a r9s. increase ín percent understanding when making the
same move- The different

judge sitting

values asscciated wiLh Q indicate that

does make a difference.

posed to group r of judges the abitity

For juveniles who were exto predict,,und.erstanding"

given information concerning "whether or not the judge had explained" was ,81 greater than the abirity
given this same information.
the ability

to predict "no understanding,,

For the juveniles exposed to group

to predict "no understanding,'given

2

information con-

cerning "whether or not the judge had explained" was.5 greater
than the abirity
mation.

to predict "understanding" given the same infor-

Introducing this control shows that it does have an effect

on the original

rerationship.

table 2 the direction
was altered.

under the condj-tions of partiaJ-

of the association between the two variables
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Discussion of Hypothesis

#3

The third hypothesis, a juvenile's

understa*d.íng of 1ega1

language is dependent on the judge's explanation of the ranguage,

process and procedure of the court to the juvenile,
through analysis.

gained support

This resurt is not surprising given that the

juveniles r interviewed fert that the judge was the one who explained the most to them, A juvenile who appears before the court
is most rikery overwhermed by the ranguage and process in which
s/he finds himsel-f/herseIf.
wel-I in the

f

Becker captured this senÈiment quite

ollowing passage,

are uncomfortable in strange groups and
subcul-tures largety because we cannot frame
the appropriate verbal context for sustaining
the action of the ceremonial. We d.o not hear
cues famil_iar to us, nor can we easily give
t.hose that make for smooth transitions in conversation...some subgroups have their own
exotic jargon, and when we venture into one
of them and hear words Iike ,Rorschach response' and 'tachj_stoscope' we feel quite like
foreigners: l_eft on our own goal l_ine with
. no team members in sight and unabte to under_
stand Èhe game in which they are so warmly engaged. (op. cit. Bankowski & Mungham, L976:
88).
We

rf t.he judge, in Èhe course of the proceedings, stops and asks
the juvenile whether or not s,,'he understands what has been said
and then proceeds to exprain the regaÌ language used the juvenile

wil-l- no doubt understand more about the proceed.ings.
The interviews conducted with judges revealed that most judges
(834) said that they would sometimes explain to the juvenire what
had occurred in court that day.

T,ikewise the majority

(67%) said

that they do ask juveniles whether or not they understand what, has
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occurred in court that day. This may account for t.he support generated for the third hypothesis.
six contrors affected the original

relationship.

crud.ed age, formal prior record, non-judicial

These in-

prior record, times

before the court, type of charge and which judge was sitting
partictilar

court.

in

The fact that age affects the rerationship

gests to me that it is possibte that a juvenile's

a

sug-

understanding of

legal language may be a product of maturation more than a result of
the judgers explanation of the languag'e, process and procedure of
The older the juvenile the more opportunity s,/he has

the court.

had to have been before the court and to have acquired some famil-iarity

with the language. Likewise ord.er juvenires have

likely

had the opportunity to talk to other juvenj-res who may be

mosÈ

famil-iar with legal ranguage. These factors arone may account for
some of their

undersLanding, What is surprising

is that

among

younger juveniles percent understanding increased when shifting
from judge's explanation to other actorls explanation.
younger juveniles are less likely

perhaps

to undersLand the judge's ex-

planation because of the manner in which it is given.

They may be

intimidated and afraid to ask the judge for clarification.
another actor, a lawyer or a probation officer,

when

explains to the

juvenile then s,/he may gain more from Èhis explanat.ion.
Once again formal- prior

record affects the relationship.

A

juvenile with a formal prior record has appeared before a judge in
the past.

This juvenile has most likely

had the benefit of an ex-

planation of language, process and procedure from the presiding
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judqe.

This wilr probably affect the originat

Prior record (non-judiciar)

relationship.

also affects the rer_ationship.

juveni-Ie who has had a non-judicial

A

contact has been exposed to

the police and probation services who most tikely

make use of legal

language- This may explain why they understand when this variable
is controll-ed for.
Times before court produced an interesting

result.

For juven_

iles who had appeared l-ess than two times there was no decrease in
percent understanding when shifting from judge,s expranati_on to
other actorrs explanation.

Juvenires who had appeared more than

two times showed a decrease in percent understanding when making
the same shift.
This finding contradj-cts the hypothesized effect
of this variable.

r suggest that some oLher factor must be in-

fluencing this relationship.
Type of charge afso affects the original
was suggested that what the juvenile

relatíonship.

rt

is charged with wirt affect

the kind of l-anguage that s,/he is exposed to.
Finarry,
prising.

judge sitting

produced an effect.

This is not sur-

As pointed out in chapter 2 each judge of the juvenile

court has a particular

demeanor and attitude.

in the way s,/he runs his,/her courtroom.

This is relected

If a juvenil-e's under-

standing of legal language is dependent on the judge's explanation
of the language, process and procedure of the court to the juvenire
then the partj-cu1ar judge sitting
judge sitting

wil-t have an effect.

rf the

is not incl-ined to explain then the juvenile may not

understand the tegal language used.

rf, on the other hand the
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judge does explain, Lhe juvenile may understand..
Hypothesis

#4

The fourth hypothesis states that a juvenire's

understanding

of legal language is dependent on the amount of time the juvenile
has spent in custody.

Cross-tabulation was done between the juven

il-ers ov¡n perception of whether or not s,/he understood words used
in the courtroom hearing and the question in which r asked juvenil-es whether or not they had spent time in custody on their current charges.
TABLE L
JUVENI],ES

'

UNDERSTANDING AND

Ur

_

é
..1

no
a)É

.n

Yes
No

rõ

..r Ð
þUJ

og

>q)

TIME IN CUSTODY
Deta ined
Row

Yes

No

Total

39e"
6Ie"

0%
I00 %

2OZ
80

%

5(]
l-J

Col-umn
31
26
57
Totar
3 cases of "no response" were excluded from the table
Ë

Þ

The presence of a zero in one of the cells makes it impossible

to use Yutels Q as a measure of association.
there is a shift

from 39 percent understanding to o percent under-

standing when shifting
positive

comparing percentages

from detained to not detained.

There is

a

rel-ationship between understanding regal language and be-

ing detained.
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TABLE LT

' UNDERSTANDING, TIME ÏN CUSTODY AND AGE
PARTTAL TABLE I
PARTTAL TABLE 2

JUVENTI,ES

YOUNGER JUVENTLES
Ut

_

OLDER JUVENILES
b¡l

Deta ined

.,1

aÉ
OJÉ
r{ rõ
..l.tJ
dØ

Row

Yes
I4e"

Yes

OH

>G)

CoIumn

Tota I

75

cic

r-{

YeS

rú

Cúl
ofl

93e"

>a)

5E

FJÉ

standing in each instance.

Yes

ftro
JJ'o

No

659.6

CoIumn

T2

Examining the two partial

rn partial

Deta ined

..1

(')qo

..r lJ

0u

86e" too å

No

tu
bc

Total-

No

_

TotaI

3I

Row

No
oeo
I00z

TotalIg%
B2Z

L4

45

tables there is a decrease in under

A standardized tabre is not necessary.

table l the decrease is l-4% whereas in partiar

tab]e

2

the decrease is 35eo. Age has an effect.
TÀBLE LII
JUVENILES I UNDERSTANDING, TTME TN CUSTODY
AND PRIOR RECORD (FORr{AL)

PARTIAL TABLB

PARTIAL TABLE

]-

PRIOR RECORD
0|

.-r

O

'rl Ð

Êa

Yes

OH

>o
ññ
l--J

No

c

Þ CoIumn

Total

Yes
43e"
57 e"

28s

NO PRTOR RECORD
r¡

Deta ined

_ ..1
OE
c.)d

Row

No
0u

100%

Total

Deta i ned

_..1
(nõ

oc
.{ f0

))2

'rl Ð
Êa

7 9e"

>a)
J.o
l-J c

YeS

33

No

Cofumn

Tota I

Row

Total

100
18

e"

l00z
16

oe"

100e"

record does have

For juveniles with a formal prior record there is a

in percent understanding when shifting

24

in the two partial- tables

show that the contror variable formal- prior

tained.

No

oz

Yes

otr

Once again the percent differences

effect.

2

an
43%

from det.ained to not de-

For juveniles with no formal prior record there was

no
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TABLE LITI
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDING, TTI4E TN CUSTODY
PRIOR RECORD (NON-JUDICIAL)

PARTIAL TABLE

PARTTAL TABLE

1

NON-JUDICTAL CONTROL
u(]
()É

r+

.rr

rú

Ð
c)tr

Yes

ça

>o
No
5E
bc Col-umn

Total

No

672

100u

17

Ð

Éu

e"

Otl

>a)
5¡o
Frd

I7

No
0 eo

Yes

irõ
..1

O?o,

q

12

oÉ

Total-

0e"

Deta ined

_ ..1
td

Row

YeS
33e"

2

NO NON-JUDTCTAT, CONTROL

Deta ined

_,.1

AND

Yes

382

No

6¿Z

lo0%

2L

19

CoIumn

Tota I

Row

Total
Lgz
8t%
40

TABLE LIV
STANDARDTZED TABLE FOR PRTOR RECORD (NON-JUDTCTAL)

Det

Uì

_

.Êl

Yes

(/)E

oÉ

rJO
..1 Ð
C
OH

ITJ

>0)

5E
I-J

Ë

a

ined
No

Yes

37

e"

oz

No

63e"

I00%

Column
Tota I

Prior record (non-judiciar)

l00

z

loo

u

does not appear to affect the ori-

ginal relationshi-p between detention and understanding.
infl-uence of this variabl-e is etiminated there is a
in percent understanding as one shifts
tained.

In the original

Given the simirarity
cial)

inlhen the

37>. decrease

from detained to not de-

tabl-e the corresponding decrease is

3ge".

r would concl-ude that prior record (non-judi-

does not have an effect.
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TABLE LV
JUVENIT,ES' UNDERSTANDTNG
AND TIMES BEFORE

PARTÏAL TABLE

,

bir

Yes
40e"
60e"
102

'r1

Ð

YeS

É(n

Otr

>q)
50
FJc

t¡

No

CoIumn

Tota

1

Row

Total

No
0

2

TTMES BEFORE COURT
(MORE THAN TI^IO)

Deta ined

0)É
r-t rú

CUSTODY

PARTTAL TÄBLE

1

TIMES BEFORE COTTRT
(LESS THAN TWO)
_..t
oo

ÏN

TTME
COURT

e"

Det arned

_."1

øo
qJË

IE>

.{ fõ
'rl Ð
ÉnJ

Yes

26e"

No

1Ao,

Column
Tota I

l_0

otl

100e¿

80å

>aJ
-jñ

lìc

L2

Row

No

oz
100u
14

Total
t3z
87

Z

45

TABLE LVT
STANDARÐIZED TABLE FoR TTI"IES BEFoRE COURT

Deta ined

t¡
_
LD

Yes

..{

No

'O

oË

.-l

r0

C

t/)

..{ Ð

oh

>0)
t-j g

Yes

29,."

oz

No

7IZ

t00È

Col-umn

Tota I

l_00

100%

%

rn the standardized tabl-e (eliminating

the infl-uence of times

before the court) there is a 29s" decrease in understanding
shifting

from deta.ined to not detained.

in the original

when

The corresponding shift

table was 39u. Based on this information I would

concl-ude that this variable does not have an effect-
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TABLE LVII
JUVENTLESI UNDERSTANDI'NG, TIME IN CUSTODY
AND TYPE OF CHARGE

pÃRTIAL TABLE

PARTTAL TABLE I
SELECTED CHARGES ONLY
U'r

Det

_..1

rrõ
oÊ

F{

rd

'Flu

Ëo

Yes

(ñ

No

OH
Þo)
Fr

.1
Þ Col-umn

TotaI

a

ined

SELECTED & OTHER CHARGES
b¡r

Row

Yes No
38U
0%
62e" l00u
16
2

Tota l
L9e"
öL6

fB

Deta ined

_ ..1
OE

.{oÉrú
-.1

YeS

+J

cØ
c)f]

>o
5co

FJc

Yes

25e"

No

7 5e"

Column
Tota I

24

Row

No
oeo
100%

Total

l_s

39

l-3%

B7Z

TABLE LVITI
STANDÀRDIZED TABLE FOR TYPE OF CHARGE

Deta ined

bi1

O 'Êl
-E

Yes
29e"
7Lea

()É

r-l

-,r

fif

¡¡

Éul

gä

Yes
No

5e
f-r .c Column
Ð
Tot al-

I00z

No
0u

l-00e"
100%

controll-ing for type of charge the percent decrease in understanding when shifting

from detained to not detained was

same amount of decrease produced by controlling

the court.

As was the case in that situation,

type of charge does not have an effect.

29e"

t the

for times before
r conclude that
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TABLE LIX
JUVENTLES I

UNDERSTANDTNG, TTME TN CUSTODY AND TYPE OF PLEA

PARTfAL TABLE

PARTIAL TABLE 2
qUfLTY & NOT GUILTY PLEAS

1

NOT GUILTY PLEAS ONLY

Deta in ed

þrt

tç

oÉ

r{ rú
'ri Ð
É r,)
olr
>
5

Yes
No

a.)

'io

Column

bc

Þ

Total-

Yes
52e"
ABe"

2L

b¡t

Row

Totaf

No
0z

lO0e¿

Oo-

YeS

cØ

ofr

>a)

7 4e"

Row

No
Total
0%
4z
100% 962
I0
23

r c5

..1 Ð

26e"

q)e

No

.Jñ
l-r d

34

t_3

Deta ined

_ ..1
OE
c)Ë
rl r0

Col-umn

Total

I3

The amount of association in each of the partial

substantially

different

tabres is

to concl-ude that type of plea has an in_
refationship.
To elaborate, in the first

fruence on the originar
partial

table there is a 52à decrease in percent understanding
when shifting from detained to not detained. The corresponding
decrease in partial

table 2 is

B%.

TABT,E LX

JUVENILES' UNDERSTANDTNG, TTME TN

CUSTODY

AND JUDGE STTTING

PARTIAL TABLE

1

PARTTAL TABLE

GROUP ].

GROUP
b¡l

Deta ined

.r{

.E

ØÉ

oo
--{.¡J
._io
Cfi
oo

Yes
No

P'U
I L UO_LUmn
FJÞ

Total

Yes No
35% 0a
65õ 1002
)^

o

Row

Tota

f Oo,
¿O-o
Oî

o,

1

Yes

C(n

YeS

3tu

Þa)

No

69"-"

og

)'9

29

Deta ined

_ ..1
!ao
0)É
.-l r0

..J tJ

2

bc CoIumn
Tota 1

L6

Row

No
Tota]
oe" 16>o
1002
a|z
L2
28

L7L

TABLE LXI
STANDARDIZED TABLE FOR JUDGE STTTTNG

Detained
Yes
No

Þ
_

d

.,1

o'o

()É
.-rrú
Yes

33%

'Fl Ð

Éa
o |{

>a)

EE
'5
The introduction
lationship

No

e"

100%

r0o%

100%

67

cotumn

Toral

OZ

of a control variabre into the original

does not have an effect.

re_

In the standardized table the

decrease in percent understanding is 33u. Given Lhat the percent
decrease is close to the percent decrease in the original

relatio¡r-

ship I would conclude that the primary rel-ationship is independent
of which judge is sitting in a particular court.
Discussion of Hypothesis

#4

The proposed relationship

between juvenile's

legal language and time in custody is reflected
literature

understanciing of
by that body of

which suggests that juvenil-es who have had repeated con-

tact with the courts or spent time in custody are more rikely

to

famil-iar with the functioning of the court than their uninitiated
counterparts.

The chance to tatk to other juveniles who are also

in custody gives the individuar
familiar

the opportunity to become more

with the system. S/he gains what is termed "folk

knowledge".

The views described above, those of Letkemann (r973) and

l4atza (L964) were confirmed by my research.

r suggest that the

be
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reason for thís finding lies in the fact that. in the process of
becoming more famil-iar with court procedure t.hrough cont.act with

other juveniles,

juveniles held in custody also become acquainted.

with legar language. The juvenile is able to l-earn the meaning of
particular

terms and phrases.

The control variables â9e, prior record. (formal) and type of

plea arl had an effect on the originar
important effect.

rerationship.

Age has an

rt was observed. that there was a greater de-

crease in percent understanding among older juveniles when shifting from detained to not det,ained than among younger juveniles.

r

would argue that if a juvenil-e is order and has never been in custody then his,/her understanding of legaI language wíIl- undoubtedly
be less than an older juvenire who has been in custody.

The

same

applies for younger juveniles.
Formar prior record, as before, impries that the juvenile has

had previous court experience.

This means that the juvenile

may

understand more regar language than juveníl-es who have never been
involved.
Finally

type of ptea will

determine the way the case witl- pro-

ceed. This wirl affect the amount and type of legar ranguage which
t.he juvenile will

be exposed to.

i¡Ihat Do Juveniles Understand About Legal Language?

The foregoing discussion informs the reader about the relationships between contact with certain key legal actors, time spent in
custody and the juvenile's

underst.anding of Iegal language. What
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is not cfear is what lega} terms or phrases juveniles who appear in
the pretriar

court understand. The juvenile interviews which r

conducted had a major section in which interviewees were asked to

describe in their own words the meaning of particular
and phrases (see Appendix rr) .

presented contextually.
(Tables LXrr -

LXXXTT)

legal terms

Each word or group of words

was

The responses given are presented beIow.

.

The actual meaning of each term or phrase

accompanies the appropriate tab1e.

TABLE LXII
NOTICE TO APPEAR

A letter sent by the Clerk of CourÈs Office informing Lhe famity of
the charge(s) against the juveni-Ie and the time and date of the
court hearing.
Meaninq Given

Frequency

Tells you to go to court

a
J

Summons

Letter police send to family
Don t t know
Tota I
TABLE

3

16 7
23 2
36 7

IO

t00.0

60

I4
22

LXIII

INFORMATION

A form prepared by the police which states the alleged offence and
the Section of the Criminal Code of Canad.a which has been violated
Meaning Given

Police report
Pol- ice charges
Paper judge reads from
Letter
Don t t Know
Tota I

Fr equ ency

5,0
50.0
o?

3

30
5
2

33.3
100.0

20

60
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TABLE T,XIV
UNLAWFULLY BREAK AND ENTER

To enter a place without the permission of the owner
Meaninq Given
Not. supposed to be in there

I{ent. in without permission
Something iIIegal
Donrt Know
Tota

Fregu enc

6

¿o./

9

35.0

2I

().J

5

30.0
100.0

l-

IO

60

TABLE LXV
COMMIT A DELTNQUENCY

To viol-ate a section of the Criminal Code or a provincial
when under the age of l_B years.
Meaning Given
Do a crime
Commit a crime when you 're a kid
Something illegal
Go against something
Tota I

15

.0

9

l-

.7

I3

2

7
(]

58

?

l_

I .7

Don I t Know

I
35

I00.0

CONTRARY

bU

TABLE LXVI
TO SECTION 306 (r) oF THE CRTMTNAL CODE

To break and enter
offence.

a

pl-ace with the intent

Meaning Given

Total-

13,3
?l

OF CANADA

to commit an indictable

9o

Judge's book
Against law of Canad a
Break and Enter
Code instead of charge
Donrt Know

statute

a

L.7
5.0
40.3

r00.0

Fre

enc
Õ

I9
1
?

29
60

TABLE LXVIT
T^]AIVE THE READING OF THE CHÄRGE

Phrase used by counsel to inform the judge that they (rawyer and
client) are aware of the charges, the judge need not read the
inf ormati-on.
l{eanang

Gl-Ven

Going ahead

9o

3.3

Frêõrrên
2
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Table LXVII (Cont'd)
Lawyer and you know charges
TeIl him charges
Don ¡ t Know
Tota I

??

2

??

2

90 .0

54

100 .0

60

TABLE LXVTII
DO yOU PLEAD

HOI^¡

Do you admit or deny the charge before the court?
Meaninq Given

z

Guilty or not
Do it or not
True what police say
Donr t Know
Tota I

?

33

30 .0

l8

Fr 9999ncv
¿U
tÕ

2

1I

16 .7

IO
60

100.0
TABLE T,XIX

A PLEA OF NOT DELTNQUENT
To deny the charge before the court
{çqnÀnS Given

Didnrt do it
Not guilty
Lawyer says you didn't
Deny
Don I t Know

Tota l

l2

do it

)

Fr equ encv

I

33 .3

20

L.7
L.7
50.0

l

I00.0

1

30

60

TABLE LXX
NOT GUILTY YOTIR HONOR

To answer the judge saying you're innocent
Meaning Given

Didnrt do it
fnnoc ent
Not delinquent
Don I t Know
Total-

eo

46.7
45.0

I.7

6"7
100 .0

Fr equ ency
27
1

4

60
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TABLE LXXI
INDÏCATED PT.EA

The lawyer is entering a p1ea. The judge marks it as indi-cated so
that he will not be seized of the case,
Meaning Given
No response

Stay with plea or change
Is juvenile sure
Tell judge what happened
Your plea
Donrt Know
Tota I

Fr equ ency

I
I

.7
.7

I
I

5

.0

J?

I

.7

T

?

2

?
J

86 .7

52

100.0

60

TABLE LXXII
PRETRTÀL COURT

A court to discuss charges .
disposed of without a trial.

l,f

ill

cas

M.-"i"g Grv""
Go to court set trial date
Special court
Supposed to be a hearing but not
Come to see if enough evid.ence
Ask about your ch arg e
Decide what to do with case
Don r t Know
Tota l-

e proceed to trial
U

be

Freguency

5.0
l_3

or

.3

)?

?
J
Õ

2

5

30.0
o?

I8
5

3L -7

I00.0

19
60

TABLE LXXTII
ADJOI]RN

To set the case aside
Meaning Given
Put is aside
DeI ayed
Remand

Plan for another court
Talk about it again
Donrt Know
Tota l

Put it over,
Fr equ enc y

LL.1
L.7
20

7

I

?

¿3

L6.7
20.o

IO

IL.7
I00-0

L2

l

OU
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TABLE I,XXTV
APPEARANCE SLfP

A paper the juveníl-e and his parent might sign saying that they
will appear on the next court date. Time and place are specified
Meaninq Given
Means you were there

o2

Paper you sign for coming to court
Says he ' l- I be there
TeIls you when to come
No response
Don I t Know
Tota I

Frequency
5

10 .0

6

5.0

3

30 .0

18

??

2

43 .3

¿6

I00.0

60

TABLE ],XXV

Are you still

STILL PLEADING I'NOT GUILTY''
denying the charge ?

Meaning Given

Fr equency

Stick to plea
!,/ant to change
Stay the same
Don I t Know
Tota l

35

I9

3L.7
5.0
5.0

3
3

loo-o

60

TABLE T-XXVI
DROP CERTAIN CHARGES

The prosecution will
I'leaning Given
Charges not Iaid

not be proceeding with the charge.

Donrt want to give him a f rne
Not going through with all- charges
Charges not there anymore
Prosecutor doesnrt want to ta lk
Donrt Know
Total

z

5.0

Fr equ ency
3

z

L6.7

IL.7

L.7
6L.1

I00.0

10
7

l
37

60

Ltö

TABLE LXXVIT
PARTY TO THE OFFENCE

A person who may not have been directly involved in committing the
offence. He may have had knowledge of it and acted as a lookout.
lvleaning Given

Fr equ enc y

Might be involved
Somebody el-se with him
Know something about crime
Just there

20.o
LL.7

I2

¿o.

L]

J

Õ.J

Lookout

5

L.7
15.0
t5 .0
100.0

Standing six
Donrt Know
Tota l

7

I
9
9

60

TABLE LXXVTII
TO TRIAL

PROCEED

The prosecution is indicating
to prove their

that they are prepared to go to triat

Meaning Given
No response

WilI hear your case, make decision
Go to trial
Going ahead
Ready to start case
Special court to find out truth
Have to have more hearings
Donrt Know
Tota

1

I.7
tL.7

Fr equenc y

I

7

3.3

2

23 .3

t4

10

2

L1

10.0

6

t.7

I

20.o
100.0

L2

60

TABLE LXXIX
TRTAT,

SLIP

A paper that the juvenile and. his parent,/guard.ian sign stating the
time, date and location of the trial.
There are instructions on
how to subpoena witnesses.
Meaning t.Lvel
Means you'lI

Proof
Tell-s
TeIIs
Paper

I'Il come
you when to come back
you about trial
you sign at a trial

No response

Don't
Tota I

be there

Know

%

Frequency

LL.7
3.3
23.3
28.3
l0 .0

1

aa

20.o
100-0

2

L4
L7
6
2

I2
60
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TABLE LXXX
SUBPOENA

Paper served on a person to ensure their presence at a cour
hearing. Their att.endance is mandatory.
Meaning Given
No response
Tells you when to appear

3.3

2

5

Summons

zö. J

Paper which brings peopJ_e to court
Have to come as witness
Donrt Know
Tota

Fr equency

13.3
6.7
40 .0
100.0

l-

L7
0

4
¿4

60

TABLE LXXXT
TRIAL

A court hearing where the evidence of both the defense and the
prosecution is brought bef ore the court. I¡litnesses may be call-ed.
At the concrusion of evidence the judge reaches a decision as to
whet.her or not the juvenile is delinquent.
Iuleaning Given
No response

Fr equenc y

L.7

o?
Bring witnesses, the judge listens
Prove your case
4]_.7
Find out if guilty
LL.7
Find out disposition
t0 .0
Special hearing
L.7
Everyone teÌIs story, judge decides 18.3
Donrt Know
6.7
Tota I
I00.0

I
5

¿5
7

6

I
1l
4

60

TABLE LXXXIT
WITNESS

A person who testifies
happened.

at a trial

Meaning Given
Knows about your case
Someone who was with you
Someone who knows you didnrt do it
Someone who proves you didntt do it

Your friend
Someone there & can explain
Someone who tell_s the truth
Donrt Know
Tota l-

Gives evidence as to what
%

20.0
LL.7
6.7

I.7
I3.3
1?

?

]-6.7

6.7
100.0

Frequency
L2
7

4

I
0

L4
IO
4

60
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one phrase which was not given in the case example was thaL

of plea bargaining.

A separate question was asked about pÌea barr asked juveniles whether or not they had ever heard of

gaining.

the phrase I'prea bargaining".

A small- number (gu ) said ',yes,, white

the majority

r then asked t,he persons who

(7oe") said "no'] .

had.

said they either knew what it meant or just werenrt quite sure to
describe it in their own words. only two people (3%) responded
saying that it referred to the situation

where you tarked to an-

other Ìawyer and made a deal
An examination of the responses given to defj_ne or describe
each term reveals that juveniles understand more of the terms and

phrases rel-ated to procedural elements than the terms whj-ch might
affecL them directJ-y.

Words and phrases which they do understand

are: notice to appear, information,

pIea, not, guiJ_ty, pretrial,

adjourn, net changing your pl-ea, party to an offence, proceed to
ÈriaI,

trial

stip and subpoena. words they do not understand are:

to unl-awfurry break and enter, to commit a derinquency, contrary
to section _ of the criminar code of canada, to waive the reading
of the charge, indicated plea, appearance srip, drop charges,
witness and plea bargaining.

This is not surprì_sing given that key

actors tend to focus on procedural issues when they exprain the
elements of court to juveniles.

Likewise when r asked the three

key actor groups which legat terms or phrases v/ere most important
for the juvenile to understand they atl isol-ated various procedural
issues.

Perhaps this emphasis is an attempt on the part of t.hese

persons to ensure that their crient(s)

act appropriatery in court.
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r wourd argue that the impact of not und.erstanding some of these
terms and phrases could be significant
A juvenile's

inabil-ity

in its consequences.

to understand the exact legal meaning

of breaking and. enteríng should not be considered as serious.
majority or at feast

5O%

The

of the juveniles interviewed appreciated

that to break and enter was to do something that was wrongi. The
recognition of this fact would seem to be sufficient.
A phrase which juveniles do not seem to understand is ,'to
commit a delinquency".

r consider this phrase to be very important

for the child who comes before the court.
ing legislaÈion al-l- violations
contraventions of provincial

According to the govern-

of sections of the Criminat Code

and

statutes by a child are to be con-

A juvenile who stands before the judge in

sidered delinquencies.
anticipation

of having to answer to a charge may not recogníze that
when the judge reads the information t.o him,/her and it states "and
therein did commit a delinquency" they are referring

to his,/her

wrongdoing. wíthout recognizing that to commit a detinquency refers to the criminal- act the juvenire may be reft thinking that
his actual activities

were never discussed.

there seems to be a sprit

rn rel_ation to this

between t.hose that und.erstand. what it

means to be "contrary to a section of the Criminal Code of Canada".

I woul-d maintain that their not understanding this is not a serious
matter.

This phrase is highty technicar.

bation officers

BoÈh l-awyers and pro-

interviewed suggest that the more technical terms

are l-ess important to understand.
here is that probation officers

One contradiction

which arises

8/L5 (53.3%) said "contrary to
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to section _ of the criminal code of canada" was an import,ant legal term.
Continuing with terms which appear not to be understood, the
terms !,/aive read.ing of the charge, indicated plea and. a plea of
not delinquent have serious implications

if not clarified.

When

a lawyer waives the reading of the charge this marks a significant
act.

If the juvenile does not recognize what the lawyer is índi-

cating to the court, he may continue to return to many hearings
wait.ing to hear the charge.

Hisr/her not hearing it may lead the

juvenile to think that it is no longer an issue.

rn this same vein

if the juvenile does not rearize what an indicated prea is, s/he
may believe that they have actually

charge.

never given a

pJ_ea

to the

An example of this comes from a conversat.ion which I heard

between a juveniJ-e at the pretrial

court and his lawyer in which

they were discussing what would be taking place in court that day.
The boy wanted to know when they wourd be entering pleas.

The raw-

yêr: seeming surprised, rep1ied., "We did that weeks ago".

In talk-

ing to this lawyer afterwards he said that the juvenile had not
und.erstood that indicating

a plea was a

\Á/ay

of giving a plea.

Equarry important in this regard is the matter of lawyers entering
the plea by saying "welre indicating

a prea of not delinquent".

rf

the juvenile d.oesnrt recognize this as meaning innocent or a denial
of the charge then he may not real-ize the proceed.ings which follow
and the rationale

for why s,/he must continually

Phrases l-ike "appearance slip"

come back to court.

are important because the ju-

venile who signs such a piece of paper is maki-ng a commitment to
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attend court on a given day

His non-atLendance might have repre-

cussions for himJuveniles tend to see a witness as more of a friend than anvthing else.

s/he must recognize the importance that a witness has

in any proceeding which wirl urtimatery determine his guilt

or in-

nocence. rf the juvenile perceives the witness as a friend then
s,/he may be disappointed if the testimony given detracts from his,/

her case.
of all the terms not understood by juvenires the two which
have the most serious implications

are "to drop charges" and "plea

rn each j-nstance the impact is t.he same, the f inal_

bargaining".

disposit,ion of a case wilr be affected.

rf a juvenire does not

understand that these two actions can result in Iess seri-ous consequences than s,/he may not. appreciate it when it

happens. The ju-

venile may not know that s,/he is actualJ-y getting a break.
It is cl-ear from the presentation of juveniles'
of specific

understand.ing

legal terms and l-egar phrases that they do not und.er-

stand a great dear about the ranguage used in the court.
question then is whether or not a juvenire's
(fairness)

The key

sense of justice

is affected by his/her understanding of regar language.

This question constitutes

the fifth

and last hypothesis in this

study.
Hypothesis

#5

The fifth
tice

(fairness)

hypothesis states that a juvenire's

sense of jus

is affected bv lnís/her understanding of legar
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Ìanguage. A juvenj-le's sense of justice

(fairness)

of court handl-

ing of charges and his,/her understanding of 1egal language were
cross-tabulated.

The dependent variable was based on the question

"Do you think your courtroom hearings have been fair?".
TABLE LXXXITT
SENSE OF JUSTTCE (FATRNESS)
AND JUVENILES I UNDERSTANDING

Juvenile Understanding
Ro\^/
yes
No
Total

rt-r

oo
o

$'i
Éa

q .?

(/)Fl

Yes

looa

No

s4z

97r"

62

3Z

Oeo

Total
7
33
40
20 cases of "no response" and donrt know" were excluded
from the table.
The presence of a zero in one of the cel-Is makes it impossible

to use Yul-e's Q as a measure of association.
there is a shift

from 100e" sense of justice

comparing percentages

to 94? sense of justice

when shifting

from understanding to no understanding.

weak positive

relationship

between sense of justice

There is

a

and a juvenile's

understanding of legal Ianguage.
Discussion of Hypothesis

#1

A weak positive relationship
and a sense of justice,

found to exist.
justice

between juveniters

where justice

understanding

is defined as fairness

was

To el-aborate, the decrease in percent sense of

(fairness) when moving from understanding to no under-

standing was only 6ø". The finding however, does support the view
expressed in the CBC documentary "Sharp and Terrible

Eyes"
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(January 3, L9B2) that there can be no justÍce if there is
understanding.

no

onry those juveniles who said they understood l_e-

gal language through that court was fair.
No control variables

were introduced into this relationship

because of the lack of variance observed in the variable,

justice

(fairness).

court was fair.

Virtually

sense of

aIl juveniles interviewed thought

To introduce control variabl-es would not produce

any meaningful results.
What fmpact Can Juvenile Court Have?
The presentation of the juvenilers

grasp of certain legal terms

and phrases suggests that for the most part their understanding of

legal language itself

is minimal.

which describe elements of process.
which are internal

to the process.

They comprehend those words
They fail

to understand terms

what impact can juvenile court

have if there is riÈtfe understanding of the language? r would
argue that the educative function of the court is reduced
understanding is low.

when

This fact is best revealed by the statistic

that only L2Z of juveniles interviewed spontaneously suggested that
the purpose of court was to teach them a l-esson (cf. Langrey et.
âf.,

1978: 48).

only one chird mentioned that the purpose of his,/

her courtroom hearing had been to make sure t.hat s,/he was not in
trouble again.

Most viewed it as a form of punishment, a way to

get out of detention or get a fast disposition.

on this basis r

wou]d argue that understanding shoutd be i-ncreased so as to de-

termine whether or not court could have a greater impact on the
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juveniJ-e.

A lack of impact has serious implications

such as recidivism.

for maLters

rf the juvenile does not underst.and what s,/he

has done and what the court has done in an attempt to ',correct,, the
situation, then that same j-ndivid.uaL might be more rikery to become reinvoLved than one who understands more about what act.ually
happened,
Conc

lus ion

This chapter has presented the results of the interviews conducted wi-th sixty juveniles at the pretrial stage j-n the winnipeg
juvenile court.

The results of various cross-tabulations

generated

to test the five hypotheses proposed in this study vrere reproduced.
Discussion fol1owed. the presentation of data and an attempt
made in each instance to account for the rel-ationship

primary variabl-es.

The effect of specific

was

between the

control_ variables on

these associations was then addressed.
A series of tables were given showing juveniles'
of particurar

legal- terms and regal phrases.

then made about Èhe implications

of juvenires'

definitions

some comments were

not understanding

certain words.
Fina]-ry, a short. section was devoted. to a consideration of
what impacÈ juvenile court could have on the child if s,/he did not
understand what had been said.

Throughout the chapter an attempt

was made to bring together the l-iterature

which either supported

or contradicted the results which I obtained.
îhe final

chapter of the thesis wil-l- be a discussion

and
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summary. Implications of the findings and directions

for future

research, including methodological suggestions, wilr be presented.

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The juvenile's

understanding of the legal language used in

the I,tinnj-peg juvenile court appears Lo be minima].
of the juveníles

ma

jority

(B0a) f interviewed said that they did not under-

stand the language of the court.
the originar

The

This finding is consistent wit.h

premise upon which this thesis was based. The re-

search showed., as hypothesized, that there was a rel-ationship between a juvenil-ers understanding of Iegal language and his,/her

contact with probation officers
there was a relationship

and defense counsel.

In addition

between their understanding and. the

judgers explanation of the ranguage, process and procedure of the
court.

This was also predicted.

ted each of these relationships.

Certain control variables affecThe discussion of the three hy-

potheses and the influence of the various control variables on them
was given in Chapter 5.

Like hypotheses #I, #2, and #3 the fourth hypothesis concerning the rel-ationship between und.erstanding and time in custody
supported.

A juvenile's

proved. to have an effect

The fifth

was

prior record, age and type of plea aII
on the association.

hypothesis, a juvenile's

sense of justice

(fairness)

is affected by his,/her understanding of tegar language showed a
weak positive

rerationship.

A juvenile's

sense of justice

(fair-

ness) decreases as one moves from understanding to no understanding.
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No control variables were introduced.

The support generated for the first
me that a juvenile's

understanding can

three hypotheses informs
be

affected by contact with

An examination of what in fact juveniles under-

key legal actors.

stand shows that they understand very few legal terms and phrases.
This leads me to question what in fact will
the situation

substantially

change

so that they do understand the meaning of particular

words and phrases.

It is my position based on this study that

a

juvenile will- not understand legal- language unless there is an increase in his,/her participation

in the proceedings of the court.

To deny the juvenile the opportunity to participate

in the pro-

ceedings of the courL is to deny him,/her the opportunity to develop
his,/her own interpretation
self,/herself.

of the real-ity in which s,/he finds him-

The foreignness of the language itself

may lead the

juvenile to bel-ieve that s,/he is not capable of understanding.
This coupl-ed with his,/her lack or participation
but a continued lack of understanding.

can lead to nothing

This only serves to reÍn-

force what Erícson and Baranek (L982) refer to as the accusedrs
t'dependent statust'

.

The need for rrbilateral- communication" within the courtroom

as opposed to a "unilateral"

one suggests a reorganization of the

style of language used. To include a juvenile in the proceedings
but to maintain a formal language will
ation.

not change the current situ-

The nature of the language used in court must be conducive

to a juvenile's

participation,

If the court moves towards the use
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of a less formal Ianguage and simul-taneously includes the juvenile
in the process then I suspect that understanding will

increase.

An important question to be asked here is whether this change

will

occur under the Young Offenders Act.

Ler 4, the

YOA

to participate

states that juveniles should be given an opportunity
as fully

as possible in the proceedings against

them. Although this legislation
tion"

As pointed out in Chap-

advocates "bil-ateral- communica-

it also represents a move towards a more legal-istically-

oriented court.

Perhaps formaJ- Ianguage wil-l persist.

I put forth that clearly there is a potential

for a "Plain

EngIish" movement in the l{innipeg juvenile court.
stems from two sources.

First,

vievüs show that most juveniles

the court,

This belief

the results of the juvenile interdo not understand the Ianguage of

To understand, however, was important to them. Second,

the key actors interviewed. agree that Iegal Ianguage affects the
juvenilers

understanding of the court hearing.

simplifying

They believe that

legal language is a feasible proposition.

This alone

lends support to the idea of a "Plain English" movement in the
juvenile court.
I suggest that certain structural

changes may encourage a more

communication between the juvenile and the court.

effective

I see a need for a more active probation officer
ile court.

The role of the probation officer

First,

within the juven-

must be clarified.

The currenL functioning of the court does not al-Iow a probation

officer
a guilty

to become involved with a juvenile unless s,/he has entered
plea, the judge requests a pre-disposition

report or

when
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the juveníIe is on probation at, the time of the current offence,
There is no mandate for a probation officer
juvenile

before his/her first

court hearing.

out the role of the probation officer
one.

to be involved with

As Chapter 4 pointed

is Ìargely an expLanatory
this has serious j-mplica-

If this role cannot be fulfilled

tions for whether or not a juvenile is tikely
happens to him/her in court.

a

to understand what

f would argue based on the resul-ts

of hypothesis #I in this study that increased probation contact
wiII

increase a juvenife's

clarification

understanding.

There is a need for the

of the current role of the probation officer

in the

proceedings of the court.
Second, I would encourage an ombudsman to become one of permanent key actors in the juvenile court.

This person could act

as

an interpretor

of the language and proceedings of the court for

the juvenile.

If the juvenile and,/or his/her parent (s) \.vere un-

clear as to what had occurred in court then this person could

be

approached for explanation and clarification.

Third, I suggest that an information booklet which describes
the basic procedures of the court should. be created.
of terms which the juvenile is likely

A compendium

to hear would allow the ju-

venile and/or his,/her parent(s) to become more familiar
Ianguage of the court prior to the first

hearing.

with the

This information

booklet could accompany the summons and notice which is issued
the Clerk of Courts Office.
Finally,

I put forth that smal-1er dockets would encourage

greater understanding for the juvenile.

If a judge has fewer

by
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matters to dear with then s,/he wirl have more time to exptain the
language, process and procedure of the court.to

the juvenile.

Given that t.his study reveared that, there is a relationship
tween juvenilets

be-

understanding and the judge's expranation of the

language, process and. procedure of the court, I wouÌd argue that
this structural

change wourd most likery

promote juvenire's

under-

standing.
Implications of Findings
The findings of this study have implications
and research.

for both theory

To begin, if one agrees that a rack of understand-

ing of legal Ianguage has serious consequences for the concerned
juvenire then one must necessaríJ-y look for ways to resol-ve this
situation.

rn the preceding section r suggested that one way might

be to encourage a "Plain English" movement in the winnipeg juvenile
court.

In suggestÍng this I would caution against arbitrary

plification

of all terms and tegal phrases.

guage develops out of a particular

pose.

sim-

Any spec íal. ized l_an-

need or for a particular

pur-

It is the case Lhat a highly technical term may often denote

or describe something which otherwise could only be expressed
through paragraphs and paragraphs of simpter terms.

As one author

has commented, "much of thinking behind the PIain Engtish

movement

is naive both about the complexities of language and about the extent to which linguistic

reform can change socio-Iegal realities"

(Danet, 1980: 49O). As one interviewee commented to me, "to change
the language of the criminal- law (of which juvenile Jaw is a part)
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one must begin by examining the legisl-ation
The legislation
room will

in which j-t is grounded..

ultimatel-y shapes the form thatttalk'

take".

in the court-

To simprify language, according to this assess-

ment, is to simprify the language of t.he legislation

out of which

i-t develops.
Other concerns which must be addressed inctude "What are the
dangers of oversimplifying legal Ianguage?" and secondly, ,'If
plain language is introduced into the juvenile court then how will
its

use be ensured?". Ray J. Aiken (1960) in a rejoinder to

articLe on simplifying

an

1egal language commented that the one issue

which should not be overrooked in a discussion of this nature is
that "the lawyer, in the vast majority of his work, addresses himsel-f simultaneously to the layman who is the ctient
to the profession"

(p. 359).

or juror,

and

Further he writes that "technicality

is an inescapable component of technique; and to cry for simplicication in a t.echnical- field
cause his paintings so littl-e
Moses" (p. 362).

is much l-ike criticizing

daVinci be-

resemble those of Al Capp or Grandma

Clearly these two issues are important to the

discussíon of changing language.
The second question posed points to the issue of enforcing

a

program of plain and simple English in a court system where there

is little
particularly

monitoring of behavior of key actors.

This comment is

directed to the judges of the court who ul-timately

seÈ the pace and style in any proceeding,

It is not the case that

one judge sits in on the other's court which means that if

one

judge did not agree with the use of plain and simple language in

''I ô/

the court then there may be no way of enforcing its use. without
a mechanism with which to determine whebher simpre language is being used there can be no way to effect long term change.
A final. issue is "Inlhat will
simplified?".

be l_ost if legal language is

r raise this point in acknowledging that the "forma.r

language of the law creates the boundaries of formal symbolic con-

trol

in court" (Carlen, L974i l-O2). If the juvenile appears in

a

courtroom where the judge, lawyer and prosecutor aIl speak in
everyday language then s,/he may be less incl-ined to take the proceedings seriousry.

This comment shourd not be taken as a reason

for not simplifying

l-egal language but rather as a point which must

be considered when advocating and promoÈing change in legat
language.

Directions For Future Research
The findings of this study coupled with the implications

have just been discussed poì-nL to Èhe potential
in this area.
culties
difficulty

which

for future research

At the outset, r point to the methodol-ogical diffi-

encountered. in the course of this work.

is the researcherrs ability

The greatest

to assess understanding of

lega] language. The selectíon of a question whích indicated to
whether or not the juvenil-e himself,/herself

felt

me

that they under-

stood seemed to be the best measure of overall understanding.

One

must acknowledge that a person may say s,/he understands or does

not understand when in fact the opposite is true.

As Pat Baranek

(co-author of The Ordering of Just.ice) pointed out in a letter
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regarding this study, "my experíence has been that even when
accused has stated that

(s)he has understood a particular

an

tegal

point or procedure and may even have been able to suppty me with
a legal definition
has not fully

or description of such point or procedure, (s)he

grasped the meaning or the implications

for his or

her case" (personal communication, 1982). This is an important
point and I suggest that any further research in this area should
develop a series of measures concerning "understanding" in light

of

these difficultres.
Second, to conduct this study again I would tape record al1

interviews with juveniles.
!^¿er

Although most juveniles tended to ans-

the questions in one sentence or less, a verbatim transcript

would have enabled me to better document their responses. An examination of a compl-ete transcript
fully

might have enabl-ed me to more

assess the degree of understanding the juveniì-e does or does

not have,
Thj-rdr âDy research in this area should be done over a period
of several months. The juvenile should be interviewed. not once
but several times throughout the entire court process.

For ex-

ample, one could interview the juvenile at the time of his,/her
first

court hearing, then interview again at the pretrial

stage

followed by one finaL interview after a dispositi-on had been given
This method would enable one to discover whether time spent in the
process has an effect on understanding of legal language.
Fourth, although the interviews conducted with key legal
actors provided the researcher with information about particufar
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íssues and concerns, the information gained onty dealt with generarities

and courd not be tied to particular

cases. one approach

for a future study would be to interview the probation officers,
lawyers and judges who are invo]ved with the juvenile in the sample.

This wourd al-row one to compare the key actors'accounts

what happened. with the juvenirers.

of

The perceptions of each would

be informative.
The conclusion reached. in this study is that there is indeed

the potentiar for a "Plain English" movement in the winnipeg juvenire court.

Juveniles do not understand the tegat language used in

the court.

I have suggested that one v¡ay to increase understand-

ing is to arrow the juveni]e to participate
the court.

in the proceedings of

Given this opportunity it is my position that the ju-

venile wif I be able to det.ermine for himsel f,/herself what particular words and phrases mean in the context in which they are spoken.
Recognizing that one of the goals of the young offenders Act is to
increase the juvenil-ers participation

in the courtroom proceedings,

it is my view that a fol-low-up study after the legislation
enacted could test this proposition.
vide further insight

has

been

The results gained may pro-

into how a juvenile can better undersLand the

language of the proceedings in which his future is decided.

APPENDICES

T9'l

APPENDIX I
DESCRIPTTON FOR JTIVENILE PARTICIPATION

TO

WHOM

ÏT

MAY CONCERN

r am currently conducting a study of juvenil-e's understanding
of the ranguage used in the juvenire court. As part of the study
I am asking a number of juveniles, Iike yourself, who appear at
pretrial court if they will agree to be interviewed. r am anxious
to find out your views on the language used in the courtroom. rn
addition to tarkíng to you r wirr also be speaking to some probation officers, defense counser and judges to find out whether or
not they are expl-aining the language used in court to you.
Your participation is voluntary. Al-1 resul-ts wiII be strictly
confident,iai-. Your cooperation would be greatly appreciated.

Trudie F. Smith -Gadacz
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I1

JUVENILE TNTERVIEW

T.

BACKGROUND

rnÈerviewer check off the forlowing question at the outset.
I. ]-

SEX

:

MALE

FEMÀLE

**BEGIN INTERVIEI,ìJ HERE**

ïrd l-ike to begin by asking you some questions about your
serf.
Please try to do your best to answer all the questions - rf you do not understand or are not sure about a
particular question just teII me.
L.2

When is your birthday?

DAY

MONTH

What year were you born?

I.3

I.4

Are you currently

_YEAR

going to school?

_YES

Go to I.4

_NO

Go to I .6

What grade are you in?
Go to 1.7

1.5

How

l'6

what is the highest grade that you have

do you f ind

school_

?

PASSED

in schoor?

GRADE

No school grade completed

I.7

Are you a "full-time',

Go to L.

B

student or a "part-time"

FulI-time
Part -time
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student?

200

1.8

Ðo you currently

work at any job or business?

YES

NO

.9

1

Go to I. IO

Do you work full- -t.ime or part -time at that j ob?

(Futl -time
=30 hrs. per week, part-time=Iess than 30 hrs. per week).
Full-time
Go to 2.1

Part -t ime

1.10 When did you last work?
If juvenile has never worked go to 2.1
r.11

Ðid you work furl-time or part-time at that job? (Fulr-time
=30 hrs. per week, part-time=Iess than 30 hrs. per week).
Ful-

I -t ime

Part -time
IÏ.
2

-r

SCRBENING

rn this interview r want to ask you about the court case
which is going on right now in which you are charged with:
(SELECTED CHARGE

(OTHER CHARGES

(S) ) :

IF ANY):

and for which you have appeared in juvenile court before.

fs this information correct?
YES

Go to 2.3

NO

Don

2.2

r

t

know

What do you remember being charged with?

20I

2.3
III.
3

'

I

It is only the charge(s)
case that we are going to talk about.
POLICE CONTACT

where were you when you first
police?

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
3.2

in your court

came into contact with the

Never in contact with the police
In courtroom
At subjectts residence
On the street
At school
At work
Other (ES. at scene of crime)
Donrt remember
At the police station

Did someone teII

Go to 4.1

Go to 3.2

you you were under arrest?

YES
NO

Donrt remember
3.3

Were you told why you were under arrest?
YES
NO

Donrt remember
N,/A

3.4

Did a police officer question you about the offence before
you appeared in court?
YES
NO

Donrt remember
3.5

Before the porice began asking you questions about the
of f ence did someone telr* you that you coul-d tark to a l_awyer first ?
YES
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NO

Donrt remember

3.6

Did you talk to a lawyer before talking to the police?
YES
NO

Donrt remember
3.7

Were you held in custody on the current charge (s)

?

YES
NO

Dontt remember
3. B

Go to 3.

12

How long \¡¡ere you det,ained for?
PRE -COI.TRT RELEASE
T,TORE

THAN ONE DAY, LESS THAN A WEEK

}4ORE THAN ONE I^]EEK, LESS THAN

A

MOIilTH

OTHER

3.9

!ùere you told why you were detained?

3.1-0 Do you think it was right for you to be detained?
YES
NO

Don't know,/No Response

Go to 3.12

3.11 Why do you say that?
3.L2 Would you tell me, please, \^¡ho you r¡rere tiving
time the offence took place?
_
_
_
_

Parents
Mother Only
Father Only
Foster Parent (s),/Guardian

with at the
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_
_
_

Living Independent, ly
I^ Group Home
Other (Specify)

3.13 Did you discuss your offence with these people?
YES
NO

Ðon

IV.

4-L

I

t remember

PRE - FIRST APPEARANCE

Before you appeared in court for the first time on this
charge(s) did you talk with anyone rrãñ-Io"ial services?
(SociaI worker, probation officer, eLc.)
YES
NO

DON

r

T KNOI¡J

Go to

4

.9

DON I T REME¡4BER

4.2

Who

did you meet with?

_
_

Probation Officer
C.A.S. i¡Iorker
Social- Worker (Other than C.A.S.)
Other (Specify)

_

NOTE: If subject mentions personts name in response to the
above probe to determine role.
Eg., "What is
's
j ob?"

ff more than one person mentioned above ask 4.3
otherwise go to 4.4.
4.3

4.4

Who

did you talk with the

_
_
_
_

Probation Officer
C.A.S. Worker
Social Worker (Other than C.A.S.
Other (Specify)

Did you know
were chargred with

IIOST?

(Person in 4.2 or 4.3) before you
(Selected Charge (s) ) ?
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YES
NO

Go to 4.6
DONIT

REMEMBER

4.5

How

4.6

How many meetings did you have with him,/her before your first
court appearance on this charge(s) ?

4.7

What did you talk to this person about?

4.8

Did this person explain to you what wourd occur inside the
courtroom? i.e. did they talk to you about the proceedings
- the way things are done in court, before you went into
court for the first hearing?

díd you get to know him,/her?

YES
NO

Dontt know,/Donrt remember

Go to 4.1-I

4.10 How did you get in contact with this lawyer?
(If juvenile says he applied for tegal aid ask him,/her
took his,/her application) .
4-rl

who

Did you or your parents ever get a notice, i-.e. a letter (or
piece of paper) saying that you haoTã-ã-ppear in court on a
certain day?
YES

Self OnIy
_ Parent Only
Both

Go to 4.1-2

NO

DontÈ know,/Dontt remember

Go to Section V (5.1)

4.L2 Did you read what was written on the notice (piece of paper)?
YES
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NO

Donrt remember

Go to Section V (5.1)

4.L3 Did you ask anyone what was written in the notice?
VFê

NO

Don

I

t. remember

Go to 4.

15

4.L4 i¡Iho did you ask?
Parent,/Guardian

_
-

Lawyer

_

Other (Specify)

Adult Friend
Juvenile Friend
Pol ic e

Now r am going to read a sentence to you.

rf is the sort of sentelling him,/her
to appear in the juvenire court. r would like you to say what the
sentence means, i.e. to teII me in your own words what you think
it means,
Èence a juvenile would see on a notice or a letter

4.I5

"You have the right to be represented by counsel.

"

A. If any one of the following occur verbatim'tright",
. t'represented " , "counsel " , ÀSK, "what does
mean?',
B, $Ihen identity of whom one may be represented by is stated
. merely as "someone", ASK, "Who can you be represented
by ? " OR "$Iho do you mean ? "
C. !¡ihen no mention is made of who one can be represented by
(e.9.. "You can't get help") , ASK, ',Can you tell me a
little
bit more about that?"

V.

COURTROOM HEARINGS

5.I

Now I would like

to ask you how many times you have been before the judge on the current charge(s) of
(Selected Charge(s) ).
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Enter Number Here
Probe to ensure that subject doesn't change his,/her mind.
Note change if there is one.
5.2

rs this the first time that you have ever been before the
juvenile court? (i,e. have any charges in the past brought
you to court?)
YES

Go to 5.3

NO

Ðonrt remember
5.3

Go to 5.5

Have you ever been arrested before but not brought to court?

YES

Go to 5.4

NO

Donrt remember
5-4

Go to 5.8

l^Ihat happened to you if you r/¿eren't brought to court?
Go to 5.8

5.5

l¡Ihen were you bef ore the juvenile

5.6

What were you charged with?

5.7

fthat was the outcome?

_
5.8

court?

FINE

ADJOURN

RESTITUTION

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS

COMI{UNITY WORK ORDER

TRANSFERRED TO ADULT

PROBATTON
CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE
PERTOD OF

SINE DIE

couRT
CASE DISMISSED

-Have you had a probation officer - with you in the courtroom
at your hearings concerning your currenÈ charges?
YES

Go to 5.9

NO

Donrt remember

Go Èo 5. Il

5.9

Do you think it was helpful
at your hearing (s) ?

to have your probation officer

YES
NO

Don

I

t

know

5.10 why do you say that?
5. lI

Have you had a lawyer with you in the courtroom at any of

your court hearings?

Go to 5.

YES

15

NO

Go to 5.12

Don't

know

5.L2 why did you not have a lawyer at your hearing?
5.13 Do you think you should have had a J-awyer at your hearings?
Go to 5.l-4

YES
NO

Donrt

Go to 5.

17

know

5.L4 Why do you think you should have had a lawyer at your
hearing ?
Go to 5.

5.t5

17

Do you feel that your lawyer really

understands )'our case?

5.16 Ì^Ihy do you say that?
5.L7 Before you went into the courtroom (for the first time)
this case did you know that you were charged with
(Charges)

YES
NO

?

Go to 5.l-8
Go to 5. 19

on
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Don

t remember

I

I

Inlasn

Go to 5.l-9

t sure

5.18 How did. you find out that you were charged with
before going to court?
PoIice told subject

ParenÈ told subject
Lawyer told subject

_
_
5.f9

Detention staff told subject
P.O. told subject
From notice,/summons received
Other (Specify)
Dontt remember

Were the charges against you read out at any of your hearings ?
YES
NO

Don't remember
Don

t

t

know

5.2O Did anyone in court ask you if you understood what you were
charged with,/accus ed-ãE?YES

Go to

5 . 21-

NO

Don't remember

Go Eo 5.22

5.2L I,tho asked you that?
Judge
Subj ect's Lawyer

Other (Specify)
5.22 Ðid anyone explain the charge to you?
YES

Go to 5.23

NO

Don't remember

Go Eo 5.24
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.23

L,Iho ?

5.24 Did the judge ask you if you were guil-ty or not guilty?
Go to 5.25

YES
NO

D/R, D/K,

Go to 5.26
N,/R

5.25 Did the judge explain the difference between guilty
gui tty ?

and not

5.26 Did the judge ask if you did whaL you were accused of doing
- that is what the police said you did?
YES
NO

Ð/R, D/R,

N,/R

5.27 Did anyone discuss with you what it means to give a plea?
5.2A How did you plea on the charge (s) of
Gui ltY
Not guilty
No plea
_ Donrt remember
5.29 Did the judge accept the plea?
YES
NO

Dontt remember
5.30 Had anyone said to you before you made your plea of (quíLLy/
not guilty) that that was how you should plea on the
charge (s)

YES

?

Go to 5.31

NO

Dontt remember

Go to 5.32

2LO

5.31 Who gave you that advíce?
Parent/Guard i an

-

Lury"t
Pol ice
Adult Friend
Juvenile Friend
Social Worker
Probation Officer
Other (Specify)
other (Specify)
Donrt remember

5.32 Have you ever heard the phrase "plea bargaining"
YES

?

Go to 5.33

NO

Donrt remember/Don't
5.33 Ðo you know what j-t
YES

Go to 5.35
know

means?

Go to 5.34

NO

Donrt remember/Dontt

Go to 5.35
know

5.34 Cou1d you describe in your own words what you think it

means?

5.35 Did your lawyer make any deal-s in regard to your charges?
YES

Go to 5.36

NO

Go to 5.37
D/R, D/K,

N,/R

5.36 I¡Ihat was the deal t.hat was

made?

5.37 Did you change your plea today?
YES
NO

Donft remember/Don' t

know

2IT

5.38 Did anyone question you while you were in the court.room for
your hearíngs ?
YES

Go to 5.39

NO

Dontt remember
5.39

Go to 5.40

I,Iho?

_
_
_
_
_

Prosecutor
Lawyer
Judge

Others (Specify)
Don't remember

5.4O tnlere you given a chance to say something to the judge about
your court case at any one of your hearings?
YES

Go to 5.4I

NO

Dontt remember

Go to 5.42

5.4L I,Ihat did you say?
5.42 Did any people in the courtroom use words which you did not
understa

nd

YES

?

Go to 5.43

NO

Dontt remember
5

.43

Go to 5.46

I^iho ?

5.44 Did anyone explain any of these words to you?
YES
NO

Donrt remember

2L2

5.45 Who expi-ained the most to you?
Parents,/Guard ian
Lawyer

Social Worker
Probation Officer
PoIice Officer
Pros ecutor
Victim
Judge

_
5.46

Other (Specífy)
Don I t remember

Is it important to you that you understand what happened to
you in your courtroom hearings?
YES
NO

Don

I

t

know

5.47 What to you has been the purpose of your courtroom experience?
5.48 Would you say that your court hearings have been fair?
YES

Go to 5.49

NO

Donrt know

Go to 5.50

5.49 Why have these hearings been fair?
Go to 5.5I

5.50 VIhy have these hearings been unfair?
Go to 5.51

5,51 What did the judge decide to do with your case today?

VT.

CASE EXAMPLE

Now I am going to read you some statements which you may or
may not have heard in your courtroom hearings. I will ask

you what certain.things mean, i,e. I will ask you to tell me
ãs best you can rn your o\,rn words what you thi-nk they mean.

2t3

6.1

The police gave a juveniJ-e a notice to appear in Juvenile
Court. I,lhat is a notice to appear?

6.2

A boy named Mark went to the Juvenil-e Court where the judge
said, I'I have an information here which I wil-l- read to you"
what is an i.for*ãElãTThe jud.ge read an information to a juvenile appearing in
court which said, "This information alleges that on or about
September 28 , I9BI you , l'lark Smith, did unlawfully Break and
Enter a dwelling house the property of Faye BelI and therein
did commit a del-inguencv contrarv to Section 306(f) of the

Criminal

6.3
6

.4

6.5

Code of Canada".

What does unlawfully
l,ühat does it

break and enter

mean?

mean to commit a delinquency

?

what does contrary to section 306(l) of the criminar code of
Canada mean?

6-6

A juvenile who had stolen a football from Baldy Northcott
appeared in court with a lawyer, I^lhen the judge said that
he had an information before him the juvenile,s lawyer said
they waive the reading of the charge(s). What does it mean
to waive the reading of the charge (s) ?

6.7

In one case after the judge read. the information he said to
the juvenile, "How do you plea on the charge of breaking and
entering?" What did the judge mean?

6.8

The juvenile court judge asked a juvenile "How do you plea on
the charge of robbery?'r The juvenile's lawyer sa id that they
were entering a plea of not delinquent. Vühat did the J-awyer
mean when he said their plea was not delinquent?

6.9

I^/hen

the judge asked a juvenile for his plea the boy answered the judge by saying "not gui]ty your Honor". I^lhat did
the boy mean?

2r4
6.10

Once the j udge heard the j uveniJ_e ' s pl-ea he asked whether
this was an indicated plea. What is an indicated plea?

6.1_r

The prosecutor said, "This case should be adjourned to the
pretrial court on April 2, 1982". What is the pretrail
court ?

6.12

The judge said that the case was adjourned until
L982. þJhat does it mean to adjourn the case?

6.13

Before leaving the courtroom the juvenile \¡¡as asked to sign
an appearance sIip, What is an qppearance slj_p?

6.L4

On April 2, L9B2 a juvenile appeared at pretrial
court. The
judge asked if he was still pfeading "not guilty".
What did
the judge mean?

6

-15 The prosecutor said that the juvenilers lawyer and he had
agreed to drop certa j_n charg-es. I,lhat did the prosecutor
mean

6.16

6

ApriI 2,

?

The judge explained that the juven ile might be a 'tparty to
the offence". What did the judge mean ?

.L7 The prosecutor said that they vrere prepared to proceed to
trial.
What did the prosecutor mean?

6.fB

The prosecutor asked the juvenile to sign a ,'triaI
Vlhat is a "triaI sIip"?

slip".

6,L9 The trial slip says that the witness can be subpoenaed.
What is a subpoena?
6.20

After signing the trial- slip the judge said to the juvenil
that his tria L would be held on December 2I , L9B2 at 9:30 in
Courtroom A. What is a trial?

2L5

6.2L The judge said the juvenire could bring any witnesses he had
to his trial.
What is a witness?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATIONI

VII.
7

.L

CONCLUSTON

Was anyone else present during the interview?

YES (Specify)

NO
7.2

Go to 7.3

Did this person(s) try to interject
way

Go to 7.2

in the interview in any

?

YES (Specify)
NO

7

.3

Describe the círcumstances of the interview including where
it occured, the atmosphere of the interview sit.uation (i.e.
friendly or hostile) and any unusual círcumstances.

APPENDÏX TII
PROBATTON OFFICERS

I.

'

INTERVTEW

BACKGROUND

lnterviewer check off the following question at the outset.
1. I

SEX:

MALE

FEMALE

**BEGIN INTERVTEW HERE**

I would like to begin by asking you some questions about
your background. Please try to answer aII questions to the
best of your ability.
L.2

I.3

How long have you worked in the juvenile

bation services

division

of pro-

?

year
- Less than one
years
to
two
_ One
_ Two to four years
- More than four years
Have you always been involved with social services of
sort ?
Go to 1.4
- Yes
Go to I.5
_ No

some

L.4

What did your past work in social services involve?

1.5

What is your current title

1.6

Woufd you briefly

L.7

What is the highest level of education you have att.ained?
_ High school diploma
_ Community college, CEGEP

or position?

describe your current duties and functions
within probation services?

::i: i:l;:å:låÏ"..
- Other
Education or
2L6

s,udies
Training

2L7

II.

JUVENILE

COMTACT

I woul-d like to ask you a series of questions concerning
your contact with juvenil-es.
2.I

Inlhen

wilI you typically

j uveniles

PR.BE:

make your initial

_ *;.:';:,::":'li"l""r,cr
?

occurs ar rhe rime or

e.
arrest
pããnts
Through
_
_ Juvenile contact

2.2

t¡ilI this f irst contact usual-J-y occur prior to the f írst
court appearance?
Go to
_ Yes
No
Go to
_
Not
always
Go to
_
What percentage wiII be prior

2.3

cont.acts with

?

2,3

2.I9
2.3

to the first

court appearance?

If the first contact occurs prl-or to the first court appearance whq! in general terms will be discussed at this meeting?
the charse,/what they are charsed with
i:i":"::::r:t
Potential dispositions
How
the case is likely to proceed
_
Do you find, in general, that most juveniles know what they
are charged with before they go to court?
PRoBE: _

2.4

i::'.
2.5

How

know

'""1'u'"
'

'u

=

do they find out what they are charged with?

-

Police told subject
Parent told subject
Lawyer told subject
Detention staff told subject
P.O. told subject,
From notice,/summons received
other (Specify)
Don

t

t know

2LB

%

2.6

for each category or rank order them,

l¡Ihat, if any, are the most common questions a juvenile witf
ask during your first meeting?
PROBE:.

2.7

_ How serious ís the charge?
_ ShouÌd I plead guilty or not guilty?
_ If T plead guilty will it be over sooner?
likely happen to me?
_ What wilÌ

What in your mind is the juvenile's

going to court?
PROBE:

biggest concern about

a record
_Getting
guilty
found
Being
_
Disposition
_
friends find out they were in court
_ Having their

- T:ii:; ::'ï":3'::';":;":,;:":ïä î;::";; :;:"
proc es s

2.A

often do you explain to the juvenile what is likely to
occur inside the courtroom? i.e. WiIl you talk to the juvenile about the proceedings of the court?

How

PR.BE:

.r,.y"
- åii:li
Sometimes
.

2.9
2

How much

Go to

to

2.e

2 . L3

detaj-l- do you provide the juvenile with?

-LO Under what conditions do you explain the proceedings of the
court to the juvenile?
PROBE:

2

Never

Go

-IL

_ When juvenile and/or his,/her parents want to know
_ If the charge is seríous
_ If I feel they will be in for a long drawn out
court case
_ If a serious dispositíon could be rendered

Under what conditions wouLd you not expl-ain the proceedings
of the court to the juvenile?

PROBE:
-

When
know

juvenile and,/or his,/her parents donrt want to

2L9

isn't serious
- If the charge
juvenile
the
If
and,/or the parenL,/guardian have
_
had prior contact with any court of law
If the disposition will be lenient
2.I2

Would you please describe what you would normally tell
juvenile about court procedure?

a

2.13 Are juveniles normally interested. in finding out about the
proceedings of the court?
Go Lo 2.I4
_ Yes
No
Go Èo 2.r5
- . Not always
2.14 In general why do you think a juvenile would be interested in
finding out about court procedure?
2.L5 In general why do you think a juvenile would. not be interested. in finding out about court procedure?
_ Already famil-iar with court proceedings as a result
of prior contact
Just
anxious to have the matter finalized
_
Juvenile
thinks he knows what is about to occur
_
2.L6 How many times are you likely to meet a juvenile or have
telephone contact with him,/her before his,/her first court
PROBE:

appearanc

e?

2.L7 Woul-d you say that this number of contacts is the average
over all cases you handfe or is it likely to be different
for each individual case?

riål',inil":: :l:
2.LB i^Ihy will
2.L9

:;:::;:

E3

i3

i:i,

the number of contacts vary from case to case?

If you do not make contact with a juvenite prior to hisr/her
first court appearance when witl this first contact most
likeIy occur?
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3l9Eg: _ At t.he time of the f irst hearing
- At juvení1e's first court appearance
_ Between fj-rst hearing and pretrial
_ At pretrialPretriar and triar;:::ïen
ÏII.

FTRST COURT HEARTNG

3.I

On the day of the juvenile's

3.2

first court hearing are you
to appear in the courtroom with him,/her?
Go to 3.3
_ Yes
No
Go to 3.2
_
hlhy are you not tikely to appear in the courtroom with him,/
likely

her

?

PR.BE

:

ii,,,:ii=firl*::::t-"".t:,.,ï::::j"'.:.,",t"

3.3

=

par ents

Would you say that it

is helpful for the juvenile to have
you present at their courtroom hearing?
- YeS
-No

3.4
3

.5

Why do you say that?

If the juvenile has a lawyer representì-ng him,/her in court
do you think your presence is as important as it would be if
s,/he did not have legal counsel?
_

3.6

Yes

. Dontt know
-No
Why do you say that?

PROBE:

Juvenile needs someone to explain the court procedure to him,/her
_ It is supportive
_ Our role is different

22I

3.7

3.8

Often times at a first hearing a charge will be read out to
the juvenile.
Do you think that most juveniles understand
what they are charged with?
Go to 3.9
_ Yes
No
Go to 3.8
_
Dontt
know
_
What is it that juveniles are most confused by?
PR.BE

3.9

:

- il: i:;-ii:'i";;"'::"å:';;:'Ti?1,*,.r""

If a judge asks a juvenite how s,/he wishes to plead to the
charge before the court do you think s,/he understands what
is being asked for?
Yes

_

_ Don't know
-No
3.10 !{hy do you say that?

PR.BE

:

-

i"lili,:ïX:T"'lnlf'ri"::T:i",;ï":rï: l:;:';"'""*
admit or deny

3.1-l Do most juveniles understand the d.ifference between pleading
guilty and not guilty?

i:"
- Donrt
_

know

3.12 Do you think that juveniles understand plea bargainJ-ng?
.

_yes

_ Don't know
-No
3.13 Do you think that it is the judge's role and responsibility
to explain the charge, what it means to make a plea, the
d.ifference between guilty and not guilty, for example, to the
juvenile?
Go to 4.1
_ Yes, completely

El i3

=il:":.":".-"

3.L4 Whose role is it?

i:ïi
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PROBE:

_ Legal counsel
_ Probation Services
_ Prosecutor

3.15 I{ho else should assume this explanatory roLe?
PROBE:

IV.

_ Legal counsel
- Probation Services
- Prosecutor

LEGAL LANGUAGE

Often times if a lawyer is involved in a juvenile case more
technical legal vocabul-ary is used. in the course of the proceed.ings. I woul-d now like to ask you a series of questions
concerning this matter.
4.L

4.2

Do you think t.hat juvenil-es who have 1egal counsel understand in any way the vocabulary which their lawyer's use in
their courtroom hearings?
Go to 4.2
_ Yes
No
Go
to 4.3
_

- Dontt know
qþg!, if anything, do you Èhink they understand?
PR.BE:

- ;:li:'í:::ril'ål',n.

charse

_ Entering a plea
_ Prior record
_ To get particulars
4.3

What don't they understand?
PR.BE:

charse
-_ ;:ii:'l:::ril'll'.n"
Talking about their social history

_ Adjournments
Case Law

irï:.ï:::1.::..=
4.4

=

In your experience has it been the case that lawyers who are
active in the juvenile court system explain the legal
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vocabulary which they use in the courtroom to their child
c I ients ?
_ Yes
No

Don't
4.5

Do you think it

is import.ant that lawyers explain to juvenil-es the Iegal terms which they use in the courtroom hear-

ings

?

_
4-6
4.7

know

Yes

_ Ðonrt. know
-No
why do you say that?

Do you think it is necessary for juveniles to understand the
legaI language which lawyers, prosecutors and judges employ
in the course of juvenile court proceed.ings in order for the
courtroom experience to be a meaningful experience for the

juvenile?

_ Yes

_No

4.4

Why do you say that?
PROBE:

_ It
It
It
It

is part of their right to due process
is necessary for "rehabilitation"
emphasizes the educative function of the court
is necessary for them to experience a sense of

f a i-rnes s

4.9

What in your mind are the most important legal terms or legal
phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
PROBE:

_ Information
_ Not guiLty/guitty
To get particulars
Pre-Dispos ition Report
Contrary to Section
of the Criminal_ Code of
Canad a

_ Adjourn sine die
F

i_ne

Restitution

inquent
Finding of delinquency
Del inquent,/Non -d e I

Remand
P-L

Eâ

'ta

A

_ Indicated plea

Waive reading of the charge
discharge
- Conditional
Stay of proceedings
_ Committal
_

4.10 What is so significant

about these particular

terms?

4.LL What in your mind are the least important legal terms or
leqal phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
PROBE:

_ Information
_ Nor guíLEy/Guilty
_ To get Particulars

- å::;:l:;'::'å::.i::o"
Canada

o, the criminar code or

_ Adjourn sine die
_ Period of probation
_.b'ane

Rest itution

r ff låïi;'::'ä:î ;:;l:ïï""'
_

Remand
Pl-ea

_ Indicated

plea

:::ir:;:;: i. :m;F"charse

_ Committal

=

4.L2 What is less significant
others ?
4.I3

about these terms as opposed. to any

In general would you say that the use of legal language
affects Lhe juveniles understanding of the courtrcom hearing?

4.L4 Do you feet that the courLroom experience would have greater
impact if less legal vocabulary were used?
4.15 Do you think that simplifying legal- language would make the
courtroom experience more meaningful for the juvenile?
Yes

Go to 4. 16

¿¿5

No
co Eo 4.L1
_
- Donrt know
PROBE: lrlould the courtroom experience have more of a Leaching function?
4.16 What changes would you propose to simplify
4.I7

Ðo you feel that simplifying
propos i tion ?
_
_
_

Yes
No
Don't

l_egal language?

legal language is a feasible

Go to 4.18
Go to 4.19
know

4.18 Why do you feel that simplifying
pr opos it ion ?

legal language is a feasible

4.I9

Why do you feel that simplifying

V.

POST - COIJRT HEARING

5.I

AfÈer a court hearing do you explain to the juvenile
has occured in the court that day?
_ Yes, always

feasible proposition?

- i:",

ro*"li*""

l-egal language is not

a

whaÈ

:" :" ;::

5.2

Is Èhe explanation you provide juvenile initiated
initiation ?

5.3

What proportion of the juveniles you deat with would ask you
questions about the courtroom hearing?

5.4

_103 3Or" _302 jjz
_50e" _6oeo J oz _80% _90a _100%
What would be the reason for not explaining the courtroom
hearing to the juvenile?

or at your
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5.5

If the juvenile has legat counsel- witl you still
what happened in court to the juvení1e?
Yes, always
_ yes,
_^ to
+^ 5'6
Fr
Go
sometimes
_
Go to 5.7
_ No

5.6

I^Ihy

explain

would you explain what happened in court to the juvenite
if s,/he has legal counsel ?

Go to 5.8

would you not expJ-ain what happened in court to the
juvenile if s,/he has legat counsel ?

5.7

trrlhy

5.8

Do you ever follow-up a court hearing by writing

a l_ett.er to
the juvenile and,/or his parent,/guardian explaining what took
place in court?
_ Yes, always

- i:=' "o*"Li*'= l" i" l:i.

5.9

under what circumstances if any, would such a retter

warded

5.10

If a hearing is adjourned will you be in touch with the
juvenile before the next hearing?

::i:l;-'=
be the nature of
=i::;

:: :: ;:il

5. tl

What wiII

5.I2

If a juvenile has a number of hearings are you likely
attend all of them?

- i:"

Go

this contact?

hearing

to

ro 5.r3

5.13 Under what circumstances wilI

5.L4

be for-

?

you not attend a particular

?

If this should occur are you likely to make other arrangements i.e. send a colleague with instructions on how to act?
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5.15

If you personally witl not be attending court are you likely
to advise the juvenile that you will be unabfe to atLend?
always
- Yes,
Yes,
sometimes
_

-No
VÏ.

CONCLUSION

6.1

was anyone else present during the interview?
Yes (Specify)
_No

6.2

**

Describe the circumstances of the interview including where
it occured, the atmosphere of the interview situation
(friendly or hostile) and any unusual circumstances.

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATTON.

APPENDIX IV
DEFENSE COUNSEL INTERVIEW

T.

BACKGROUND

fnterviewer check off the foì-lowing question at the outset.
1.1

SEX:

MAIE

FEMÀLE

**BEGTN INTERVIEW HERE**

I would like to begin by asking you some questions about
your background.
L.2

How

long have you been practising

as a defence counsel?

than one year
- Less
One to two years
_ Two to four years
_ More than four years
1.3

I¡Ihat type(s) of law do you practise?

Criminal
- corporate
_ Family
_ Juvenile
_

I.4

1.5

rf more than one, Go to r.4

In which one of the named types of law that you practise
does the greatest part of your casel-oad fall inÈo?
In your opinion what percentage of all your legal work is

made up of juvenile

cases?

10u 3or" _30u _4oe" _50e" _608 Joz
rÏ.

JUVENILE

_B0z _908

100u

CONTACT

I would l-ike Èo ask you a series of questions concerning
your contact with juveniles.
2.I

When do you typicatly

make contact with juveniles?

224
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PROBE:

At the time of arresL

tr¡lhat percent of contact occurs at the time of

arrest

?

_ Through parents
Juvenile contact
Legal Aid
How many come through LegaI Aid ?
2.2

Who in your mind is your client?

_"3:;::lT:"'u'""
2.3

WiII this first contact usually occur prior to the first
court appearance?
Go to 2.4
_ Yes
Go to 2.19
No
_
Go lo 2.4
always
Not
_

2.4

If the first contact occurs prior to the first court appearance what in general terms wifl be discussed at this meeting?

2.5

_ The nature of the charge,/t{hat they are charged
with
Prior record
Potential dispositions
you will be proceeding with the case
How
_
Ðo you find, in general, that most juveniles know what they
are charged with before they go to court?
Go to 2.6
.
_ Yes
No
Go Lo 2.7
- . Don't know
How do they find out what they are charged wlth?
PROBE:

2.6

ice told subj ect
Parent told subject
Lawyer told subjecÈ
Detention staff told subject
P.o. told subject
From notice,/summons received
Other (Specify)
Pol-

Donrt know
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2.7

Ì¡lhat, if any, are the most common questions a juvenile wiII
ask during your first meeting?
PR.BE

:

;l:,:1":7""". suirry?
- 3;:"ì;';";i.:;
If I plead guilty wiJ-l it be over sooner?
_
_

2.8

What wiII

like1y happen to

What in your mind is the juvenilers

biggest concern about

going to court?

PROBE:

me?

_ Getting a record
_ Being found guilty

rriends rind our rhey were in courr
- ::;i:;':;:T,
parents
Having
their
find out they were in court
_
_ Having to spend so much ti-me going through the
proc es s

2.9

often do you explain to the juvenj-le what is likely to
occur inside the courtroom? i.e. will you talk to the juvenile about the proceedings of the court?
How

_ Always
_ Almost

al-ways

- l:i::'*""
2.I0

Go to 2.l-0
Go

ro

2.

rr

Under what conditions do you explain the proceedings of the

court to the juvenile?
PR.BE:

parents want

to

know

- i?'lnl":;::å: i:'l::r:::'n"'
be in ror a lons drawn out

"tt
- ::":.t!ll"tn"t
juvenile
the
If
and,/or parent/guardian
_

have had
absolutely no contact with any court of law
_ If a serious disposition could be rendered

2.II

Under what conditions do you not explain the proceedings of
Èhe court to the juvenile?

PROBE:

When juvenile
know

and,/or hís,/her parents don'L want to

If the charge isn't serious
If the juvenile and,/or the parent,/guardian have
had prior contact with any court of l-aw
_ If the disposition will be lenient

23I
2

-12 would you please describe what you wourd normally terl
juvenite about court procedure?

a

2.L3 Äre juvenil-es normarly interested in finding out about the
proceedings of the court.?
Yes
Go to 2.L4

- il:. always
2.r4

Go

to

2 ' 15

rn general why do you think a juvenile wourd be interested
in finding out about court procedure?

2.L5 rn general why do you think a juvenile wourd not be interested in finding out about court procedure?
_ Already familiar with court proceedings as a result
of prior contact
Just
anxious to have the matter finalized
_
thinks he knows what is about to occur
Juvenile
_
2.L6 How many times are you like1y to meet a juvenile or have
telephone contact with him,/her before his,/her first court
PROBE:

hear ing

?

2.L7 Would you say that this number of contacts is the averagie
over aII cases you handle or is it tikely to be different
for each individual case?
Go to 3.1
_ Yes, this is the average
No:
it
isn't
the
average
Go to 2.18
_
2.L8 l,ühy will the number of contacts vary from case to case?
2.L9 If you do noÈ make contact with a juvenile prior to his,/her
first court appearance when will this first contact most
likely occur?

::::: :;;::::"".
;i;.:ìi:""i,ili
- i:Between
first hearing and pretrial
_

and rrial
- Ê:.::31'ill.,'a1
Trial
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III.

FÏRST COIIRT

3.1

On the day of the juven j-l-e's f irst

3.2

HEARING

court hearing are you
to appear in the courtroom with him,/her?
Go to 3.3
_ Yes
No
to 3-2
Go
_
Why are you not likely to appear in the courtroom with him,/
likely

her

?

Have not had adequate time to prepare case
_ Havenrt been advised of the details of case
_ Have contacted the Crown re "the case,'

¡AOBE: _

_

Asking for remand

i:.::";::;t;:l
- par
ents
3.3

o..,-, made wirh juvenire and,/or

is helpful for the juvenile to have
you present at their courtroom hearing?

Would you say that it

_ Yes

_No

3-4

Why do you say that?

PR.BE:

i;::':;"':i"*:;::'::':":'3f::",=
- å:::,::
s erved
_

3.5

I can decipher the process to the juvenile
parent

and,/or

What, in your opinion, do you perceive your role to be in
the juvenile court proceedings?
rEoBE

3.6

are pre_

:

- l:::'::;::1":i.î':;:::":i;:,:;"3i

u., inquency

What, in your opinion, do you perceive your function to be j¡
the juvenile court proceedings?
PROBE:

-

'rEnsuring the parent and chil-d understand what
happens in court"
"Ensuríng the views of the parent and child are at
least expressed to the court"
rrEnsure that all relevant facts and law are brought
to the judge's attention and that statutory

¿JJ

procedures are followed"
"Ensure that the basic elements of procedural
fairness are met"
3.7

What, to you, is the most dífficult
juveniles ?
PROBE:

aspect of representing

_ Coming to terms with "whether or not the child is
in fact expressing his wishes"
Deafing
with a childrs capacity to instruct
.
couns e1

. Coming to terms with "whether or not the child is
competent to make decisions" regarding his case

3.8

3

.9

often times at a first hearing a charge will be read out to
Do you think that most juveniles understand
the juvenile.
what they are charged with?
Go to 3, l0
_ Yes
Go to 3.9
No
_
Donrt
know
.
l,ùhat is it
PRgB_q:

that juveniles are most conf used by?

_ The formality of the information
_ The way the judge reads the information

3.10 If a judge asks a juveniJ-e how s,/he wishes to plead to the
charge before the court do you think that s/he understands
whaL is being asked for?

il::,. know
you say that?
3.11 Why do =
PROBE:

_ I have spoken to the juvenile about it ]¡efore
court
Juvenile knows that in court they will have to
admit or deny

3.12 Do most juveniles understand the di-fference between pleading
guilty and not guiIty?
-

YeS
No

Don't

know

3.13 Do you think that juveniles understand plea bargaining?
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.

YeS
No

' Don'L
3.I4

know

Does plea bargaining create problems for you in dealing with

juveniles

?

Go to 3. 15
_ Yes
No
Gc to 3.16
. Donrt know

3.15 What problems does plea bargaíning create?
PROBE:

_ Juveniles don't want to plead guilty to certain
charges
Juvenile doesnrt perceive it as advantageous since
it doesn't necessarily mean a more lenient dispos it ion
- Juvenile doesnrt perceive the deal as equitable

3.16 Do you think it is the judge's role and responsibility to
explain the charge, what it means to make a plea, the difference between guilty or not guilty, for example, to the
juvenile?
Go to 4-I
_ Yes, comPletelY
Go to 3 - 18
Yes,
PartlY
_
Go to 3.I7
No
_
3.L7 Whose role is it?
Probation Services

Legal counsef
3.I8

In]ho

Prosecutor

else should assume this explanatory role?
Probation Services

LegaI counsel

Prosecutor

IV.

LEGAL LANGUAGE

often times if a lawyer is involved in a juvenile case more
technical vocabulary is used in the course of the proceedings. I would now lj_ke to ask you a series of questions
concerning this matter.
4.I

Do you think that the juveniles you represent understand in
any !^/ay the vocabulary which you use in presenting Èheir

cases to the court?
Go lo 4.2
- Yes
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_ No
Don't
4.2

Go to 4,3
know

What, if anything, do you think they understand?
PROBE:
.

Guilty,zNot guilty

I^Iaive reading of the charge

_ Talking about their social history
_ Adjournments

- Toi::::'::.:,5""
get particulars
_

4

.3

l¡'ihat don ' t they understand

?

Pnee''

r;t;i"í::::::':i"::.=:rirT"n, =.",,
_ Adjournments

-= ::::.lii
" n,".
Prior record
-

To get particulars

4.4

Is it your practise as a defence lawyer in the juvenile
justice system t" =Ip]_.i" the legal vocabulary you use in
the courtroom to your chil-d client?

4.5

Do you think that it j-s important for the defense lawyers of
juveniles to explain the legal terms which they use in the
courtroom hearings?
_ Yes
No

PROBE:

4.6

Is a lawyer's responsibitity discharged if s,/he has
protected the juvenile's rights or does the juvenile
also have to understand?

is necessary for juveniles to understand the
Iegal language which Iawyers, prosecutors and judges employ
in the course of the juvenile court proceedings in order for
the courtroom experience to have an impact on the juvenile?
Do you think it

_ yes
-No

¿ Jf)

4.7

i,^ihy

do you say that?

PR9!g: _ It
_ It
_ It
_ It

is part of their right to due process
is necessary for "rehabilitation,'
emphasizes the educative function of the court
is necessary for them to experience a sense of
fa irnes s

4.8

i^Ihat in your mind are the most important legal terms or
legal phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
PROBE:

_ Information
_ Not guíLty/guilty
_ To get particuJ-ars

Pl ea

_ Indicated plea
Waive reading of the

å:;;:::;"::'å::.i::"" ",ì:nËlTi,"",
- Canada
_ Adjourn sine díe
Period of probation
Fine
Restitut ion

r:Ï:l:;'::'i:Ï
4.9

=

What is so significant

code of

Conditionat Discharge
Stay of proceedings
Committal

;:;l:::;""'

about these particul_ar terms?

4.10 What in your mind are the least important. legal terms or
IegaI phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
PROBE:

fnformation
Not guíLty/guilty
To get particulars
_ Pre-Disposition Report
_ Adjourn sine die
Period of probation
-t'ane

t itut ion
Del inquent,/Non -d.et inquent

PIea
l-nd].cated plea
Waive reading of the
charge

Conditional Discharge
Stay of proceedings
Committal

Res

_ Finding of deJ-inquency
Remand

4.1I

Vthat is l-ess significant
others ?

about these terms as opposed to any
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4.I2

In general would you say Èhat the use of legal ianguage
affects the juvenilers understanding of the courtroom

hear ing

?

4.L3 Do you feel that the courtroom experience woul-d have greater
impact if l-ess Iegal vocabulary were used?
4.L4 Do you think that simplifying legal Ìanguage would make the
courtroom experience have greater impact on the juvenile?
If yes Go to 4.15
If no Go to 4.16
PROBE: Would the courtroom experience have more of a teaching function?
4.L5 Vühat changes would you propose to simplify
4.L6 Do you f eel that simplifying
propos it ion ?
Yes
- No
Don't

legal J-anguage is a f easibl-e

Go to 4.17
Go to 4.1-8

_

4.I7

legal language?

know

Why do you feel- that simplifying
propos it ion ?

4.Lg Why do you feel that simplifying
feas ibl-e proposition?

legal language is a feasible

Iegal language is not

a

V.

POST-COURT HEARING

5.I

After a courL hearing do you explain to the juvenile what
has occured in court that day?
- Yes' arwaYs
sometimes Go to 5.2
_

i:",

5.2

;" ;" ;.;

Is the explanation you provide client
initiation ?

initiated

or at your

5.3

what proportion of the juveniles you deat with would ask you
questions abouL the courLroom hearing?

5.4

BO% g0% looz
_10e" ]or" _30e" _Aoe" _50e" _6oso Joz
what woulc be Lhe reason for not explaining the courtroom
hear ing to the j uveni l- e ?

5.5

If the juvenilers probation officer is present wil-l you still
explain what happened in court to the juvenile?

]:i:l;-.=
- i::;
No
Go to 5.3

Go

ro

5.2

_

5.6

lrIhy wculd you exprain what happened in court to the juvenire

if his/her probation officer

is present?

Go to 5.8

5.7

5.8

5.9

Why would you not explain what happened in court to the

juvenile if his,/her probation officer

Do you ever forlow-up a court hearing by writing

a }etter to
the juvenile and,/or his,/her parent/guardian explaining what
took place in courÈ?
always
_ Yes,
Go to 5 ' 9
yes, sometimes
Go to 5.10
_ No
Under what circumstances, if any, would such a letter be
forwarded

5.10

is present?

?

If a hearing is adjourned wiII you be in touch with the
juvenile before the next. hearing?
Yes. alwavs
Go to 5.l-l
Yes,
sometimes
_
Go to 5.12
_ No

5.11 What will

be the nature of this contacL?
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5,I2

If a juvenile has a number of hearings are you likely
att end a 1l- of them?
Yes

- *"

Go to 5.13

5.13 Under what circumstances will
hear ing

5.L4

to

you not attend a particular

?

If this should occur are you likely to make other arrangements i.e. send a colleague with instructions on how to act
or will you be in touch with the Crown?

5.15 If you personally wiII not be attend.ing court are you likely
to advise your juvenile client that you wiII be unable to
attend ?
- Yes, always
_

Yes, sometimes

_No

VT.

CONCLUSTON

6. t

l{as anyone else present during the interview?
Yes (Specify)
No

6.2

Describe the circumstances of the interview including where
it occured, the atmosphere of the interview situation
(friendly or hostile) and any unusual circumstances.

**THANK-YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATTON**

APPENDIX V
JUDGES

I.

I INTERVIEW

BACKGROUND

Interviewer check off the following question at the outset.
1.1

SEX:

MÀLE

FEMÀLE

**BEGfN INTERVIEW HERE**

f would like to begin by asking you some questions about
your background.
L.2

How long have you been a member of the bench of the family
court ?
_ Less than one year
_ One to two years
_ îwo to four years
_ More than four years

I.3

Prior to being called to the bench what did your past legal
work concentrate most heavily on?
_ Family
_ Corporate
Cr

imina

l-

r3:;:1,,.
1.4

What percentage of your caseload as a defense lawyer
made up of juvenile

was

work?

1.5

_IOU JOe" _30% _4OZ _50? _6Oeo J Oru _80% _90% *I00U
Would you briefly describe your current dut.ies and functions
in the family court?

1.6

WhaÈ

II.

FIRST COURT

2.L

At the time of the juvenile's first court hearing are you
likely to ask him,/her if they know why there are there?

is the highest Ìevel of education you have attained?

HEARING

r e5
No
¿ 4ll

24r

2.2

On the day of the juvenile's

Iikely

first court hearing are you
to advise the juvenile of his,/her right to legat

couns e1 ?
_ Yes

PR.BE:

2.3

r äi*:n-.=

Often times at a first hearing a charge wiII be read out to
the juvenile.
Do you think that most juveniles understand
what they are charged with at the moment that you read the
information to them?
Yes

-

2,4

know

What is it that juveniles
PROBE:

2.5

No

Donrt

are most confused by?

_ The formality of the information
judge reads the information
_ The way the

Do you explain to the juvenile
and complainÈ?

the elements of an information

_ yes
PROBE:

'

2.6

-No you simplify it through paraphrasing or do you
_.Do
read it verbatim?

Do you ask the juvenile
the charge?

whether or not he,/she understands

_ Yes, always
Go to 2.7
_ Ye.s , somet imes
Go to 2.8
_ No
2.7

Under what circumstances will you ask the juvenile whether
or not he understands the charge?

2.8

you not ask the juvenile
he
understands the charge?
whether or not
Under what circumstances wilI
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2.9

When you ask a juvenile

how s/he wishes to plead to the
charge before the court do you think s/he understands what
is being asked for?

- í:=
2.IO Why do you say that?
2.LL

In your mind do most juveniles understand the difference between pleading guilty and not guilty?
-

YeS
No

Don I t know

2.L2 When asking a juvenile for a plea do you ask the juvenile
whether or not he's guilty, or is it true or false, does he
admit or deny, did he do it or not?
_ Guilty,/Not guilty
_ Admit/Deny
Do it,/Not do it
- True,/Fafse
2.L3 Do you think juveniles und.erstand plea bargaining?
'
No
-Yes
- Don't
know
2.L4 Do you think that it is the judgets role and responsibility
to explain the charge, what it means to make a plea, the
difference between guilt,y and not guilty, for example, to
the juvenile?
_ Yes, completely
to 2'16

i:":'"-":;""

2'r3"

2.L5 Whose role
= is it?
_ Legal couns el_ Probation services
_ Prosecutor
2.16 Who else should assume this explanatory role?
_ Legal counsel

_ Probation services

_ Prosecutor
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TIÏ.

LEGAL LANGUAGE

3.1

Do you think that juveniles understand in any \^/ay the
vocabulary which judges, Iawyers and prosecutors use in
courtroom hearings ?

r:"'r

know

3.2

What, if= anything, do you t.hink they understand?

3.3

What don't they understand?

3.4

fn your experience has it been the case that lawyers who are
active in the juvenile justice system explain the legal vocabulary which they use in the courtroom to their child
clients ?
_ Yes
_No
_ Don't know

3.5

Do you think it

is important that lawyers explain to juvenìles
the legal- terms which they use in the courtroom hearings?
_ yes

3.6
3.7

-No
- Donrt know
Why do you say that?
Do you think it is necessary for juvenil-es to understand the
legaI Ianguage which some Iawyers, prosecutors and judges
employ in the course of juvenile court proceedings in order
for the courtroom experience to be a meaningful one for the

juvenile?
_

3.8

Yes

-NoDonrt know
Why do you say that?
PROBE:

is part of their right to due process
is necessary for "rehabilitation"
emphasizes the educative function of the court
is necessary for Èhem to experience a sense of
fa irnes s
It
It
It
It

.AA

3.9

What in your mind are the most important legal terms or
legal phrases which a juvenile has to understand?

3.10 What is so significant

about these particular

terms?

3.11 l,Ihat in your mind are the least important legal terms or
lega1 phrases which a juvenile has to understand?
3.L2 What is less significant
others ?
3.I3

about these terms as opposed to any

rn general would you say that the use of legal language
affects the juvenitets understanding of the courtroom
hearing

?

. Yes
No

Don't know
3.14 Ðo you feel that the courtroom experience would have greater
impact if Less legal vocabulary were used?
3

.15 Do you think that simplifying 1egal language \../oul-d make the
courtroom experience more meaningful for the juvenile?
_

Yes

-No

pRoBE:

,-r:.".:"ollir.r"om
function

hearins have more or a reachine

?

3.16 What changes would. you propose to simplify
3.L7 Do you feel that simplifying

ProP ttt"i;=

Iegal language?

legal language is a feasible

Go ro 3.r8
Go to 3. 19
No
- Don't know

3.18 Why do you feel that simptifying
pr opo s it ion ?

legal language is a feasible

A AE

legal language is not

3.I9

Why do you feel that simptifying

IV.

CONCLUSION OF

4.L

At the end of a court hearing do you explain to the juvenile
what has occured in court that daY?

4.2

What would be the reason for not explaining the courtroom

4.3

Do you ask the juvenile whether or not he understands what
has occured in court that daY?

4.4

Is the explanation you provide juvenile initiated
init iation ?

4.5

What proportion of the iuveniles you deal wiÈh would ask you
questions about the courtroom hearing when afford.ed Èhe
opportunítY ?

4.6

feasible proposition?

a

COT.IRT

hearing to the juvenile?

or at your

_1OA 3OZ _30% _4Oe" _50eo _603 J OZ _80% _90U _100¿
explain
If the juvenile has legal counsel will you still
what happened in court to the juvenile?

=

*:, :å:iii:";.,

Go Eo 4.1

4.7

Why would you explain what happened in court to the juvenile

4.8

i^Ihy would you not explain what happened in court to the
juvenile if s,/he has IegaI counsel ?

4.9

If the juvenile has his,/her probation officer present in the
courtroom will you stiII explain what happened in court to
the juvenile?

if s,/he has IegaI counsel?

246

r:::

::T:li^r"n.,.,

Go

to 4 ro

4.IO Why would you explain what happened in court to the juvenile
if s/he has a probation officer present?

=

would you not explaln what happened in court to the
juvenile if s,/he has a probation officer present?

4.LI

Why

V.

CONCLUSION

5.I

Was anyone else present during the interview?

Yes (Specify)
No

5.2

Describe the circumstances of the interview including where
it occured, the atmosphere of the interview situation
(friendly or hostile) and any unusual circumstances-
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